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Abstract
Affordable broadband connectivity, services and applications are essential to modern society,
offering widely recognized social and economic benefits. In last few years, countries are paying more
and more attention to broadband access capabilities as they have become a cornerstone element to
stimulate prosperity. Satellite industry is fully aware of its key role and its privileged position to
provide suitable solutions to achieve the universalization of broadband services. This Ph.D. thesis aims
at providing a modest contribution to reach this goal, someday in a near-future.
Current broadband satellite systems are employing multiple spot beams, allowing dividing
coverage into small cells and thus, exploiting more efficiently satellite resources. The 2nd generation of
HTS Ka-band satellites is already reaching total capacities from 90 Gbps to 150 Gbps thanks to higher
Frequency Reuse factors and higher spectral efficiency modulation and coding schemes. However, to
follow the trend of terrestrial networks in terms of peak bit rates, data volume and cost/bit it is
necessary to investigate system alternatives providing a significant order of improvement with respect
to the current state of the art, leading to Terabit/s-like satellite performances or the so-called Next
Generation High Throughput Satellites (NG-HTS). Despite the lately achievements in this field, new
techniques still need to be explored to overcome one of the main significant show-stoppers: the
overwhelming number of beams needed to reach such high performances.
The purpose of this Ph.D. thesis has been to investigate alternatives to the beam scaling in NGHTS systems, assessing innovative and advanced system strategies to significantly increase total
system capacity, without further exploding the number of beams. In this context, aggressive frequency
reutilization strategies come naturally into mind as a potential mean to increase overall bandwidth
resources and therefore, boost total system capacity. However, increasing the frequency re-use leads to
an increase on co-channel interferences, rendering the usage of additional spectrum not as efficient.
Aiming to find a solution to this challenge, advanced interference-based system techniques have been
assessed in a realistic NG-HTS context corresponding to Linear Precoding and Fractional Frequency
Reuse (FFR) schemes. Linear Precoding is a MIMO-based interference mitigation technique which
allows considering more aggressive frequency reuse schemes by jointly processing the transmitted
signals in order to pre-compensate co-channel interferences. This technique have been studied in the
frame of NG-HTS systems and their performances derived considering realistic antenna subsystem
characterization, proving significant improvement in total system performances. Scheduling strategies
have been also investigated and schedule heuristic algorithms defined and assessed, showing further
improvements can be achieved considering smart scheduling mechanisms.
Another way to increase spectral resources per beam has been then investigated, considering the
well-known Fractional Frequency Reuse schemes used mostly in mobile terrestrial networks (i.e.
WiMAX, LTE…). FFR patterns present a potential mean to increase bandwidth resources per beam by
combining two distinct frequency reuse schemes within each of the coverage beams. In this
dissertation, FFR scheme application has been characterized and adapted to the particularities of a
realistic HTS satellite context and its gains in total capacity have been derived. A natural synergy
between Linear Precoding and FFR has been then studied, applying Linear Precoding techniques to
enhance performance on the denser FR pattern, leading to further improvements on total system
capacity.
Promising improvements in overall system thrpuhgput have been proved through the assessment of
advanced interference-based techniques in NG-HTS context, establishing real altenratives for future
Broadband High throughput satellites.
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Introduction
Geostationary satellite communications have attracted interest as a potential mean to provide
internet access since the arrival of World Wide Web. Despite the fact that a telecom GEO system is
intrinsically limited by its long propagation delay, it presents unique characteristics to provide
broadband service to large extensions of earth surface, without the need to deploy expensive and large
terrestrial infrastructure. Satellite systems cannot be considered de facto as natural competitors of the
well-established terrestrial broadband access (and they do not pretend to be neither) but, in an
unequivocal manner, provide a powerful and absolutely necessary complement to reach global scale
coverage. Indeed, even if satellites ultimately serve only a small fraction of the overall broadband user
market, they could still provide broadband service to millions of users during the next decade which
would be otherwise un-served or underserved by terrestrial technologies.
As a matter of fact, the ‘digital divide’ has become EU hot-topic, rising high political interest in
last few years. Countries pay attention to broadband access capabilities as they firmly believe that
good high speed communications will stimulate future prosperity1. The Europe 2020 Strategy2 has
underlined the importance of broadband deployment to promote social inclusion and competitiveness
in the EU. The main objective of this policy is to bring basic broadband to all Europeans by 2013 and
to ensure that by 2020 (i) all Europeans would have access to much higher internet speeds of above 30
Mbps and (ii) 50% or more of European households subscribe to internet connections above 100
Mbps. These are quite challenging numbers but satellite industry is fully aware of its key role in this
endeavour and is pushing forward to provide appropriate solutions.
Recent developments on the so-called High Throughput Satellites (HTSs) indicate a promising
response to the aforementioned challenge, e.g. Eutelsat’s Ka-Sat (EU) or Viasat’s Viasat-1 (US).
Generally speaking, a High Throuhgput Satellite achieves a significant improvement factor with
respect to the total throughput obtained with a traditional single-beamed FSS satellite, using the same
amount of allocated badnwidth in orbit. This is accomplished thanks to the frequency reutilization
principle based on dividing the covered area into radio cells (a.k.a. beams), i.e. the multi-beam
architecture, therefore increasing the capacity per km2. Thanks to this particular system architecture,
total system throughput can be significantly boosted, regardless of the spectrum choice, and
consequently, the cost per bit delivered is drastically reduced.
First and second generation of Broadband HTS systems have already proven great total throughput
improvements, reaching up to 150 Gbps of total capacity, therefore opening a real chance for satellite
industry in the broadband access arena. Notwithstanding those accomplishments, the challenge still
remains for next generation HTS systems which must follow the trend of terrestrial networks in terms
of peak data rates and service cost to remain competitive and up-to-date. Several R&D studies funded
by European Commission (EC), European Space (ESA) and French Space (CNES) agencies have been
recently carried out, aiming to assess next generation HTS (NG-HTS) systems within the 2015-2020
time horizon. The principle was to assess the introduction of disruptive technologies for the space
segment to meet service demand while achieving a dramatic reduction of the cost per bit delivered, i.e.
drastically increasing overall system throughput. The outcomes, published in [2][3][6], show Terabit/s
satellite architectures are possible in the targeted time frame, achieving system performances almost
1
2

As stated in ITU, UNESCO, « The state of Broadband 2013 : Universalizing Broadband », Broadband Comission, 2013
http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/
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reaching 1 Tbps of total throughput in a continental coverage by means of more than 200 beams and
considering cutting-edge technology advances at all space segment levels.

Scope of the PhD work
Observing the NG-HTS proposed solutions, derived in the aforementioned studies, all of them are
based on the principle of further scaling the number of beams. By reducing the beam spacing and the
beam width (for a given coverage), and thus increasing the number of beams, logical improvements in
bandwidth reutilization factor and total system performance can be obtained. However, this approach
results in obvious antenna design complexity and space segment limitations at platform level. Indeed,
as more beams need to be accommodated, more amplifiers, filters and wavelengths/coaxial are needed
on-board, with the consequent increase in platform power budget, overall mass and accommodation
complexity. Furthermore, as beam width considered gets smaller inter-beam isolation degrades as a
consequence of non-ideal radiation patterns due to more complex antenna subsystem designs and
performances degrade accordingly. In that sense, antenna design (e.g. size of reflector, antenna
geometry…) plays an important role and is one of the main limiting factors. Hence, even if scaling the
number of beams is a priori the logical straight-forward strategy, it rapidly leads to practical
implementation issues.
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate alternatives to the beam scaling NG-HTS trend,
assessing innovative system strategies to significantly increase total system capacity, without further
exploding the number of beams. In order to tackle this challenge, the focus has been put on techniques
aiming at increasing the amount of available bandwidth per beam, therefore improving total
system bandwidth alternatively. The limitation of the system due to interference is addressed, more
particularly to the so-called Co-Channel Interference (CCI), which is directly a consequence of the
frequency reuse pattern employed in the systems and the antenna design. Considering more aggressive
frequency reuse schemes actually permits to increase the overall system bandwidth and consequently,
the theoretical system capacity but it heavily degrades CCI interference levels.
Hence, two main research access are proposed in this thesis
 MIMO-based Interference Mitigation Techniques
Multi-beam satellite systems are actually input-output systems equipped with several transmit
and receive antennas, and therefore they can realize joint signal processing and be turned into
virtual Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems. On the return-link, equivalent to the
up-link of terrestrial networks, the interference can be cancelled by the entity receiving the users'
signals, i.e. the gateway, for which the joint decoding operation is possible, and the complexity is
not really a limiting factor. On the other hand, in the forward-link, where an equivalent architecture
can be defined w.r.t the down-link in terrestrial systems, CCI can be observed when data are
transmitted on the same frequency to users located in different beams. Using the MIMO concept in
the Forward link, removing this kind of interference at the receiver side is not possible, e.g. by
using an iterative cancellation approach, because each user acts as a single receiver, and thus joint
decoding of the multiple outputs of the MIMO system is not feasible. For this reason much effort
has been made to cancel CCI at the transmitter side, which is not cost-sensitive, e.g. by employing
Dirty Paper Coding (DPC) or Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding (THP). However, due to their high
complexity, this kind of techniques are difficult to be implemented in reality in large scale systems
such as multi-beam satellite systems and other joint Precoding solutions can be considered.
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In this dissertation, the attention is focused on Linear Precoding techniques, which are
suboptimal strategies with respect to DPC. These techniques already grasp the potential multi-user
gains but with manageable complexity, making them an attractive solution to be applied in HTS
systems context. Their interference mitigation capabilities allow considering more aggressive
frequency reuse schemes which lead to advantageous scenarios in terms of overall system
throughput improvements. These techniques are studied in the frame of realistic HTS systems and
their performances derived considering realistic antenna subsystem characterization. Scheduling
strategies are also investigated and low-complexity schedule heuristic algorithms are assessed,
showing further improvements can be achieved considering smart scheduling mechanisms.
 Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) schemes
Based on terrestrial network well-known schemes used mostly in mobile networks (i.e. WiMAX,
LTE,…), Fractional Frequency Reuse patterns present a potential mean to increase bandwidth per
beam allocation by overlapping two distinct frequency reuse patterns within each beam. This system
technique has been studied in the frame of a CNES study called SAFARI3 aimed at exploring the
suitability and performance of Fractional Frequency Reuse schemes applied to broadband HTS
systems. The basic principle of FFR is to overlay classical FR patterns (e.g. 4FR pattern or beyond) in
combination with denser frequency reutilization schemes within each beam leading to an increase on
total system bandwidth. In this dissertation, FFR scheme applied to challenging and realistic HTS
satellite context is explored and its potential improvement of system performances is actually assessed.
Besides, the application of linear Precoding to enhance performance on the denser FR pattern is
proposed, as a natural synergy can be established between FFR and Precoding techniques.
Dissertation structure
This PhD dissertation is composed of two main parts. The first part is composed of three chapters
mainly addresseing a review of NG-HTS systems. Chapter 1 introduces the state-of-the-art in
Broadband Satellite Systems in order to understand the main features of High Throughput Satellites in
terms of architecture and their main functional blocks. In Chapter 2, the main interference sources in
Broadband satellite systems are described in detailed as interferences constitute one of the central
aspects of the dissertation. Finally, in Chapter 3, baseline scenarios are defined and dimensioned,
deriving a complete and detailed link budget and total throughput assessment and defining a solid
comparison framework to assess the identified advance system techniques.
The second part is composed of four chapters tackling the analysis of advance interference-based
techniques applied in a NG-HTS context. In Chapter 4, an overview of the existent interference
mitigation techniques suitable for GEO satellite systems is presented. The main interference mitigation
strategies are reviewed and MIMO principles described, introducing MIMO-based techniques being
applicable to HTS systems context. In Chapter 5, Linear Precoding techniques are assessed in detailed,
describing the HTS channel model, presenting the considered techniques and discussing the extend
performance analysis realized considering baseline scenarios (previously defined in Chapter 3). In
Chapter 6, scheduling strategies are studied, describing the heuristic algorithms proposed and
presenting their performances when being applied to baseline scenarios. In Chapter 7, FFR schemes
assessment is carried out, taking the baseline scenarios once again as a reference to analyze potential
improvements in system performances. Finally, Chapter 8 presents the conclusions of the dissertation
and future lines of research identified during the Ph.D.
3

CNES R&T R-S12/TC-0006-010 : SAFARI « Système à Faible Rapport Signal sur bruit » project (2012-2013)
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PART 1: Broadband Satellite systems
1 State of the art in Broadband satellite systems
1.1 Telecommunications satellites: past and future
The first telecommunication satellite, Telstar 1, launched in July 1962 achieved the first
transmissions of television pictures, telephone calls and fax images through a non-geostationary
satellite with an elliptic orbit. One year later around August 1963, Syncom 3 made Clarke’s dream [1]
come true becoming the first satellite which ever reached the geostationary orbit, successfully
providing a wideband channel for television and the possibility to broadcast to all Americans the 1964
Summer Olympics in Tokyo. Since then it has rained a lot (and not always in SATCOM best interest)
and succeeding generations of communications satellites featuring larger capacities and improved
performance characteristics were adopted for use in television delivery, military applications and
telecommunications purposes.
With the arrival of internet and the World Wide Web, geostationary satellites attracted interest as a
potential means of providing Internet access. Indeed, there are approximately one half dozen satellites
in-orbit today, entirely dedicated at providing broadband services to customers and enterprises. In
2004 with the launch of Anik F2, the first High Throughput Satellite (HTS) became operational,
giving birth to a new class of next-generation satellites providing improved capacity and bandwidth. It
was a part of the so-called first generation of broadband satellites such as WildBlue I or SpaceWay 3
which could provide tenths of Giga bits per second or the big iPSTAR (Thaicom) which reached total
throughput up to 35 Gbps, in a first attempt to make satellite communications suitable for broadband
market.
The evolution from the single beamed traditional satellites with rather modest performances to the
first HTS systems was possible thanks to the introduction of multi-beam and frequency reuse
concepts. This allowed a remarkable increase of system spectral resources, pushing single-beamed Kuband satellites to a whole new level of satellite capabilities.
More recently, the second generation of HTS has pushed forward first generation performances
thanks to higher Frequency Re-use factor (FR) allowed by narrow satellite antenna beams and higher
spectral efficiency modulation and coding schemes reaching total capacities from 70 Gbps to 150
Gbps. As a consequence, a significant reduction of cost/Mbps has been achieved, delivering services
akin to those provided by the terrestrial ADSL2+. Beginning with Ka-Sat, launched at the end of 2010
and followed by ViaSat's ViaSat-1 satellite in 2011 and HughesNet’s Jupiter in 2012, user downstream
data rates have evolved from 1-3 Mbit/s up to 12-15Mbit/s and beyond.
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Table 1 In-orbit Broadband HTS systems

Figure 1 High Throughput Satellites evolution

In general, the consumer tends to be rather technology agnostic and the benchmark is expected to
remain the terrestrial services. This implies that as Fibre-to-the-Home (FTTH) becomes more prolific,
it will turn into the reference for the next generation HTS systems. This is not an easy target for the
satellite communication system architect since FTTH represents a bit rate approximately an order of
magnitude higher than that of ADSL2+ for about the same cost.
Therefore, in order to follow the evolution of terrestrial networks in terms of peak data rates and
service cost and to cope with the economic and technical demands of the market, it is necessary to
further improve broadband satellite systems capacity and to reach or go beyond the Terabit/s satellite
(as tackled in [2], [3]).
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Where to start?
To remain competitive, the cost of satellite services shall drastically decrease (cost/Mbps)
providing a quality comparable to FTTH. To achieve this goal, the logical way is to increase satellite
capacity by both increasing the usable bandwidth and further improving system spectral efficiency.
When trying to improve system throughput, a trade-off exists between the increase of the satellite
power in order to enhance spectral efficiency and the increase of usable bandwidth. Aiming at having
more insight on the subject, in Figure 2 we compare the capacity increase in two cases. In one hand, we
increase power at constant bandwidth, thus improving spectral efficiency by using more efficient
coding and modulation schemes (MODCODs) (case 1). On the other hand, an increase on bandwidth
keeping the same power spectral density is considered, i.e. keeping the same MODCOD and thus the
same spectral efficiency (case 2). Indeed, what can be observed is that the later leads to capacity gains
6.6 times greater than an equivalent increase in power at constant bandwidth, as plotted for case 1
(DVB-S2 MODCOD performances are considered [4]).

Figure 2 Capacity increase vs power increase for DVB-S2 standard performances

Hence, it is clear that the first objective when trying to significantly increase capacity is a question
of bandwidth, as spectrum is proved to have a much greater impact in capacity improvement than an
increase on transmission power. This has been a clear trend in the past decades, moving satellite
operation frequencies up to Ka-band and beyond in order to make use of larger available bandwidths.
Along the same line, Frequency Re-use strategies and optimized frequency plans in multi-beam
architectures play an important role when it comes to make the best possible use of bandwidth
resources. Next, once spectral resources are maximized, increasing power is to be considered to
optimize system performances by means of improving system EIRP, either enhancing antenna gain or
further increasing transmitted power.
In an attempt to identify what to expect for fixed broadband satellite systems in the coming years
and how next generation HTS can be adapted to the new demands of the market, next sections debrief
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the actual state-of-the-art of HTS systems and identify potential innovative system solutions that may
lead us even beyond the challenging Terabit/s.

1.2 System architecture
In order to achieve internet connectivity, relaying users to the Internet backbone and vice versa, a
two-way connection between satellite user terminals and Gateway Earth Stations (GES) is required.
This connection is carried out by means of a geostationary satellite, supporting a transparent star
network topology. As illustrated in Figure 3, a satellite star network topology generally consists of one
or several central switches or hubs (i.e. GES) to which all other user terminals in the network are
relayed on.
Generally speaking, a satellite system can be split in three main distinct segments: Ground
segment, Space segment and User segment. Ground segment is composed of GES which
transmit/receive radio wave signals to/from the satellite and provides the connection to the Internet
backbone for the spot beams they serve. All user terminals covered by those beams constitute the User
segment which is usually based on relatively small antenna dishes connected to the end’s user
equipment. Finally, space segment is basically the satellite it-self and all terrestrial facilities for its
control and monitoring.

Figure 3 Broadband satellite communications systems architecture

Each of these subsystems will be further detailed in next sections. But before, let’s define a
common terminology to characterize the links between the different segments which will be used from
now on in this document.
The star network topology is characterized by the following links, as depicted in Figure 4:


Feeder links: links relaying the GES and the satellite.
o

Forward Uplink (Feeder Uplink) from the GES to the satellite

o

Return Downlink (Feeder Downlink) from the satellite to the GES
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User links: links relying the User Terminals and the satellite
o

Forward Downlink (User Downlink) from the GES to the satellite

o

Return Uplink (User Uplink) from the satellite to the GES

Figure 4 FSS Satellite links definition

This thesis focuses more particularly on the Forward link, even if in some sections the Return link
may be mentioned for the sake of a better understanding. The reason why only Forward link is
considered in this dissertation, it mainly comes from the significantly asymmetric nature of the
transmitted broadband traffic and the expected increase in bandwidth allocation in future systems.
On one hand, actual Internet connections are presenting a more and more unbalanced traffic
behavior profile between downlink and uplink, mainly caused by the popularization of video
streaming applications. Thus, even if common applications tends to be rather symmetrical, an
asymmetry between Froward link and Return link will remain leading to a higher request of Forward
link capacity with respect to Return link’s.
On the other hand, as mentioned in section 1.1, in order to boost system capacity we need to
significantly increase total allocated bandwidth. This increase impacts directly to the on-board power
budget which becomes a limiting and dimensioning factor, with the consequent impact in total
performances.
Therefore, without neglecting the importance of the Return link and unless explicitly stated, the
Forward link constitutes herein the link of interest.
Multi-beam architecture
One of the key aspects which have triggered the evolution from traditional FSS to HTS systems is,
without any doubt, the multi-beam architecture concept.
Looking back at first broadband satellites, besides being technologically simple, they were based
on a single user beam covering the entire service area. This allowed the satellite to cover large and
extended coverage within the whole region of earth visible from the satellite, connecting users from
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one continent to another. However, due to the large beam aperture angle required to cover such large
surfaces, a resulting low gain of the satellite antenna prevented from having a favourable link budget.
Indeed, a trade-off existed (and still exists) between being able to interconnect a large number of users
at the expense of rather low signal level, and having a favourable link budget conditions but in a
reduced coverage. Adding the fact that orthogonal multiplexing of all users was mandatory and that
the available bandwidth allocation for Fixed Satellite Services (FSS) was a scarce resource at the time
(and still is today...), the resulting end user’s single throughput was very low and rather expensive.
With the introduction of multi-beam technology, narrower beams can be implemented thus
improving antenna gain by means of reduced beam aperture angles. This permits to confine the
transmit power to smaller areas therefore reaching higher power efficiencies than in a single beam
mode and, at the same time, coverage can be extended by juxtaposing multiple beams to conform a
larger coverage area.
A priori, for unicast transmissions, it can be stated that global performances improve as the
number of beams increase. Nevertheless, there is obviously a practical limit provided by the antenna
technology limitations and the satellite itself in terms of mass, total power required and complexity
(which proportionally increases with the number of beams considered). Despite the higher costs
associated with spot beam technology, the overall cost is considerably lower as compared to e.g.
shaped beam technology.
Last but not least, besides the improvement in antenna gain, the most revolutionary aspect of the
multi-beam architecture is the fact that the same frequency band can be used several times in such a
way as to increase the total system capacity without increasing the allocated bandwidth. Indeed, taking
advantage of the spatial isolation resulting from antenna directivity, frequency reuse techniques have
allowed boosting significantly total system capacity. Frequency reutilization is one of the key aspects
of this thesis and therefore, it is introduced in section 1.5 and further analyzed in section 4.1.

1.3 Spectral allocation for Fixed Satellite Service systems
1.3.1 The arising of Ka‐band for HTS services
Ever since Ka-band was opened up for satellites, it has been a significant enabler of satellitedelivered Internet. One of the key selling points for Ka-band satellite services is that the spectrum is
relatively unused, while the lower frequency satellite bands are all heavily subscribed (e.g. Ku-band,
C-band,…). Existing Ku-band systems were developed primarily for video distribution and widely
dispersed VSAT networks. When Internet services were envisioned a few years ago, most of the Kuband capacity was already committed to other services - companies had to turn to unused spectrum on
the Ka-band to provide services. As these networks were designed for high throughput from the
beginning, Ka-band has gained a reputation for being “faster”4 than Ku-band.
Indeed, going up to Ka-band or beyond can offer significant technological advantages over more
conventional and lower frequency bands: on one hand reduced RF equipment size can be obtained at
those frequencies, particularly important considering the limited room available on board satellites.

4

Being able to provide more system capacity than lower frequency bands.
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On the other hand, higher antenna gains can be obtained enabling the use of narrower and powerful
spot beams for the same size of antenna reflector.
However, when comparing Ka-band and Ku-band for HTS systems, the truth is there is not a clear
“winner” or more well-positioned vis-a-vis HTS systems [5]. Depending on the type of service (mass
consumer or industrial) and other criteria such as coverage, service reliability (propagation
impairments – see section 1.4), new spectrum availability or equipment cost/readiness among others,
Ka-band might not be always the most appropriate choice. Nevertheless, Ka-band is considered,
without doubt, one of the bands of interest for future HTS systems. The main reasons for that are Kuband saturation and the fact that Ka-band HTS, besides having more free spectrum, can be quite
competitive for customer services which do not require particularly high reliability (such as consumer
broadband access).
Figure 5 illustrates the saturation of geostationary arc of satellites operating at commercial bands
(S, L, X, C, Ku and Ka bands). It is easy to observe how crowded it begins to be, above all in GEO
satellites operating at C and Ku bands in all orbital slots between 10°W and 30°E (Region 1 European region).

Figure 5 Geostationary arc of commercial band satellites in-orbit

1.3.2 FSS spectrum allocation
As analyzed in section 1.1, system capacity increases almost linearly with the amount of available
spectrum (at constant EIRP density values). This simple assessment is one of the key design drivers of
broadband FSS systems and states clearly the importance of available spectrum, a scarce and limited
natural resource, and its allocation in order to maximize satellite capabilities.
As mentioned in the introduction, the second generation of HTS satellites achieves capacities in
the range from 10 Gbps to 150 Gbps operating with Ka-band spectrum. Looking at the International
Union of Telecommunications (ITU) allocations, Ka-band can be separated into five dissociated
bands:


Exclusive civil Ka-band
o Downlink: 19.7 – 20.2 GHz
o Uplink:
29.5 – 30 GHz
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These bands have been allocated to FSS on a primary basis and are mostly
favourable for the operation of broadband satellite systems uncoordinated earth
stations (i.e. user terminals)
Shared civil Ka-band
o Downlink: 17.7 – 19.7 GHz
o Uplink:
27.5 – 29.5 GHz
o These bands are shared with other services, including Fixed, Mobile, Broadcastingsatellite, Earth Exploration Satellite and Mobile Satellite Services at ITU level.
Governmental Ka-band
o Downlink: 20.2 – 21.2 GHz
o Uplink:
30 – 31 GHz
o These bands are allocated to FSS, Mobile and terrestrial Fixed Services on a
primary basis. NATO is managing these bands for governmental applications.
Extensions of Ka-band
o Downlink/uplink: 17.3 – 17.7 GHz
o This band is allocated only in Region 15 to the FSS on primary basis
o







Observing the Ka-band allocation in Figure 66, only 500 MHz is exclusively allocated for FSS
which clearly is a limiting factor when trying to significantly improve total system capacity in next
generation HTS systems.

Figure 6 CEPT Ka-band downlink segmentation 17.3 – 21.2 GHz

Nonetheless, as presented in [2], [3] and [6], the trend is going towards the use of full Ka-band for
user links and shifting feeder link to higher bands such as Q/V-band. The main idea behind is to
allocate the shared Ka-band spectrum to user links (otherwise occupied by feeder links), increasing the
available downlink user bandwidth from 500 MHz up to 2.9 GHz (17.3 GHz – 20.2 GHz) per
polarization.

5

Region 1comprises Europe, Africa, the Middle East west of the Persian Gulf including Iraq, the former Soviet Union and Mongolia.

6

Acronyms list: BSS (Broadcasting Satellite Services), Geosynchronous Orbit (GSO), Non-GSO, NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) and Electronic Communications Committee (ECC)
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Looking closer to European regulation, Figure 6 shows CEPT Ka-band downlink segmentation
([7], [8], [9], [10]). It should be noted the 2.9 GHz considered bandwidth takes advantage of the shared
bands and the Ka-band extension (17,3GHz – 17,7GHz) allocated to FSS in primary basis only in
Region 1. Concerning the use of civil Ka downlink shared bands, it should be remarked that user
terminals use those bands holding the status of uncoordinated and unprotected earth stations, meaning
they have no protection, nor any privilege in front of other terrestrial systems using the same bands.
The conditions under which are used are defined in [11].
On the Ka-band uplink, a 2.5GHz bandwidth is available, with 1.2GHz exclusively allocated for
FSS services.
Moving to Q/V-band for feeder links allows locating the gateways within the service area as there
is no more risk of interference between feeder and user links. In addition, there is a larger amount of
potentially available spectrum than Ka-band shared bands. On the other hand, the main limiting factor
for the adoption of Q/V band is the fading due to atmospheric phenomena (mainly rain, but also
clouds, gasses and scintillations), which is much higher compared to Ka and Ku bands.
In terms of spectrum regulation, there is currently no exclusive Q/V-band allocation to satellite
service. It implies that each terminal using this band shall have to be coordinated. Q/V-bands could
also have been foreseen for user links as there are some designated bands for High-Density FSS7 in
Q/V-band which could allow the deployment of uncoordinated FSS earth stations (ITU RR 5.516B).
However, considering the inherent degradation on atmospheric propagation, resulting receive noise
figures and Free Space Losses (please refer to section 3.2), this would make practically no feasible to
assign this bands to user links. Hence, Q/V-bands seem a good option for the feeder link as gateway
stations are easier to coordinate and propagation impairments can be overcome with powerful fading
mitigation techniques and High Power Amplifiers with “no limitations” in power budget.
A total of 5GHz in uplink and 5GHz in downlink are then available in Q/V-band, as depicted in
Figure 7. Considering the use of both circular polarizations (RHCP and LHCP), up to 10GHz are thus
available per ground station for the feeder uplink.

Figure 7 ITU Q/V-band segmentation

7

HD-FSS bands allow for the deployment of uncoordinated FSS earth stations under a blanket license. However, a designation only states a
trend not an exclusive allocation.
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1.4 Channel propagation impairments
As seen in the precedent section, the main interest of going up to high frequency bands such as
Ka-band or Q/V-band is the wide bandwidths allocated to the FSS which allow very promising
opportunities to be foreseen, especially for multimedia applications. Nevertheless, satellite
telecommunication links operating at frequencies above 10 GHz are greatly disturbed by the lowest
layers of the atmosphere, i.e. tropospheric phenomena, which can degrade significantly link
availability and service quality.
Four kinds of effects have to be considered on system design, when propagating a RF signal
through the atmosphere8:





Gas (dry air and water vapour)
Scintillation
Clouds
Rain

1.4.1 Feeder link (Q/V‐band)
One of the main issues linked to the usage of Q/V band is the atmospheric/troposphere
attenuation, which could be very high (higher than 20dB) if the targeted link availability is high
(typical values above 99.7% for broadband services). Considering feeder link availability greater than
99.9%, Figure 8 plots the total fading margin of 40 GHz and 50 GHz over Europe, assuming a 7m
station antenna, following ITU-R method9.

Figure 8 Total attenuation for 40 GHz (Q-band) and 50 GHz (V-band) for 99.9% availability
From these figures it is possible to derive a typical maximum total fade margins over Europe for a
feeder link in Q/V band (not the worst attenuation assuming that ground stations are placed
strategically, thus not experiencing the worst fading values):

8

The variation of sky temperature due to frequency and elevation angle of the earth terminal is another effect which is treated in section 3

9

Extracted from RCS1028 ESA « Techniques for Supporting Communications under Heavy Fading Conditions for Next Generation DVBRCS Systems”. Usually the gateway antenna size is smaller, circa 5m.
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 Feeder Uplink (V-band – 50 GHz): 27dB
 Feeder downlink (Q-band – 40 GHz): 20dB
However, as only several GW stations are deployed, this propagation effect can be partially
overcomed using high power amplifiers, as ground feeder segment has less power constraints than
spatial or user ground segment. And, above all, by means of diversity techniques, reasonable
availability values will be potentially achieved.

1.4.2 User link (Ka‐band)
Ka-band is less impacted by propagation issues than Q/V-band, but still significant attenuation
margins must be overcome in order to assure certain link availability.
Figure 9 show predicted CDF of total impairment performed with Recommendation ITU-R
P.618.10, between a GEO satellite (11°W) and the town of Bari (South Italy) which constitutes a worst
case in Europe with respect to attenuation.

Figure 9 ITU-R P.618 predicted CDF of total impairment at 20 GHz and 30 GHz on BARI (IT –
worst case in EU)
Considering the use of Ka-band in the user link, availabilities between 99.5% and 99.9% could be
required. Thus, static margins of at least 10 dB on the uplink and 6 dB on the downlink (for an
availability of 99.5%) should fulfill the requirements for a European coverage. Further details on
computation of attenuation in link budget assessment are provided in section 3.1.

1.5 Frequency Reuse schemes
The allocated frequency band is not directly the total satellite resource in bandwidth. Multi-beam
coverage permits to reuse several times the same frequency/polarization sub-band and so allows
increasing significantly the usable bandwidth by the same amount. The way to increase frequency
resource seems unlimited by just increasing the number of beams, but it has a practical limit due to
satellite antenna limitations in size, pointing accuracy and inter-beam isolation.
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Considering a coverage conformed by contiguous beams, adjacent beams cannot use the same
frequency and same polarization as beam antenna isolation is not ideal and thus, Co-Channel
Interferences (CCI) would be too high. A “beam colouring” is then needed, in order to spatially isolate
beams using the same sub-band/polarization, therefore assigning “colours” to each beam following a
certain pattern, as depicted in Figure 10. Each colour corresponds to a certain frequency band
operating in a specific polarization. In order to quantify the equivalent bandwidth used in a system
when applying a certain FR pattern, a Frequency Reutilization Factor (FRF) is defined, giving the
number of times that the available allocated bandwidth is used:

 N 
FRF Nbeams pol 
 Ncolours

(1.1)

When it comes to select the appropriate Frequency Reuse (FR) pattern for broadband FSS
systems, several trade-offs should be taken into account depending on system requirements knowing
that in any case, there is no generic or unique solution. If the goal is to increase final user data rates, it
seems logical to think capacity density per Km2 must be increased. To reach this goal, we can either
increase the number of beams (Nbeams) or decrease the number of colours (Ncolours) (or both
simultaneously), seeking for a better system FRF. This is reducing the beam width having narrower
spot beams with higher gain (subject to antenna design and power limitations) or searching for FR
patterns which present higher bandwidth per beam allocation (or both).

Figure 10 FR patterns schemes: 3-FR, 4-FR and 7-FR schemes

FR patterns of 3 or 4 colors are well-known conventional solutions which are typically considered
as good candidates for broadband satellite systems. The 3-colour scheme presents a high FRF, being
an interesting choice for spaced beams configurations. However, HTS systems tend to reduce beam
sizes to increase capacity density letting this scheme be significantly penalized by CCI. Besides, it
presents a high complexity at payload level regarding band fragmentation and frequency plan design.
The 4-color pattern, even if presents a lower FRF is less impacted by CCI and band fragmentation
process is simpler and thus, payload design less complex. Indeed, this is the most common option,
above all for uniform beam-layouts with regular beam patterns. In [2], [3] and [6], 4-color re-use
scheme has been retained as candidate to be implemented in next generation HTS systems.
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Other schemes such as 7 or 12 (or greater, as can be found in mobile terrestrial networks) allow
getting a larger CCI level but they have two main drawbacks. First, less bandwidth per beam is
available, thus yielding to significant reduction in total system capacity. Secondly, regarding spectrum
regulation, operators may not be ready to consider sub-bands without any exclusive part of spectrum
in it (for service reliability reasons). Hence, these schemes are not usually considered for HTS systems
as the cost in terms of FRF is too high.
CCI is further analyzed in Part 2. In HTS systems, it seems necessary to try more aggressive FR
schemes in order to increase bandwidth per beam and thus increase capacity density and overall
system throughput. As CCI seems to be one of the main limiting factors in this endeavor, innovative
frequency plans coming from terrestrial networks (e.g. Fractional Frequency Reuse) and IMT
techniques will be studied in this dissertation aiming at bringing some advanced solutions.

1.6 Space segment
Let’s now focus on the space segment and the main characteristics of today’s broadband satellites
which have allowed pushing forward their capabilities. This section presents an overview of three
main parts of a satellite, the ones which have a greater impact on system analysis: antenna subsystem,
payload and platform. The aim here is to present the basic principles to understand their impact on
system performances and what to expect in future HTS systems.

1.6.1 Antenna subsystem
When it comes to define antenna configuration, there are not generic solutions but specific
configurations which give the best performance for a particular system case. It will depend on
platform accommodation, type of service, system requirements and many other trade-off.
Generally, when it comes to broadband multi-beam satellites, one of the most common
configurations considered is reflector antennas. One of the main advantages of reflector antenna
configuration is the fact that, from antenna sources of typically reduced dimensions, is able to generate
significantly bigger radiation apertures, leading to a significant increase on directivity. The
performance of a reflector antenna is therefore dependent on its size and the ratio between reflector
dimensions and wavelength (frequency band considered).
To illustrate the concept, let’s consider a parabolic reflector of diameter D, as depicted in Figure
11. If we want to derive the maximum directivity (compared to an isotropic source), it must be
calculated in the direction of the maximum electromagnetic radiation (so-called Boresight, θ=0). Its
value is given by equation (1.2).

Figure 11 Generic antenna radiation pattern (Polar representation)
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_

(1.2)

Evaluating equation (1.2), Dx_max depends on aperture illumination efficiency η, reflector diameter
D and wavelength λ. It can be stated that in order to improve antenna directivity we can either increase
reflector size or the operational frequency band (or both), for a given reflector technology (i.e. same
efficiency). Indeed, one of the advantages of Ka-band or Q/V-band with respect to Ku-band is the fact
that smaller UT reflectors can be considered to obtain the same antenna gain or, alternatively,
improved antenna gains can be obtained keeping a given reflector size. That statement is valid both in
space and on-ground equipment. Indeed, the trend in next generation HTS, as seen in [1][3][6], is to
increase the size of reflectors in order to reach greater antenna directivities and better beam isolation.
Obviously, there is a limitation in terms of accommodation on the platform but also in terms of
technology maturity regarding reflector surface inaccuracy which can impact significantly the
theoretical performances expected.
Several reflectors are usually deployed in order to cover all required beams, as this allows having
larger sources with better performances. Depending on the number of apertures and the kind of
illuminating solutions (Single-Feed-Per-Beam - SFPB/ Multi-Feed-Per-Beam - MFPB), several
configurations can be considered. Let’s first briefly define both types of multibeam antenna solutions.
Single-Feed-Per-Beam
(SFPB)

SFPB is the simplest technique where each beam is effectively
generated by a single feed. In a multibeam architecture, the same reflector
is shared with a certain number of other beam feeds. However, design
constraints are encountered when it comes to produce an array of
optimized feeds to illuminate a single reflector, as the feed elements
overlap at the focal plane.
One way to solve this problem is reducing the feed sizes at the
expense of tolerating significant levels of spill-over10. However, the most
common approach to solve this problem is to use several reflectors, each
having a subset of feeds chosen in order to be physically realizable.

Multi-Feed-Per-Beam
(MFPB)

MFPB or Array Fed Reflectors (AFR) offers further improved
capabilities than SFPB, providing flexibility of beam shape, position and
sidelobe levels while requiring less antenna reflectors when dealing with
multibeam coverage (it can solve accommodation issues at platform
level).
To fully exploit MFPB technology though, active architectures are
desirable, i.e. amplifying each antenna feed, using flexible High Power
Amplifiers (HPA) or Multi-Port Amplifiers (MPA).

For broadband satellite systems operating at Ku or Ka-band, the most typical state-of-the-art
solution consists of an antenna architecture involving 3 or 4 reflectors and a single feed per beam
(SFPB) configuration. However, as already mentioned, it is highly system dependent thus other valid
configuration can be also foreseen depending on system requirements. Typical configurations for
broadband satellite systems are described in Table 2 and depicted in Figure 12.
10

Loss of radiated energy coming from the source, which is not reflected by the aperture and therefore, degrade antenna performance
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In SFPB systems, 4 reflectors configuration is proved to give the best performances in terms of
antenna directivity and inter-beam isolation. As mentioned previously, this allows having bigger
sources, increasing directivity and reducing spill-over. However, having this amount of relatively large
reflectors it can be complex to accommodate at platform level, taking into account that feeder link
antenna must be also accommodated. In order to solve accommodation issues, a 3 reflectors
configuration is also a common option, this time dividing beams in bigger clusters which are assigned
to each reflector. This leads to a reduction of source sizes as more beams must be placed in each
cluster, thus degrading directivity performance. However, more room is available for feeder antennas
or other mission antennas e.g. broadcast mission at Ku-band.

Figure 12 Principle of 4xSFPB, 3xSFPB and MFPB configurations

It should be noted that in order to achieve Terabit-like performances and to follow the on-going
system capacity growth, antenna performances should be also significantly improved.
As decreasing the beam size is a natural way to do it, bigger reflectors will be required (going
even beyond 5m) in order to achieve the desired gains. Technologically speaking is not an easy task,
as manufacture accuracy and thermo-elastic performance must be ensured in orbit, as well as
accommodation issues when it comes to place big reflectors in small-medium platforms. On top of
that, pointing accuracy become more and more critical when dealing with such narrow beams. All
these aspects are highly technologically-dependent and consequently, they are not treated here but it is
worth to highlight its importance as they will certainly play a key role in future HTS systems.
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Ka‐band Antenna configuration
SFPB
4 Tx/Rx
reflectors

SFPB
3 Tx/Rx
reflectors

MFPB
1 Tx/ 1 Rx
Reflectors

 Each reflector reflects all beams of the
same colour

Solid to pointing errors

 Solid apertures with maximum sizes
between 3m – 3.5m

Feeder link antenna must be placed
on top‐floor

 Each reflector reflects a third of the
total multi‐coloured beams

Worst source spacing leading to
degraded directivity

 Solid apertures with maximum sizes
between 3m – 3.5m

Better configuration for external
accommodation constraints



Each Tx/Rx reflector reflects all beams



1 solid reflector in Rx



1 deployable reflector in Tx with
maximum size of ~5m

Big apertures required to obtain
reasonable performances

Q/V‐band antenna configuration
SFPB
1 Tx/Rx
reflector



Tx/Rx reflector for all GW stations



By now, only planned to be used in
feeder links (small #beams)

 Solid apertures with maximum size of
2.4 m

Relatively small apertures
Q/V‐band technology not entirely
mature: incertitude losses.

Table 2 Antenna subsystem typical configurations

1.6.2 Payload architecture
The second major module in the space segment is the communication payload. Two major types of
payload are currently used in satellite systems: the transparent payload (a.k.a. bent pipe) and the
regenerative payload.
In this document we will exclusively focus our attention on the former. The transparent payload
corresponds indeed to the most common payload type in communications satellites and is basically
based on transponder chains. Each transponder is capable of receiving uplinked radio signals from
earth satellite stations, amplifying and redirecting them through input/output signal multiplexers to the
proper downlink antennas for retransmission down to the earth, regardless of its nature (analog or
digital).
Let’s now introduce the main elements of a transparent payload. Figure 13 depicts a diagram of a
generic on-board transponder configuration. Five main blocks can be defined in order to characterize
the entire transponder chain.
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Input Section

After antenna reception of the signal, a first stage of amplifying and filtering
is carried out in the so-called input section. A Low Noise Amplifier (LNA)
is used to amplify the low power level coming from the GW station. LNAs
are key elements within the payload as it is one of the main contributors of
the repeater noise temperature which most impacts reception G/T figure.
After the amplification, a wideband filter (Input filter) is necessary in order
to suppress the feed-back from the satellite itself transmission antenna.
Indeed, as input signal will be down converted at the same frequency band
of these interferers, they must be mitigated as much as possible.

IMUX

The input Demultiplexer (IMUX or DEMUX) is in charge of split input
signal in several channels (containing a certain number of carriers) which
will be then amplified by the HPA section. This allows increasing the power
spectral density for each channel and to avoid too much carriers per tube,
avoiding an increase of HPA Output Back-off and therefore, power
efficiency degradation. Depending on the accuracy of IMUX design, some
residual signals in adjacent channels could potentially cause multipath
interferences.

Down Converter
(D/C or
DOWNCON)

Once the low input signal amplified, a down conversion to the downlink
frequency bands is carried out by the down converter D/C. An accurate and
stable local oscillator is needed but some phase noise and mixing products
can impact the useful signal.

High Power
Amplification

The amplification stage is based on a channel amplifier CAMP or LCAMP
(Linearized Channel Amplifier) and a High Power Amplifier (HPA),
usually being a Travelling Wave Tube amplifier (TWTA) or SSPA (Solid
State Power Amplifier). The LCAMP, one of the key components of the
repeater, amplifies the RF input signal to an RF output signal matching the
RF input power level of the HPA. With its linearization function achieves an
amplitude expansion for the input signal to compensate for the amplitude
compression of the TWT in order to linearize its response. HPA main
characteristics are treated more extensively in section 2.1, where its nonlinear behavior is addressed.

Output Filter

Finally, and Output Filter, removes thermal noise plus the out-band
harmonics generated by the HPA.
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Figure 13 Generic multibeam transparent payload configuration

All these payload elements and the physical connections between them (waveguide and coaxial)
are not ideal and therefore, introduce channel degradation at amplitude, phase and frequency level.
This is e.g. HPA, IMUX filtering, Oscillator phase noise, filtering group delay, etc. All these losses
should be taken into account when analyzing system performances as they will impact signal quality.
In the frame of next generation HTS, besides improving payload equipment performance, lower the
mass and facilitate accommodation is a priority. Indeed, accommodation issues and mass budget
increase rapidly with the number of beams and even big platforms will have problems to
accommodate such an extensive and large amount of equipment. Hence, the trend for future HTS is to
go towards compact, low mass and wideband repeater equipment to optimize payload performance
and accommodation at platform level.

1.7 Ground segment and User segment
Let’s now focus on the ground segment and its main features, both in terms of Gateway stations
and user terminals.
The first part of this section presents an overview of the main characteristics and the most relevant
architecture blocks and functionalities of a Gateway Earth Station (GES). Once that introduced, some
thoughts on potential issues derived from feeder link dimensioning and the need of smart diversity
strategies in next generation HTS systems are discussed. Indeed, it is not enough to increase satellite
capabilities to reach tomorrow’s HTS requirements (already a challenge itself), ground segment also
needs to keep evolving and advanced solutions are urgently required to follow the ever increasing
performance requirements. This also stands for user terminals which are tackled in the second part of
the section.

1.7.1 Ground segment: Gateway Earth Stations (GES or GW)
The ground segment in a broadband satellite system is composed of one or more Gateway Earth
Stations (herein they will be referred as GW) spread all over the coverage area. Their main function is
to connect all user terminals to the internet backbone, establishing a bidirectional communication path
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The general configuration of an Earth Station (illustrated in Figure 14) consists principally of an
antenna subsystem (Tx/Rx), with an associated tracking system, which is connected to the
transmission and reception chains. Connecting the Tx/Rx chains with the terrestrial networks,
terrestrial interface equipment manages traffic and networks functionalities. In between we find the
modulation equipment and the RF subsystem just before antenna input/output section. Transversally,
there is the so-called GES management system which is in charge of the system monitoring, managing
equipment, alert center, etc.

Figure 14 Ground Earth Station (GES) generic architecture

The principal differences of GW stations design with respect to the satellite is the fact that, onground, all platform limitations in terms of external/internal accommodation (antenna sizes),
maximum power consumption, mass, thermal dissipation… are not that constraining, as they actually
are on space. Power source is rather ‘unlimited’ and significantly big reflectors can be implemented
reaching quite high G/T and EIRP performances. In addition, all station equipment can be deployed
and eventually replaced in case of malfunction, during the life-time of the satellite which relaxes the
design constraints.
However, well designed stations must be considered as they act as hubs, gathering a lot of traffic
in a single station and feeding the subscribers of a certain cluster of user beams. The overall system
performance depends on their efficiency, reliability and availability.
Multi-Gateway architecture: The price to pay to increase user capacity
In the first broadband systems, ground segment was composed of a single station serving a single
large beam covering the service area. With the arrival of the first HTS systems, where several beams
were already considered, the number of GW to serve all those beams slightly increased but being still
reasonable. Indeed, each GW station served a certain number of user beams depending on the amount
of bandwidth assigned to each of them. As the number of beams increase, the number of GW to be
deployed does too. The second generation Ka-band systems present an increased number of beams but
ground segment is still manageable due to several factors. In one hand, those systems typically make
use of the exclusive bands for the user downlink, leading to 500 MHz of available spectrum (e.g. KaSat). This leads to hundreds of MHz per beam once considered the band fragmentation due to the FR
pattern assumed. On the other hand, the number of beams is not extremely large in those systems
leading to a quite reasonable number of stations on-ground.
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Nevertheless, as seen in [1][3][6], in order to reach Terabit-like performances, a large number of
GW stations needs to be deployed (reaching in some scenarios 30-40 GW stations). The large number
of beams required to reach such high capacities and the more aggressive frequency plans considered in
terms of bandwidth per user beam, leads to ground segment dimensioning and cost issues which
cannot be neglected and need to be carefully addressed.

1.7.2 User segment: Customer Premises Equipment (CPE)
User segment in FSS broadband services is typically composed by CPE with small aperture
antennas. A CPE is a two-way (or one way, in case of Broadcast service) satellite ground station with
a transmit/receive dish antenna that is usually smaller than 3 meters. The majority of CPE antennas
range from 65 cm to 1.2 m (depending on frequency band). Current symbol rates for the Forward link
go from 45 to 65 Msps concerning on-the-shelf chipsets.
A CPE presents essentially similar functionality blocks as the Gateways with only slightly
differences, as illustrated in Figure 15. It is basically composed by an antenna dish followed by an
Outdoor Unit, which is composed by a Low Noise Block (LNB) and a Block Up Converter (BUC) in
reception and transmission, respectively. Finally, the Indoor unit performs modulation / demodulation
and interfaces with the network and is commonly known as modem. The LNB is a combination of a
low-noise amplifier, a frequency Down-converter (D/L) and IF amplifier. It receives the microwave
signal from the satellite collected by the dish, amplifies it, and down-converts the block of frequencies
to a lower block of intermediate frequencies (IF). This down-conversion allows the signal to be carried
to the indoor satellite modem using relatively cheap coaxial cable. The down-conversion is carried out
as closer to the antenna feed as possible in order to avoid long and waveguide connections in order to
decrease input losses. Concerning the transmission, the BUC up-converts the block of frequencies
from IF to the considered uplink band and amplifies the signal to be send by means of a High Power
Amplifier (typically a Solid State Power Amplifier).

Figure 15 User terminal (CPE) Antenna + Modem block diagram

In a HTS system, the user terminals will have to evolve in order to support good performances
over large bandwidths. It should be noted that 2.9 GHz is foreseen on the Forward link. In addition,
the receiver system temperature should be improved, increasing the G/T of the terminal with better
LNA temperatures and decreasing input losses. In Table 3, the expected symbol rates from the main
terminal manufacturers (STM, Newtec, iDirect, Hughes…) for mid-term horizon (2015) are presented.
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Company

Symbol rate

Comments

STM

~200+ Msps

Depend on availability of
DVB-S2 Rx Chipset

Hughes

45 Msps (54 MHz)
~90/100 Msps (100
MHz)

Implementation of DVB-S2
wideband carrier with 100 MHz or
+ (use of 32APSK in its roadmap)

iDirect

45 Msps

No roadmap available

Advantech

45 Msps

No roadmap available

Newtec

~375 Msps

DVB-S2 ACM wideband carriers
(Single carrier per transponder)

Table 3 User terminals (CPE) performances in a middle-term (2015)

1.8 Air interface
DVB-S2 air interface standard has been proven to be a reliable and effective solution for satellite
broadcast/broadband systems (main characteristics in Table 4). The introduction of efficient FMT
techniques, such as ACM, has improved remarkably the air interface performance with respect to its
predecessor (DVB-S). Ten years after the development of S2, the DVB project is analyzing a further
evolution of satellite technologies. Recent advances and innovative techniques have been proposed in
DVB TM-S2 group (Technical Module S2) in order to push further S2 performances (most of them
applicable to RCS) and they have been recently being published in what is called DVB-Sx [14].
In the following, a brief introduction of Fade Mitigation Techniques, some of them already present
in the standard is proposed, giving a more detailed view of one of the main advances in satellite air
interface since DVB-S: Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM). Finally, some of the evolution and
advanced solutions proposed in recent DVB TM-S2 group are analyzed to have an overview of what
to expect in next coming years.

DVB-S2 Standard
Access

TDM carriers

Modulations

QPSK, 8PSK, 16-APSK and 32-APSK (not
implemented in all terminals)

Operational mode

CCM + ACM/VCM

Codification (FEC) + BCH

LDPC 1/4 to 9/10

Roll-Off

20%, 25%, 35%

Symbol rates

Currently from 45 to 65 Msps max (6 to 8
carriers in a 500 MHz channel)
Table 4 DVB-S2 main features
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Fade Mitigation Techniques (FMT)
FMTs techniques allow systems with rather small static margin to be designed, while overcoming
in real time cloud attenuation, some fraction of rain attenuation, scintillation, and depolarization
events. Thus, making use of FMT, the system is able to adapt the link budget to the propagation
conditions through some specific parameters such as power, data rate, coding etc.
The most common FMT currently used are:
 Power Control (PC)
 Dynamic Rate Adaptation (DRA)
 Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM)
 Site diversity
Power Control is usually applied to the uplink in order to minimize interference at the input of the
transponder, by adjusting the transmitted power to overcome propagation attenuation. Used in user
terminals and GW stations, power resources must be over-dimensioned in order to leave room for
UPC margins. Dynamic Rate Adaptation (DRA) usually works at maximum allowed power but
changing the symbol rate (i.e. bandwidth) of the carrier in function of channel conditions. Indeed, for a
given transmission power, changing the symbol rate implies a change of the power spectral density of
the carrier. Hence, in rough propagation conditions, reducing the symbol rate leads to an increase on
power spectral density which can counteract propagation attenuation at the expense of losing baud
rate.
Finally, ACM is the most successful FMT technique. Prove of that is its integration in S2 standard
since 2003 and the will to continuously improve its performance by DVB standardization TM. Some
more insight is provided in next section.
There are other FMT less currently used such as satellite diversity or Interference Mitigation
Techniques which are arising interest lately in other to further improve system performance. IMTs are
one of the main topics in this dissertation and it will be extensively treated in coming sections.
Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM)
ACM is a technology which can automatically change the forward error correction code and
modulation of a transmission to compensate for changes in link conditions. Commonly these changes
are due to weather, e.g. rain fade, but can also come from other sources such as RF level changes or
interference. The principle is based on channel information feedback from user terminals which send
an estimation of its own C/(N+I) back to the GW. Then, an ACM module selects the most suitable
MODCOD for each user in function of its channel estimation feedback, while keeping the symbol rate
constant.
ACM enables the operators to increase link availability and throughput simultaneously by
dynamically adjusting the link to a more robust MODCOD in fade conditions and to a higher order
modulation with less redundant codes in clear sky conditions. Traditionally, pointing errors, noise and
interference, inclined orbit satellite operation and rain fade can all degrade satellite link performance.
Satellite link designers have traditionally relied on worst case link margin to overcome those
impairments which led to significant inefficiencies in terms of system performance. By utilizing
ACM, satellite networks are now able to utilize that link margin which was previously there to ensure
link availability in poor conditions, but most important, to boost system throughput when good signal
conditions are present.
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Indeed, in clear sky conditions, DVB-S2 + ACM can typically use 16-APSK modulation reaching
spectral efficiencies between 3-4 bits/Symbol (and even 32-APSK for professional terminals with
better reception equipment); in faded conditions, the MODCOD can be reduced as low as QPSK ¼
which threshold is approximately at Es/No = -2dB, ensuring a very good link availability. Figure 16
presents the actual DVB-S2 MODCOD performances.
MODCODs extension
Extending the SINR range supported by DVB-S2 is of general interest, as the actual lowest
MODCOD, corresponding to QPSK ¼, may be insufficient to cope with deep fading in Ka-band, even
worst in Q/V and when operating HPA in multiple-carrier mode. This can lead to unacceptable link
availability figures 11 . As presented in [14], the numbers of modulation and coding combinations
foreseen in DVB-Sx have been roughly doubled in order to achieve finer granularity in terms of
spectral efficiency, including new high-order modulation formats (64-APSK, 128APSK and
256APSK) to better operate at very high SNR. For mass market in next generation HTS, this extension
on the higher end will not have a major impact, since it is difficult to close the link budget required to
run that type of high order modulation scheme considering typical user aperture sizes (~60-70cm).
Nevertheless, these high-order modulations are natural candidates to enhance point-to-point
professional applications.

Figure 16 DVB-S2 coding and modulation performances

In terms of lowest MODCODs extension, different proposals have been presented: either by
performing symbol or frame repetition or by designing lower FEC codes. Another approach,
particularly useful in the frame of mobile SAT communications, is presented in [15] which is actually
being considered in DVB-Sx. It introduces a new FMT concept called Adaptive Coding, Spreading
and Modulation (ACSM) which can accept SINR values as low as -10dB. This would enlarge
significantly the dynamic range of ACM providing potentially better availability figures.

11
It should be noted however that spectral efficiency will be highly impacted when considering lower MODCODs than QPSK ¼, leading
to poor final data rates.
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In any case, it should be noted that S2 standard is applied at different types of service (i.e.
broadcast, broadband, mobile…) and it must satisfy as much constraints as possible e.g. mobile
environments reach very low Es/No levels, which is not necessarily the case in broadband applications
as neither it is to work at saturation with a single carrier mode like in broadcast systems.
Smaller Roll-off waveforms
Standard broadband solution today uses a transmit carrier roll-off of 20%. Aiming to increase the
spectral efficiency and limit interferences on adjacent channels when symbol rate is maximized, one
straightforward solution is to reduce DVB-S2 roll-off factor down to 10% or even 5%. Intuitively, this
should lead to spectral efficiency improvements from 10% to 15% with respect to the current standard.
In reality, as proven in [16], this is not entirely the case, as under constant total power, the only way to
improve capacity for a given modulation is to increase the coding gain, which means reducing the
useful bit rate. Thus, as stated in [16], no more than 7% capacity gain can be achieved going from 20%
down to 5% roll-off.
Some low roll-off solutions are already available on the market and they have recently been
integrated into the DVB-Sx evolution (i.e. 15%, 10% and 5%), as no major impact in the standard is
involved (impact on receivers).
Wideband carrier operation
DVB TM-S2 group has been working lately (Optional Annex M Draft already available) on
wideband satellite transponders aiming to increase baud rates up to 200/500 Mbaud. This proposal
aims to achieve more efficient payload operations, being able to work in a single-carrier mode or
reducing OBO requirements on wideband HPAs. Indeed, HPAs are typically optimized to work at
saturation where better efficiencies can be obtained. In legacy systems, carriers of typically 36MHz or
72MHz have been usually considered mostly due to technological limitations in user terminal chipsets processing capabilities. Recently, Wideband HPAs in Ka-band are being developed, achieving
reasonable efficiencies with amplifiable bands from 1GHz up to 3GHz. However, operating this
wideband HPAs with such “narrow” carriers requires significant OBO which degrades total power
budget. Thus, even though a certain OBO will still be required working with wideband carriers on
wideband HPA, a more efficient usage of HPA can be expected.
Working with high baud rates (200/500 Mbaud) implies user terminals must be capable to
demodulate and decode large carriers. In fact, one of the main drawbacks being identified is the FEC
decoding. In actual DVB-S2, each user terminal must decode all physical layer frames in order to
reach either the generic stream or the MPEG-stream, carrying their own specific packets. As no stateof-the-art (neither mid-long term) chipset is capable to decode in real-time the proposed wide carriers,
“time-slicing” approach has been proposed in order to tackle the problem. This means user terminals
have only to entirely decode certain PL frames (PL slice), identified by a stream identifier (SID) coded
within PL header.
These solutions entails modifications of the standard, which are integrated in Annex M12 as stated
in [14] , as PL header must be coded robustly enough and carry some more information than the
current S2 header.

12

Annex M: Transmission format for wideband satellite transponders sing time-slicing (optional)
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2 Sources of interferences in broadband satellite systems
In a multi-beam satellite system there are several sources of interferences beside thermal noise that
distort and degrade the wanted signal. They can be classified on two main groups: interferences
coming from outside the system, named Inter-system interferences, and those generated by the system
it-self known as Intra-system interferences. The formers are basically caused by satellite or terrestrial
external systems, operating in the same frequency band as the considered system. The latters are
coming from internal system elements such as the high power amplifiers, filters or the antenna
subsystem.
Other source of interferences can be present depending on the nature of the system, e.g. multipath
interferences are another source of interference present on Mobile satellite systems, or e.g. rain
depolarization which degrades the isolation between orthogonal polarizations, etc. In the following
table, however, only the most relevant interference contributors in a Broadband system are described
(summarized in Table 5).
In order to fully understand the concept, important system parameters must be introduced first: the
Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power (EIRP), the Free Space Losses (FSL) and the received power.
Indeed, the characterization of the interference level is typically defined as the ratio between the power
of the wanted signal (typically named C) and the power of the interferer (typically named I). Thus, the
first section will introduced these important system parameters, followed by the specific definition of
each of the interference sources presented in dedicated sections.
Sources of interferences

Coming from

Adjacent Channel Interferences (ACI)

Filtering, Channel spacing, HPA

Co-Channel Interference (CCI)
Intra-systems
Interferences

Cross-Polarization Channel Interference
(CPCI)
Inter-Modulation Interference (IMI)

Inter-system
Interferences

Antenna subsystem

High Power Amplifier (HPA)

Adjacent Satellite Systems (ASI)
Co-Frequency External Systems
Terrestrial Systems Interferences (TSI)
Table 5 Intra and Inter system interferences

2.1 Characterization of Transmit and Received power
Let’s now characterize the signal received by a user terminal antenna and which parameters must
be taken into account.
A useful parameter to express the energy of the transmitted signal is the EIRP (Equivalent
Isotropically Radiated Power) which corresponds to the amount of power that a theoretical isotropic
antenna (which evenly distributes power in all directions) would emit to produce the peak power
density observed in the direction of maximum antenna gain.
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EIRP contains the output power of the transmitter (PTx fed to the antenna section [W]) and the
transmission antenna gain (GTx = directivity / antenna losses). EIRP can be computed for any angle θ,
as shown in equation (2.1).
∙
(2.1)
EIRP
But we are more interested in obtaining the power received at a certain distance R [m] from the
satellite for a given user terminal reflector antenna (with effective area AReff [m2]). This is expressed in
equation (2.2) as received power (PRx) (attenuation losses not taken into account)

∙

⁄

EIRP

∙

∙

[W]

(2.2)

Expressing the effective area of the receiver reflector in terms of antenna gain and rearranging the
elements of the equation, we obtain a final expression for PRx which contains the Free Space Losses
(FSL). The FSL represents the free space attenuation due to the distance between transmitter and
⁄ 4
(LFSL<1). FSL depends on the distance between the
receiver and is expressed as
satellite and the receiving antenna and the frequency of operation. FSL is inversely proportional to
squared frequency implying that for high frequencies FSL increases significantly, degrading total
received power.

2.2 Intra‐system interferences
2.2.1 Adjacent Channel Interferences (ACI)
The Adjacent-Channel Interference (ACI) appears in channels which use adjacent frequency
bands. Typically such interference can be present at the beam border, as a result of a certain FR
pattern, and therefore is related to the antenna characteristics in terms of isolation. There is also ACI
within the beam when two signals are sent in adjacent channels (neighbour carriers).
The level of ACI is driven by both roll-off factor and guard bands. The shape of the carrier is not
perfectly rectangular due to the non-ideal shape of the Raised-Cosine (RC) filter characterized by its
roll-off factor. As seen previously in section 1.8, the trend is to reduce the roll-off factor in order to
use more efficiently the available carrier bandwidth. With such low roll-off factors, an optimized
equalizer is needed to reduce Inter-symbol Interference.
Roll-off factor and guard bands can be designed in such a way that ACI can be neglected within
the multi-beam satellite system (between carriers belonging to the same beam and also between
adjacent channel beams). Another approach is to adjust both parameters in order to increase the overall
bandwidth available, i.e. setting the carriers in such a way that they overlap each other. Obviously, it
dramatically increases the level of ACI and therefore techniques, such as Interference Cancellation
(IC) or Time and frequency packing (seen in section 1.8), have to be implemented so that to mitigate
such kind of impairment.
Finally, the spectral regrowth due to HPA non linearity can be also considered as ACI but it is
treated separately in the intermodulation products section.
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2.2.2 Co‐Channel Interference (CCI)
The Co-Channel Interference (CCI) is directly caused by the characteristics of the antennas, more
particularly by the presence of side lobes in the radiation pattern. Such interference appears in beams
using the same frequency and is thus directly related to the FR pattern considered, more particularly to
the distance separating beams using the same frequency band.
,

,

∑

,
,

∑

,

(2.3)

CCI can be expressed as shown in equation (2.3). For a given beam i in a certain geographical
position x, CCIi,x is the ratio between the EIRPco_ix of the carrier of interest (C) and the EIRPcx_jx of
interferers coming from co-channel beams ∑
, .

Figure 17 Co-Channel interferences @4-FR (In red, the wanted beam, in blue co-channel beams)

In Figure 17, the antenna patterns of three co-channel beams assuming a 4-FR pattern are plotted.
As it can be observed, beam patterns are not perfectly shaped and side lobes interfere with adjacent cochannel beams. The side lobes from Beam 1 and Beam 3 antenna patterns will illuminate Beam 2 (the
beam of interest) thus introducing CCI. Depending on where CCI is computed within Beam 2,
different levels of CCI will be obtained, being particularly lower at the edge of the beam. It should be
noted that the local maximum of the interfering side lobes can be placed elsewhere than the beam
edge. It will depend on the beam spacing considered, the FR pattern and the antenna radiation pattern
characteristics. In any case, as stated in section 1.5, there is clearly a trade-off between the FR pattern
considered (defining a certain distance between co-channel beams) and the CCI impacting the
interference budget. This is particularly true in next generation HTS system where narrow beams are
being considered and thus, system designer must deal with important CCI contributions. In that sense,
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IMT solutions presented later in this chapter aim at mitigate/suppress CCI interferences by means of
Interference Cancellation (IC) techniques.

2.2.3 Cross‐Polarization Channel Interference (CPCI)
The so-called Cross-Polarization Channel Interference (CPCI) is related to the utilization of
different polarizations within the same frequency channel. As previously seen, dual polarization
frequency plans are typically considered in HTS systems, doubling the available bandwidth by
transmitting the same frequency band in orthogonal polarizations e.g. circular polarizations.
This interference arises due to the imperfection of transmit and receive antennas, as they cannot
generate or receive a pure single polarization. Typically, it is quantified as the Cross-Polarization
Discrimination (XPD) which corresponds to the ratio between the co-polar and cross-polar antenna
gains defined as

,

,
,

(plotted in Figure 18). Typical values around 30dB are targeted in

terms of cross polar discrimination. Another source of depolarization is the atmospheric path present
between the transmitter and the receiver. Rain and ice particles tend to modify the polarization and to
convert a part of the initial polarization into the unwanted polarization. Both antenna imperfection and
transmission medium will create mutual interference.

Figure 18 Cross-Polar discrimination @4-FR (In red, the wanted beam, in blue cross-polar beams)

It should be noted that XPD is inherently different to CPCI even if sometimes are considered the
same parameter. CPCI can be expressed as shown in equation (2.4). For a given beam i in a certain
geographical position x, CPCIi,x is the ratio between the EIRPco of the carrier of interest and the
EIRPcx of the interferers coming from co-channel beams∑
.
,
,

,

∑

,

,
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Cross-Polarization Channel Interference it does not usually constitute the most relevant C/I
contributor (being CCIs much stronger contributors in multibeam systems) but it cannot be neglected
and must be taken into account when computing interference budget.

2.2.4 Inter‐Modulation Interferences (IMI)
The amplification stage on-board the satellite, typically based on TWTAs, provide highly efficient
power amplification at high microwave frequencies but have troublesome side effects associated with
their performance. Indeed, it is the equipment which presents the most non-linear behavior at payload
level leading to amplitude and phase distortions affecting the useful signals and degrading
transmission EIRP.
The aim here is to briefly describe the HPA characterization and understand the existing design
trade-off between the interferences created by the tube intermodulation products and the Output BackOff (OBO) which allows operating the tube in a linearized region at the expense of degrading its
output power.
Amplifier transfer curve, as no matter which non-linear device, can be mathematically expressed
by means of a polynomial (over a limited signal range), as shown in equation (2.5). Let be Sout and Sin
the output and input signal of a given HPA respectively and xi, with i = 1,…,n, the polynomial
coefficients. Let’s also consider pure carriers to illustrate the principle.
⋯

(2.5)

If Sin is a single carrier, the amplifier can work at saturation exploiting all output power available.
Harmonics will be generated but they will not affect the useful signal (they will be not even near) and
they will be rejected by the OMUX filter.
sin 1
sin 2 ), Sout will
However, if Sin is composed of multiple carriers (e.g.
certainly contain interfering frequency components, this time being much closer to the wanted signals
and therefore, being difficult to suppress by post-filtering. These interfering signals are named
Intermodulation Products or Interferences (IMI) and the ones being most predominant are the 3rd and
5th order interferes (plotted in Figure 19 as C/Im_3 and C/Im_5 respectively).
Observing the HPA AM/AM transfer curve, two operational regions can be differentiated: the
linear region and the non-linear region. In the former, HPA presents a rather linear behavior w.r.t.
power transfer, presenting a low level of intermodulation products at the expense of decreased output
power (w.r.t. saturation power level). In the latter, output power begins to saturate reaching a
maximum called Saturation, which corresponds to the optimum operation point in terms of power
efficiency. Beyond saturation point, no matter how high input power is, the output power will remain
decreasing and a high level of IM products will be present.
In real systems, modulated carriers are assumed for data transmission and thus, IM products will
be present within the carrier channel bandwidth (as shown in Figure 19). Depending on the modulation
used, the level of loss in power, spectral regrowth, intermodulation noise and signal distortion will be
different. Quasi-constant envelope modulations (e.g. QPSK, 8-PSK) are much less sensitive to nonlinearity than modulations with large envelope variations (e.g.16-QAM). However, once in multicarrier mode the impact of IM between carriers will be more predominant than the possible losses due
to the modulation considered.
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Figure 19 HPA AM/AM characteristic input/output (IBO/OBO) transfer curve

Usually, the figure that system designer needs from HPA performances is the operating point of
the tube, called Output Back-Off (OBO), which is defined w.r.t. the saturation point as follows:
(2.6)
In a single carrier per tube configuration, HPA can be operated without OBO thus exploiting
maximally the HPA capabilities working at saturation (e.g. HPAs in broadcast transmissions). When
multi-carrier per tube configuration is considered a certain level of OBO is required in order to control
IM interferences. Thus, there is a trade-off between OBO vs IMI. Based on whether system is thermal
or interference limited, (OBO, IMI) can be adjusted accordingly. It should be noted that not every
carrier is impacted at the same level in terms of IMI e.g. the in-band carriers are usually more
degraded by IMI than those at the edge. In system design, a mean value over all carriers is often
assumed for a given OBO, being usually quite conservative.
1. Large multi-carrier mode: Noise Power Ratio (NPR)
When we operate the HPA in a multi-carrier mode with a large number of carriers, NPR (equivalent to
IMI) is a useful figure of merit to model HPA non-linear behavior. Indeed, the performance of HPA
with many carriers (>10) is normally tested using a noise power ratio (NPR) measurement technique.
In this test, white noise is used to simulate the presence of many carriers of random amplitude and
phase. The white noise is first passed through a band-pass filter (BPF) to produce an approximately
square spectral pedestal of noise of about the same bandwidth as the signals being simulated. This
signal is then passed through a narrow band-reject filter to produce a deep notch (typ. >50dB) at the
center of the noise pedestal as shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20 Multi-carrier Intermodulation ratio: NPR measurement technique.

This noise signal is used to excite the test amplifier. Amplification will produce intermodulation
products, which tend to fill in the notch. The depth of the notch at the output of the amplifier can be
observed with a spectrum analyzer, and is the measure of the NPR.
NPR can be considered a measure of multi-carrier intermodulation ratio (C/I or IMI). However,
NPR differs from multi-carrier C/I in that it is the ratio of carrier plus intermodulation to
intermodulation (C+I/I). At higher ratios (C/I > 20 dB), the two measures will approach the same
value.
In next generation HTS systems, HPAs tend to be wide-band (> 1.5GHz) and to work in
multicarrier mode basically to reduce the number of HPA required on-board (e.g. some systems even
consider two beams per TWT, increasing significantly the overall number of carriers at the HPA
input). In order to reach next generation HTS system performances, some aspects should be improved.
As seen in section 1.6, pre-distortion linearizers can be used to compensate specific characteristics of
the HPA, for a given range of IBO, in order to improve linearity. Another strategy, as seen in section
1.8 is operating with wide-band carriers in order to reduce their number per tube and thus, be close to
HPA saturation point.

2.3 Inter‐system interferences
Inter-system interferences are those unwanted signals coming from external systems using the
same frequency bands of the system of interest. There are mainly two sources of inter-system
interferences: Adjacent Satellite Interferences (ASI) and Terrestrial Systems Interferences (TSI). It
should be noted that ITU gives specific directives and recommandations about Inter-system
interferences to manage coordinated uasage of the shared and scarce resource of radiofrequency.

2.3.1 Adjacent Satellite Interferences (ASI)
Adjacent satellite interferences are basically due to adjacent satellites transmitting to the same
coverage area at the same frequency band. These types of interferences are usually accidentally,
mainly due to operator errors or poor inter-system coordination. ASI is becoming more and more
common as tight spacing between satellites (e.g. 2 degrees) in the geostationary arc are being assigned
more and more often.
The receive user terminal will receive the wanted signal from the target satellite, and an unwanted
signal from the adjacent satellite through its antenna side lobes, as illustrated in Figure 21.
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Figure 21 Inter-system interferences: ASI and TSI

The related C/I can be expressed as illustrated in equation (2.7), where EIRP corresponds to the
Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power, L the link losses (FSL) and GRx the antenna gain in reception
(refer to section 3.1 for further detail):
∙ ∙
∙

∙

(2.7)

_

When it comes to dimension a system, ASI are typically complex to define as it depends on many
factors which can be difficult to anticipate. Depending on the analysis and the point to prove, more
restrictive or rather relax hypothesis can be taken into account.

2.3.2 Terrestrial Systems Interferences (ASI)
Terrestrial system interferences are basically due to terrestrial system transmitting at the same
frequency band than the satellite service. These types of interferences are usually due to spectrum
regulation assignations of shared bands between satellite and terrestrial services (e.g. Ka-band civil
shared bands 17.7GHz-19.7GHz). Coordination is necessary in order to keep reasonable TSI values
which do not compromise each other system performances.
The receive user terminal will receive the wanted signal from the target satellite, and an unwanted
signal from the terrestrial radio station through its antenna side lobes, as illustrated in Figure 21.
The related C/I can be expressed as illustrated in equation (2.8):
∙ ∙
∙

∙

_

(2.8)

As with ASI, TSI are typically complex to define as it also depends on many factors which can be
difficult to anticipate. Depending on the analysis and the point to prove, more restrictive or rather relax
hypothesis can be taken into account.
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3 Baseline system scenarios
The aim of this section is twofold. In one hand, it presents the baseline scenarios which will be
considered as a benchmark for the study of Precoding and Fractional Frequency Reuse techniques in
HTS systems. Four scenarios are introduced covering the same service area but with different beam
widths for a given size of reflector13 (i.e. different number of beams) and their performance is derived
considering a classical 4-FR pattern. Special attention is given to the antenna design in order to derive
accurate scenarios with realistic antenna patterns. The scenarios identified are summarized in the
following table:
Scenario
70 beams
95 beams
129 beams
155 beams

Orbital
Position14

Antenna
Config.

16° E

SO 4 x 4m
(Circular
Reflectors)

Beam width (for)
0.3°
0.25°
0.21°
0.19°

Largely spaced beams
Medium spaced beams
Small spaced beams
Very Small spaced beams

Reference
FR pattern
4 -colours FR

Table 6 Baseline system scenarios characterization

On the other hand, it gives an overview of the basics on satellite system link sizing
characterization and the computation methodology used in order to better understand how the different
link budget contributors already seen in precedent sections are taken into account.
The outcome of the overall exercise leads to the dimensioning of HTS scenarios achieving large
total throughputs going beyond the state of the art of current systems described in section 1.1.
However, it allows pointing out that further increasing the number of beams, aiming to go after the
Terabit-like HTS system, has its practical limits and technological challenges which leads to
investigate new alternatives to improve system performances in this dissertation.

3.1 Satellite link sizing
3.1.1 Introduction
The purpose of satellite link sizing is to identify the parameters that condition the design according
to the selected performance criteria in the perspective of a cost effective design involving the space
segment and the ground segment specifications. There are three main performance criteria which
condition the design:
Link quality/margin

The quality of the baseband signal (after demodulation), e.g. bit error rate
(BER) for digital transmissions, is linked to the RF performances at
receiver input in terms of C/No, where :
o C = power of the received carrier (W)
o No = power spectral density of noise (W/Hz)

13
It should be noted that beam width and reflector size are concepts deeply related. For a given beam width, a large reflector can give narrow
roll-off beams and reducing its size, less directive beams can be obtained.
14
Reasonable hypothesis for a European coverage. It should be noted that orbital positions are tightly linked to operators filling’s rigths.
Thus, 16° is an oreientative position.
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Link availability

The percentage of time during which the link quality is ensured
 Classical outage : signal fades due to rain at high frequencies

System capacity

This is the aggregated throughput of the system
 This parameter is important for bi-directional interactive
systems, like e.g. Broadband systems

The criteria which will drive the design of baseline scenarios is system capacity, having as much
balanced link budget figures as possible. A balanced link budget corresponds to a system in which
the thermal budget and the interference budget distributions over the coverage are rather equilibrated.
It is a system quality usually desired in broadband satellite systems (and basically in almost all RF
systems) where there’s no predominant contributor (avoiding over-dimensioned system in thermal or
interference budget level). Link availability will also be computed as we must ensure that link quality
can be ensured on a high percentage of time.
In order to compare the selected scenarios in terms of performance and to be able to study the
effect of different beam widths in system behavior, several considerations summarized in the
following will be assumed and justified later on:



Same Reflector size and Focal Length for satellite Tx antennas.
Same Total DC power On-board for all scenarios

3.1.2 Coverage and beam layout
A European coverage has been defined without any particular geographical constraint (chosen
arbitrarily but within Region 1). System performance statistics are based on the computation of
performance on a large number of Earth computation points over the service area. These computation
points are defined by meshing the coverage with equally spaced surface areas or points on the Earth
(Figure 22). It should be noted that each “point” has a certain surface in km2 (depending on mesh
density) and can contain one or several user terminals.

Figure 22 Service coverage area
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Once service area defined, the beam layout for the three scenarios is generated. As previously seen
in the introduction, beam sizes have been considered as the driver in scenario definition process.
Given certain coverage area, a certain beam width and a maximum number of beams, an optimization
algorithm tool places the beam centers to cover all grid points following user constraints.

Figure 23 Beam layout characterization: Beam width and spacing

Figure 24 Baseline scenarios beam layout
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The ‘points to beam’ allocation is based on antenna performances, following a maximum gain
approach. This is associating at each point the beam which presents more antenna gain in the specific
geographical location.

3.1.3 Frequency plan
The frequency plan considered for the user downlink is depicted in Figure 25. The whole Ka-band
civil spectrum (exclusive + shared bands) is assumed for the user segment in addition to the use of
dual circular polarization which leads to an overall allocated bandwidth of 2 x 2.9 GHz.
Approximately 5% to 10% of the total bandwidth assigned par beam is lost for channelization
purposes (IMUX/OMUX – guard bands), as shown in the next figure. In this case, 1380 MHz is the
useful bandwidth par beam which is considered for the rest of the study, i.e. circa 5.7% of guard
bands. It is justified by the fact that filter out-of-band rejection is not considered within the allocated
bandwidth. This choice depends on regulatory constraints in neighboring bands and the out band
power limitations. Other hypothesis could be taken into account.

Figure 25 Frequency plan and channelization

Knowing that the on-the-shelf receiver chipsets allows the demodulation of carriers with symbol
rates between 45 Msps and 72 Msps, 64 Msps carriers are considered here assuming a roll-off factor of
20% (current DVB-S2 lower roll-off), thus leading to 18 carriers per beam. The number of carriers is a
dimensioning element as will directly impact the thermal budget of the overall link. The criterion to
select symbol rate and roll-off factor has been to keep the system as much close to the majority of
existing systems as possible, being able to test Precoding in a realistic conditions.
Analysis will be carried out at 19.5GHz (central frequency of higher bands) which means that
transmitter antenna radiation patterns, receiver user terminal performances and propagation
impairments are computed only for a single operational frequency. Obviously, the bandwidth
considered in our system is large enough (~2.9 GHz) to have non-negligible variations in all frequency
dependent contributors but as long as it is stated clearly, resulting scenarios are still valid for the
intended purpose.

3.1.4 Antenna performances
As introduced before, one of the key aspects on system dimensioning is the antenna system
design. In this section, several key parameters of antenna characterization are discussed and baseline
scenarios antenna performances are derived.
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Four scenarios have been defined considering different beam widths with same reflector size.
Single Offset antenna geometry has been considered, as illustrated in Figure 26. This antenna
geometry is a typical choice in communication satellites as allows clearing the path of the
outcoming/incoming radio waves, offsetting (moving) the feed cluster with respect to the classical
front-fed configuration.

Figure 26 Single Offset antenna configuration

In order to compare the scenario performances in a rather fair way, the approach has been to keep
the same aperture size and Focal length, adapting antenna feeds to generate different beam spacings
for each scenario. This approach is not simple to justify and neither is the fact that changing only the
antenna feed size will lead to a more ‘fair’ comparison between scenarios. However, it is known that
changing reflector size implies changes in beam roll-off, leading to Edge of Beam (EoB) degradations
and that maximum directivity increases. Besides, in terms of external accommodation we are usually
limited by the launcher constraints so keeping a well-known reflector size which can be set in a certain
launcher is preferable. Concerning the focal length is usually computed to have a certain aperture
illumination, for a given source and reflector sizes, which translates in a certain degradation of the
radiation pattern at the edges of the reflector coming from the feeds (Feed taper degradation). But only
changing the focal length to generate different beam spacing can lead to dispersions of F/D15 ratio,
thus increasing either scan losses or spill-over. For a given reflector size and feed dimensions, being in
F/D < 1.5 due to a reduction of the focal length, leads to more spaced beams with an increase on scan
losses and a reduction of spill-over (more energy is illuminating the reflector, even the energy from
the side lobes of the source). This yields to the formation of flatter roll-off beams (impacting CCI). On
the contrary, if focal length is increased (F/D>1.5), we are getting closer beams with a non-deformed
roll-off at the expense of degradation in spill-over as more energy is lost in terms of illumination.
Hence, we certainly could change the beam spacing by only varying the focal length but it is
considered a better approach to have a stable F/D ratio rather than introduce scan losses or other
aberrations. In Table 7, the main transversal characteristics of antenna subsystem are presented.

15

When F/D is lower than 1.5, the distance from feeds to the focal point (assuming a multi-feed cluster) begins to introduce significant
aberration and gain losses, so-called scan losses. Experimental point (F/D=1.5) defines a minimum where these aberrations are rather
‘controlled’.
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Baseline scenarios antenna patterns
Frequency

19,5 GHz

Configuration

4xSFPB

Geometry

Single Offset

Reflectors

Circular 4 x ( 4m )

Focal length

6m

Source

Gaussian model

Table 7 Baseline scenarios antenna configuration

Thus, the only antenna dimensioning parameter left to change in order to generate different beam
widths (for a given D and F) is the antenna feeds. It should be noted that when increasing beam
spacing, the number of beams decrease and thus, feeds can have bigger diameter leading to increase
directivity. The antenna configuration in terms of number of reflectors will impact the feed sizes that
we can obtain.
As seen previously, a SFPB with 4 reflectors is the antenna configuration considered to generate
the baseline scenarios. The first scenario treated has been the 70 beams @0.3°. Reflector size and focal
length have been defined in order to obtain a Feed taper degradation between 10dB and 15dB 16 .
Hence, four apertures of 4m have been considered with a focal length of 6m (keeping F/D ratio at 1.5)
leading to a Fed taper degradation of 13dB. For the three scenarios left (95, 129 and 155 beams),
sources have been redesigned reducing its diameter and therefore, degrading their directivity. This has
impacted the feed taper degradation with values below 10dB which translates in more flat beams
leading to more CCI and more spill-over.
Antenna GRDs generation tool used is based on Gaussian source model and the well-known
GRASP (General Antenna Reflector Software Package) to generate the GRD or antenna patterns. The
sources generated are not optimized but are enough accurate for the purpose of the dissertation.
Scenario

Beam width

Source

70 beams
95 beams
129 beams
155 beams

0.3°
0.25°
0.21°
0.19°

56 mm
46.5 mm
38 mm
35.9 mm

Feed Taper
Angle
18°

Feed taper
degradation
13dB
9dB
6dB
5dB

Table 8 Baseline scenarios sources characterization (4x4m reflector diameter)

Figure 27 illustrates the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) over the coverage of the antenna
performances for each baseline scenario (directivity and antenna C/I17 considering a 4-FR pattern). As
expected the more spaced beams the better antenna C/I we get as co-channel beams are relatively far
from each other. In terms of antenna directivity, it can be observed the impact of feed sizes in beam
roll-offs. In the 70 beam case, the biggest feeds are used which leads to directive narrow beams with
steep roll-offs, having a relatively high max directivity but higher degradation at the edge of beams.
16
17

Typically, as design rule, feed taper degradations should be around this margin.
Antenna C/I includes CCI and XPD from adjacent beams.
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As we further space user beams, e.g. 95 beams, less directive feeds are obtained which leads to flatter
roll-off beams, translating in less degradations at the edge of the coverage at the expense of increased
CCI. In 129 and 155 beams case, a loss in max directivity is observed, but as flatter roll-offs are
obtained it presents better gain values at the edge of beams. Nevertheless, CCI are significantly
penalized as seen in Figure 27 a) with almost 10dB of degradation with respect to 70 beams scenario
@50% of the coverage.

a)
b)
Figure 27 Baseline scenarios Antenna performances (4-FR scheme):
a) CDF (%<x) of C/I and b)CDF (%<x) of Directivity

3.1.5 Tx and Rx Performances
1. Space segment payload characterization
As seen in the introduction, in order to fairly compare baseline scenarios between them, total DC
power budget on-board the satellite has been considered exactly the same in the four configurations.
The approach has been to firstly dimension 155 beams scenario which is the one more impacted by
CCI in order to have a balanced user downlink budget, while keeping reasonable assumptions in terms
of HPA characteristics. This has led to the values represented in Table 9.
Nb of spots
FR Pattern
Feeder band
Beam width
Antenna loss
HPA RF power (@Sat)
Nb of TWT/spot
Total Nb of TWT
OBO
Output losses + repeater
uncertainties
Nb of carriers/beam
Total RF transmitted (PW)

70
95
4
4
Ka
Ka
0,3°
0,25°
Transponder characterization
1,6 dB
1,6 dB
166 W
122 W
1
1
70
95
3,5 dB
3,5 dB

129
4
Ka
0,21°

155
4
Ka
0,19°

1,6 dB
90 W
1
129
3,5 dB

1,6 dB
75 W
1
155
3,5 dB

2,4 dB

2,4 dB

2,4 dB

2,4 dB

18

18

18

18

~ 3000 W

Table 9 Baseline scenarios payload characterization
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An OBO of 3.5dB has been considered in all scenarios. As the number of carriers is quite
important, in order to avoid large degradations in IM products and to work in the linear region of the
amplifier, a significant OBO has been assumed. The couple (OBO, C/Im) has been defined based on
the expertise and the projects experience on the department. Please refer to sub-section “Interference
link budget” for more details in IM products hypothesis. It should be noted no optimization OBO vs
capacity has been carried out here for each of the scenarios. Instead, a quite transversal and
conservative hypothesis has been taken into account.
Output losses plus repeater uncertainties of 2.4dB have been assumed. For output losses we
understand all signal degradation from the output of the HPA to the input of the antenna, i.e.
waveguide losses, OMUX losses and so on. A marge is also taken (repeater uncertainties) for the
performance uncertainties of the equipment
The resulting total RF transmitted power is then ~3000 W. In a roughly estimate, this would be
within the envelope of current platforms available. It should be noted that in order to know precisely
which platform could accommodate these scenarios, we would need to derive the total DC power
envelope. Parameters such as HPA efficiency (thermal dissipation in the DC to RF conversion) and the
Electronic Power Conditioner (EPC) should be also considered in order to compute DC power budget,
as well as the Return link chains which are not specified here. Hence, the choice in terms of platform
is considered out of the scope of the analysis.

2. Received Power / FSL
Once defined the antenna subsystem and the payload characterization on board de satellite, let’s
now characterize the signal received by a user terminal antenna and which parameters must be taken
into account.
As defined previously in section 2.1, the received power (PRx) (attenuation losses not taken into
account) can be expressed as depicted in equation (3.1).

∙

⁄

EIRP

∙

∙

[W]

(3.1)

Expressing the effective area of the receiver reflector in terms of antenna gain and rearranging the
elements of the equation, we obtain a final expression for PRx which contains the Free Space Losses
(FSL). The FSL represents the free space attenuation due to the distance between transmitter and
⁄ 4
receiver and is expressed as
(LFSL<1). FSL depends on the distance between the
satellite and the receiving antenna and the frequency of operation. FSL is inversely proportional to
squared frequency implying that for high frequencies FSL increases significantly.
In Figure 28 the FSL losses of all points in the coverage are plotted in a map. It should be noted
that for low elevation angles (such in the north of Europe) FSL losses increase with respect to areas
closer to the equator but in any case, the difference is bigger than 0.4dB (at least in Europe).
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Figure 28 Free Space Losses at 19.5 GHz over the coverage area

3. Receive Performances
The power received at reception from the satellite has been characterized in the previous section.
However, all RF receivers have some unwanted energy contributions at the receiver input which tend
to degrade the quality of the received signal. These contributions corrupting the wanted signal are
known as thermal noise. Basically it comes from several radiation sources (earth, sky, cosmic sources
...) and the electronic components of the receiver itself.
Noise sources are usually approximated as white noise (Additive Gaussian White Noise - AGWN)
with a power spectral density No (W/Hz) which is constant over the frequency band involved. No can
be related to the receiver equivalent noise temperature (T [K]) with the following expression, where k
is the Boltzmann’s constant (k=1.379x10-23[W/HzK]):
[W/Hz]

(3.2)

The equivalent noise temperature at the receiver (T) allows computing No gathering all noise
contributions from the reception equipment, as stated in [17]. As illustrated in Figure 29, T contains
the antenna temperature, the input losses (LFRx<1), feed temperature and the receiver Low Noise Block
(LNB) equivalent temperature which is based on the Noise Factor (applying the Frii’s formula to the
cascaded LNB components) of the receiver and the reference temperature To = 290K.
1

with

1

[K]

(3.3)

where
Observing in more detail Tantenna, it can be expressed as
depends on the type of
depends on frequency, elevation angle and propagation conditions and
antenna, also the elevation angle and other factors. Typical values are between 10K and 30K at low
elevation angles (~10°).
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Figure 29 User terminal receiver performances

Usually, when it comes to characterize the antenna performance and the reception quality of a
receiver, we use the figure of merit G/T (antenna gain to noise temperature) which is no more than
the ratio between the antenna gain at reception GRx and the receiver temperature T. It is useful to
compare different receivers and often is one of the parameters given by the manufacturers of receiving
equipment. It should be noted that G/T varies over the coverage due to the dependency of Tantenna , with
the elevation angle of the terminal, propagation phenomena, etc.
User terminal performances considered in this analysis are presented in Table 10. A terminal
antenna size of 65cm with an efficiency of 65% has been considered. This translates to an antenna
gain at 19.5GHz of 40.6dBi. Around 0.6dB of terminal Pointing losses are assumed as well as a crosspolar discrimination of 20dB, based on the state-of-the-art performances coming from terminal
manufacturers. All specs leads to a G/T of 16dB/K.

Table 10 User segment receiving terminal characterization

3.1.6 Propagation Impairments
As seen in section 1.4, RF signals going from a transmitter to a receiver can be altered by
atmospheric phenomena, being more or less impacted in function of the frequency considered and the
propagation impairments. The principal contributors in degrading the signal are gas (dry air and water
vapour), scintillation, clouds and rain.
For each type of attenuation, statistical models and databases are available and provided by ITUR. The models can be very complex and usually require the development of software tools to exploit
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and facilitate the computation. Table 11 summarizes the main ITU recommendations which provide the
methodology to compute each of the announced atmospheric effects. Each recommendation is
versioned to introduce evolutions or improvements in the models (e.g. the latest ITU-R P.618
recommendation in 2012 is P.618-10)
ITU Recommendation

Atmospheric impairment

ITU-R P.676

Gas attenuation

ITU-R P.840

Cloud attenuation

ITU-R P.618



Scintillation attenuation



Rain attenuation and depolarisation



Total atmospheric attenuation (i.e. gas
+ cloud + scintillation + rain)

Table 11 ITU-R models for atmospheric propagation attenuation

Another effect which should be taken into account is the degradation of user terminal G/T due to
the impact of rain in the antenna temperature. As we have seen previously, antenna temperature
depends on the sky and ground temperature. The former is increased in rainy conditions which
degrades the G/T figure at the reception. Indeed, the receiver temperature will be increased in rainy
conditions as shown in the equation (3.4), where Tm = 260K (ITU-R P.618-9 section 3) and LRain <1:
1

1

(3.4)

All these effects are modeled in a software tool based on ITU-R and used to derive specific system
attenuation margins. For each ground station or coverage point, the software tool computes the clear
sky attenuation and a tabulated curve of attenuation versus availability per coverage point. Clear sky
(CS) attenuation only takes gas (dry air and water vapour) and scintillation into account, taking values
at 95% of the year18 (Figure 30 a) at 19.5GHz). This is a system hypothesis typically assumed but it
depends on system designers. More conservative approaches would increase attenuation margins by
considering CS attenuation at > 95%.
Total atmospheric attenuation considers gas, clouds scintillation and rain and is given in an
attenuation vs availability curve per coverage point. Let’s take an example for a specific point in the
coverage ((Long, Lat) = (8.45, 54.75)). Based on measured meteorological data and its statistics, the
model provides the total attenuation that is exceeded for a given p percentage of the year. This means
that a given total attenuation would not be exceeded for a (100-p) percentage of time. In Figure 30 b)
total attenuation at 19.5GHz for the geographical point of interest versus availability p is depicted. As
observed, e.g. during 99.6% of a year, the total atmospheric attenuation does not exceed 5dB in that
specific point.

18

Statistics computed typically over a year period.
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a)
b)
Figure 30 Propagation impairments: a) Total atmospheric attenuation for a specific point b) Clear Sky
attenuation over the coverage area

Capacity computation assumptions
Different hypothesis on propagation impairments will be taken into account depending on the
analysis considered (capacity or availability). To compute overall system capacity, only clear sky
attenuation is considered as statistically, it corresponds to the most common state (95% of the year CS
margins are not surpassed).
Availability computation assumptions
To compute system availability total atmospheric attenuation is considered since it represents the
propagation phenomena which could potentially cut the service in a heavy fading event situation. The
way availability is computed is based on two basic steps:


Firstly, a multi-dimensional link budget is computed in CS conditions. For each user, we
compute the maximum attenuation (thermal link margin) that can be supported while
complying with the most robust MODCOD (ACM considered). This means that if in a certain
point we have a C/(N+I) of 10dB and the most robust MODCOD requires e.g. 1dB, this point
have a thermal margin of 9dB in which it can support an increase on propagation attenuation.

_



(3.5)

Secondly, having the LM for each point, the availability is computed interpolating in the
attenuation/availability curve provided by the ITU models.

Different availability requirements can be defined depending on the service and type of targeted
system, impacting critically in the dimensioning exercice.
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3.2

Capacity assessment

3.2.1 Thermal Link Budget
Once all contributors are defined, thermal link budget can be computed for each point of the
coverage and for a given carrier. C/No [Hz] corresponds to the ratio between the received power and
the noise power spectral density No and can be computed by means of equation (3.6).

∙

∙

∙

[Hz]

∙

(3.6)

It should be noted that in order to obtain the thermal budget C/N for a given carrier with bandwidth
BWc , we only need to add a factor (1/ BWc) in equation (3.6).

3.2.2 Interference Link Budget
To compute interference budget we must take into account all interference sources identified in
section 2. This is CCI and XPD from antenna performances, IM products, ACI, XPD from the user
terminal and ASI/TSI coming from external systems. Table 12 summarize interferences hypothesis
assumed in all scenarios.

_

_

_

(3.7)

Antenna CCI/XPD interferences are computed considering a 4-FR pattern as illustrated in Figure
17 and Figure 18. ACI interferences can be neglected or ‘absorbed’ by IM products which is an ACI
itself (please refer to 2.2.4). User terminal XPD corresponds to the cross-polarization of the user
terminal due to the imperfect discrimination between both polarizations at reception. And finally, ASI
and TSI correspond to the inter-system interferences contribution.
Concerning IM products (C/I intermodulation), the 17dB corresponds to the NPR which is directly
linked to the OBO (3,5dB) taken into account at payload level. As a reminder, these values are based
on equipment HPA manufacturer curves. Interference link budget hypothesis are summarized in Table
12.
Interference contributors
C/I inter-modulation (IM)
(NPR)
C/I inter-system
(ASI + TSI)
User terminal XPD

17 dB
22,0 dB
20 dB

Table 12 Interference Link budget hypothesis
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In Figure 31 a), downlink thermal and interference budgets are plotted in a CDF for all baseline
scenarios. As observed, quite balanced link budgets are obtained with no more than 0.5dB – 0.7dB
delta between the C/N and C/I curves all over the coverage. It should be noted that, in 70 beam case
(which presents the best CCI level among all scenarios), system tends to be dimensioned by thermal
budget at beam edges. In the other scenarios, system is slightly interference limited all over the
coverage for 95 and 129 beams cases and the tendency is inverted for 155 beams case due to thermal
budget degradation caused by power scaling (even if interference budget is still more impacted w.r.t to
the other cases, thermal budget dimensions around 80% of the coverage link budget).

a)
b)
Figure 31 CDF of a) Thermal and Interference downlink budget b) Total downlink budget for all baseline
scenarios

3.2.3 User downlink budget
Once thermal and interference budget computed, overall downlink budget can be calculated as
expressed in equation (3.8). It should be noted that C/Io = C/I(BWc).

(3.8)

In Figure 31 b) total downlink budget is depicted for all four scenarios. As expected, 70 beams
scenario presents the best carrier link budget as better isolation is achieved in terms of CCI and all
carriers in each beam present a better power spectral density due to an increased power per beam.

3.2.4 Feeder link sizing
The same procedure to compute downlink budget can be applied to compute the feeder uplink
budget. In following tables all parameters considered for both Gateway transmitting sections and
satellite receiving section are presented in Table 13.
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Gateway transmit section
Transmit Frequency (V-band)
Gateway Antenna size
Gateway Antenna Efficiency
Gateway Antenna Gain
Gateway power amplifier class
Output loss
Output back-off
Number of carriers
Gateway EIRP per carrier
Gateway pointing loss
C/Im
Cross-polarization
Symbol Rate
Gateway EIRP density per carrier

48 GHz
5.00 m
60%
65.8 dBi
25.2 dBW
2.5 dB
4.6 dB
18
71.3 dBW
0.6 dB
21.0 dB
25.0 dB
64 Msps
52.7 dBW/MHz

Satellite Receiver Section
56.9 dBi

Antenna directivity
Antenna loss & uncertainty

2.7 dB

Satellite Noise Factor

6.14 dB

Satellite Receiver Temperature

29.6 dBK

Satellite Antenna Temperature

290 K

Satellite temperature

30.7 dBK

Satellite pointing loss

0.1 dB
23.3 dB/K

Satellite G/T
Thermal Noise Budget

23.9 dB

Nominal Uplink C/N
Interference Budget
Uplink Satellite Antenna C/I

21 dB

Uplink Gateway C/Im

21 dB

Uplink Gateway XPD

25 dB

Other Satellite and Terrestrial System

34 dB

Total Uplink C/I

17.1 dB

Total Uplink C/(N+I)

16.3 dB

Table 13 Feeder uplink budget hypothesis
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A single value of uplink C/(N+I) is considered to derive system performances. Strictly speaking,
each scenario needs a certain number of GW stations, depending on the amount of total user downlink
bandwidth which must be supported. Slightly differences in terms of performance can be obtained
depending on GW localization. Herein, it is considered the same static feeder uplink budget (for all
beams) to carry out system analysis. Feeder uplink is typically dimensioned in order to not degrade
more than around 1dB the median user downlink budget (which is usually the bottleneck in terms of
system performance).

3.2.5 Overall Link Performances
So far we have computed the user downlink budget which corresponds to the path from the
satellite to the user terminals. In order to obtain total link budget figures we should add the feeder
uplink budget from the GW station to the satellite. By means of equation (3.9), total link budget can be
calculated as follows:
(3.9)

Taking into account the bandwidth per carrier, we finally obtain total link budget per carrier as
expressed in equation (3.10):
(3.10)

In Figure 32 total link budget is depicted with and without considering the feeder link
contribution. As it can be observed, feeder uplink degrades user downlink budget around 1dB in all the
coverage and for all four scenarios.

Figure 32 CDF of total C/(N+I) taking into account the feeder link contribution (continuous lines) and
assuming it ideal (dashed lines) for all reference scenarios
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3.2.6 Capacity Computation
Once multi-dimensional link budget is computed, aggregated capacity performance can be derived
for all baseline scenarios. The aggregated throughput (bit/s), which is defined as the number of useful
bits transmitted by the GW to all user beams, is the performance metric considered. It is deduced from
a MODCOD table based on DVB-S2 standard which provides the association between the required
received SINR and the spectral efficiency (bits/symbol) achieved by the different adaptive coding and
modulation (ACM) for a packet error rate (PER) of 10−7. The MODCOD table considered is depicted
in Table 14. It should be noted that the table is not straight forward the one recommended in the
standard. As a matter of fact, implementation margins and ACM margins are added in order to take
into account some real implementation issues.
Total
efficiency
with framing
(bits/Symb)

Es/No for
AWGN
channel and
PER=10^-7
[dB]

Implementation
margins

Es/No req
with Imp.
Margins
[dB]

ACM
Margin
[dB]

Total Es/No
[dB]

QPSK 1/4

0,479

-2,35

1,25

-1,10 dB

0

-1,1

QPSK 1/3

0,641

-1,24

1,00

-0,24 dB

0,8

0,6

QPSK 2/5

0,771

-0,3

0,95

0,65 dB

0,8

1,5

QPSK 1/2

0,965

1

0,80

1,80 dB

0,8

2,6

QPSK 3/5

1,160

2,23

0,80

3,03 dB

0,8

3,8

QPSK 2/3

1,291

3,1

0,80

3,90 dB

0,8

4,7

QPSK 3/4

1,452

4,03

0,80

4,83 dB

0,8

5,6

QPSK 4/5

1,549

4,68

0,80

5,48 dB

0,8

6,3

QPSK 5/6

1,615

5,18

0,80

5,98 dB

0,8

6,8

8-PSK 3/5

1,740

5,5

1,00

6,50 dB

0,8

7,3

8-PSK 2/3

1,936

6,62

0,90

7,52 dB

0,8

8,3

8-PSK 3/4

2,178

7,91

0,90

8,81 dB

0,8

9,6

16-APSK 2/3

2,575

8,97

1,10

10,07 dB

0,8

10,9

16-APSK 3/4

2,896

10,21

1,10

11,31 dB

0,8

12,1

16-APSK 4/5

3,090

11,03

1,10

12,13 dB

0,8

12,9

16-APSK 5/6

3,222

11,61

1,10

12,71 dB

0,8

13,5

16-APSK 8/9

3,440

12,89

1,10

13,99 dB

0,8

14,8

Table 14 DVB-S2 based MODCOD table

Implementation margins and ACM margins are usually considered, representing the modem and
implementation losses and the variability on total estimated Es/No linked to the feedback delay from
the user terminal to the GW station, respectively. Satellite channel degradation due to phase noise and
group delay, are also considered and integrated in the implementation losses. The ACM margins have
been chosen taking into account Clear Sky conditions which means that the variability of attenuation
between the estimation and the change of MODCOD at the GW is not expected to be too large. In
contrast, when estimating signal level in a fading event, these margins should be higher in order to
take into account the potential large variation of fading phenomena in time.
The approach considered to compute capacity is to ensure that all stations within the beam are
given the same throughput. This basically means that points with low link budgets, which need more
robust MODCODs and therefore, present low bit rates, will have more slots assigned than points with
better signal level and higher-order modulations. Another approach is to assign the same symbol rate
to each user. It usually gives better total capacities w.r.t. the first approach as points with better
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spectral efficiencies will obtain greater data rates. However, it certainly penalizes users with low link
budget figures leading to a more unfair capacity computation.
Once throughput per beam is obtained, it is summed over all beams to get the total system
throughput. Baseline total capacities are depicted in Table 15.
Baseline Total
aggregated
Throughput

Beam
width

Total FWD
Bandwidth

Total capacity
(Ideal
Feeder link)

Total capacity

70 beams

0.3°

96.6 GHz

189 Gbps

167 Gbps

95 beams

0.25°

131.1 GHz

230 Gbps

212 Gbps

129 beams

0.21°

178 GHz

274 Gbps

257 Gbps

155 beams

0.19°

213.9GHz

301 Gbps

286 Gbps

Table 15 Total baseline systems performances

Summary of Part 1: Boradband Satellite Communication Systems
In chapter 1 and 2, a detailed overview of broadband HTS systems has been introduced, identifying
the most relevant subsystems, highlighting the main axes of improvement for Next Generation systems
and paying special attention to the interference sources definition.
In chapter 3, four scenarios have been described and identified as HTS benchmark systems in order
to assess Interference Mitigation Techniques. A detailed system dimensioning and performance
analysis has allowed setting a solid reference framework, being representative of the HTS systems to
come. The design approach, focused on establishing a fair comparison between scenarios, has been
based on scaling power resources to keep the same total DC power budget for all cases as well as
considering transversal antenna system architecture with realistic parameters characterization (same
reflector size and Focal length, re-optimizing source dimensions to generate the different beam
spacings).
Considering current HTS system performances as a reference (refer to Table 1), some
considerations can be already derived. First of all, in all baseline scenarios, an increase of total
capacity and capacity density per Km2 is obtained knowing that, in addition, rather smaller coverage
than most of existing HTS has been taken into account. This is mainly due to the following aspects:


A significant reduction of beam spacing, which enables to increase the number of beams
and thus the FRF, for a given coverage. Indeed, as seen in Table 1, e.g. Ka-SAT
multibeam coverage is based on a beam spacing of 0.5° with reflectors < 3m. Baseline
scenarios defined in section 3 are defined considering beam widths from 0.3° down to
0.19° with 4m reflectors, thus enabling a significant step forward in capacity densification.



The use of Ka-band Exclusive and Shared bands on the user downlink which leads to an
increased bandwidth per user beam (1.45 GHz per beam) w.r.t. the exclusive 500MHz
typically allocated (250MHz per beam considering a 4FR pattern).
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Increasing the number of beams: Is it the best way to go for future HTS systems?
Further increasing the number of beams, even if it seems the straight forward solution to improve
total system performance (for a given coverage), has its practical limits. Indeed, the more beams and
bandwidth allocated the more platform limitations (mass and power budget impact due to the increase
in required equipment) and above all, the higher complexity in antenna subsystem design. As already
seen, comparing 70 beams with 155 beams scenarios, the studied beam antenna patterns are far from
ideal and, as beam number increases (i.e. beams spacing decreases), CCIs becomes the dimensioning
link budget contributor, heavily impacting total system performances.
as the global spectral efficiency [b/s/Hz] which
To further illustrate that idea let’s define ∝
corresponds to the ratio between the total capacity obtained (e.g. capacity with ideal feeder link) and
the total Forward bandwidth. As observed in Table 16, as far as the number of beams increases in our
design, the global spectral efficiency decreases which means that the use of spectral resources is less
efficient in terms of achieved data rate per Hz. As a matter of fact, 95 and 129 beams scenario are
almost completely dimensioned by interferences (as seen in Figure 31), showing how CCIs impacts
total system performances. In addition, the fact that iso-total on-board power is considered in all
scenarios leads to a reduction of power spectral density per beam as beam number increases, which
further penalizes link budget figures. Indeed, in the case of 155 beams, the iso-on-board power
criterion is even more critical, still interferences remain being the main dimensioning contributor
illustrating to what extend CCI becomes one of the strongest design limiting factors.

Baseline scenarios
70 beams
95 beams
129 beams
155 beams

∝

∝
[b/s/Hz]
1.95
1.75
1.53
1.4

Table 16 Baseline scenarios: Global spectral efficiency [b/s/Hz]

Hence, taking into account the specificities on the characterization of the systems studied in the
present work, one could state that, in a mid- long-term, keep scaling the beam number in order to
further increase total capacity of next generation HTS systems is, at least, a questionable solution. CCI
interferences will keep getting worst and heavily impacting overall link budget and in-orbit
complexity will become more and more unmanageable.
Interference Mitigation Techniques: the promising alternative.
Aiming at investigating other possible ways to tackle the HTS capacity increase problem,
techniques aiming at increasing the amount of available bandwidth per beam, thus improving FRF
alternatively are investigated. IMTs have been proven to be an appealing alternative in this context,
providing promising mechanisms to counteract and exploit CCIs. Therefore, the second part of this
dissertation will be entirely focused on assessing and proposing innovative interference-related system
techniques for NG-HTS.
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PART 2: Advanced Interference‐based system Techniques
4 Interference Mitigation Techniques for satellite GEO
systems
As seen in previous chapters, next generation HTS systems tend to scale the number of beams
aiming at improving FRF and total system performance. However, this trend results in obvious
limitations in terms of power, mass and accommodation at a platform level. As more beams need to be
accommodated, more HPAs and equipment is needed on-board, with the consequent increase in
platform power budget, overall mass and complexity. Furthermore, as beams get closer, inter-beam
isolation degrades as a consequence of non-ideal radiation patterns and antenna subsystem complexity
also increases. Hence, even if scaling the number of beams is a priori the logical straight-forward
strategy, it rapidly leads to practical implementation issues.
The aim of this second dissertation bloc is to present alternatives to this beam scaling HTS trend,
assessing innovative system strategies to significantly improve performances and increasing total
system capacity without further exploding the number of beams. A possible way to tackle this
challenge is finding techniques aiming at increasing the amount of available bandwidth per beam,
therefore improving FRF alternatively. When it comes to increase bandwidth resources or improve its
usage, there are mainly two ways to proceed:
 Increasing the bandwidth allocated to FSS services (at regulatory level)
 Exploring system techniques which could allow an increase on total system bandwidth or a
better usage of the currently available allocated bandwidth.
In this second block the attention is rather focused on the second option. Figure 33 illustrates the
main existent and more promising techniques which can lead to an increase of total system bandwidth.
As a matter of fact, all these techniques have a transversal common characteristic: all of them can be
considered or are related to interference mitigation/suppression strategies. Indeed, as already seen in
precedent chapter, due to the multibeam nature of HTS systems and its bandwidth reutilization
principle, interferences are becoming one of the main obstacles to further improve system
performances. In last years, extensive efforts are being focalized in coping with this major constraint
by progressively changing the way interferences are seen in classical systems: instead of considering
interferences as something to avoid, consider them as a potential exploitable ally.
In that sense, Time and Frequency packing constitutes a promising physical layer technique to
potentially increase overall spectral efficiency by adding controlled interferences between channels
and thus, exploiting more aggressively the available bandwidth. It is also the case for the MIMO-based
techniques, such as On-ground Multi-beam Joint Precoding which enables to manage/mitigate interbeam interferences, making possible to provide greater total bandwidths by enabling more aggressive
FR patterns. All of them achieve their goals while moving complexity on-ground rather to foreseen
complex design on space, something convenient taking into account the more and more increased
complexity of HTS systems. All these techniques are reviewed in this chapter, paying special attention
to MIMO-related strategies applied to the forward link. Among all techniques addressed, on-ground
joint Precoding is extensively studied in chapters 5 and 6 in a HTS context, proving its real potential
as an alternative of current systems.
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More classical approaches such as FR patterns are also reviewed, addressing new alternatives based
on well-known terrestrial mobile networks schemes. Concretely, Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) is
addressed in depth, in chapter 7, trying to exploit the inherent interference limited nature of multibeam
architecture by combining several FR patterns within each beam. In that context, synergies between
Precoding and FFR are investigated, leading to interesting total throughput improvements.

Figure 33 HTS FWD link interference management and mitigation techniques

4.1 Frequency Reutilization schemes
The most classical IMT currently used in order to mitigate interferences, in this case CCI (and
CPCI due to the use of orthogonal polarizations in the systems), are the Frequency Reutilization
schemes. As seen in the first block (section 1.5), a trade-off exists between inter-beam isolation
(improving CCI) and the loss in FRF, degrading total system capacity.
Let’s consider an example to have a bit more insight in the subject. The reference scenario with 70
beams of 0.3° of beam width is considered to illustrate the concept. The details on the assumed system
hypothesis are described in chapter 3 with some changes explained in the following. In order to prove
the concept, only CCI contribution has been taken into account for this analysis (i.e. ideal
contributions from intermodulation products, adjacent systems and cross-polarization interferences)
The purpose of the exercise is to analyze the impact of beam colouring in CCI and how FR factor
evolves with the resulting total FWD throughput, for a given coverage.
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A single polarization is considered for ease of simplicity which implies a reduction of the useful
bandwidth w.r.t. the configuration derived in section 3.1.3. This fact improves total link budget figures
(as total on-board transmit power is kept the same and other interference contributions are omitted)
which leads to total C/(N+I) going beyond the highest MODCOD available (16-APSK 8/9) defined in
section 3.2.6. In order to not bias the results of the exercise, the air interface table is exceptionally
extended for this purpose with 5 more MODCODs corresponding to 32-APSK modulation19.
Considering a fixed beam width, a basic trade-off is to be considered when it comes to decide
which pattern is the most suitable for a given system: having more colours improving inter-beam
isolation versus reducing colours improving total equivalent Bandwidth (i.e. increasing FRF).

Figure 34 FR pattern analysis over 70 beams scenario (0.3°).
Probability Distribution Function of Co-channel interference for 1-FR, 3-FR, 4-FR and 7-FR schemes

On one hand, increasing the number of colours leads to a system with an improved isolation
between beams using the same frequency sub-band therefore, leading to less co-channel interferers
and a better aggregated isolation (as seen in CCI PDF in Figure 34). However, the FRF is penalized as
the allocated bandwidth is divided in more sub-bands leading to a reduction of the spectrum allocated
per beam, as illustrated in Table 17. On the other hand, if a reduction of colours is chosen, a greater
spectrum allocation per beam is obtained at the expense of a degraded co-channel interference budget.
Hence, the question to be answered would be: which is the best strategy to improve system
performances? The answer is not straight forward and depends whether the system is thermal noise or
interference limited:



If thermal limited, more frequency reuse will increase the capacity (provided that onboard power is available for the additional carriers)
If interference limited, less frequency reuse may be needed to maintain the link quality or
change to more interference tolerant waveforms or strategies (e.g. spreading spectrum
modulations, Precoding…)

In the example, as depicted in Table 17, all schemes illustrated from 3FR to 7FR are almost
thermal noise limited (7FR is entirely thermal limited as exhibits high inter-beam isolation). This is
also illustrated in Figure 35 where link budget performances are plotted for all FR patterns discussed.
Thus, reducing the number of colours leads to an increase of the FRF and higher throughputs can be
19

MODCODs extension: 32-APSK ¾, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9 and 9/10
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obtained. The reduction of the number of colours has its limit w.r.t total throughput when the system
switches to interference limited status. This is illustrated with 1FR scheme case. Even if this scheme
provides the highest FRF, co-channel interferences are too high and degrade link budget leading to a
reduction of total throughput. In a less extend, it can be also appreciated comparing 4FR and 3FR.
and

Comparing the ratio between bandwidth and capacity for these two schemes (i.e.

) we can observe that for a 1.3 of BW increase, we obtain 1.2 increase in capacity. The
capacity ratio it would be smaller if a MODCOD table with more efficient modulations would have
been considered (the most efficient MODCOD is 32-APSK 9/10 for /
19.1 . Observing
4FR C/(N+I) in Figure 35, more than 25% of points present a C/(N+I) greater than 20dB). This fact is
also derived from the global spectral efficiency in which 3FR presents more degraded figures than
4FR, even if greater capacity is obtained by the former. Thus, one can state that the increase in CCI
and the degradation of the power spectral density are limiting larger improvements on total capacity
with 3FR (cf 4FR).
1FR

4FR20
17.5

7FR
10

FRF

70

3FR
23.3

Total FWD BW [GHz]

193

64.4

48.3

27.6

111

199

164

97

0.57

3.1

3.4

3.5

Interferences
(100%)

Thermal
noise
(82%)

Thermal
noise
(92%)

Thermal
noise
(100%)

FWD Throughput
[Gbps]
Global Spectral
Efficiency
[b/s/Hz]
∝
Link budget
dimensioning
contributor

Table 17 Frequency Reuse Factor analysis – FRF and FWD throughput for1-FR, 3-FR, 4-FR and 7-FR
patterns. (HPA 166W@Saturation per beam and ideal feeder link)

Figure 35 Frequency Reuse Factor analysis – Link budget performances for
1-FR, 3-FR, 4-FR and 7-FR patterns. (HPA 166W@Saturation per beam and ideal feeder link)

20
It should be noted that performances of 4FR differs from the ones presented in part 1, as only one polarization is taking into account for
this analysis, thus total useful bandwidth is halved (leading to better link budget figures for the same overall transmitted power)
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So far, a specific total DC power has been assumed to illustrated FR concept. In Figure 36 a total
on-board DC power sensitivity analysis with respect to total FWD capacity is carried out, assuming
the same system example previously defined. The aim is to depict the impact of interference
contributors in total capacity when the system becomes interference limited. For low total DC power
budgets, system is clearly dimensioned by thermal noise and therefore increasing power translates into
system capacity improvement. However, when co-channel interferences begin to be the dimensioning
element, total capacity is not that sensitive to power increase and it begins to saturate for no matter
which FR pattern considered. It should be noted that each pattern switches of state (thermal –
interference limited) at a different power budget level, as having different amounts of bandwidth per
beam entails different link budget figures (variations in carrier power spectral density).

Figure 36 Total power sensitivity analysis: EU coverage 70 beams (0.3°. Equal total transmitted

power considered (ideal feeder link).

In HTS systems, one of the ways to improve system performances is by means of more aggressive
FR schemes in order to increase bandwidth per beam and thus increase capacity density and overall
system throughput. As CCI seems to be one of the main limiting factors in this endeavor, innovative
frequency plans coming from terrestrial networks (e.g. Fractional Frequency Reuse) and IMT
techniques will be studied in this dissertation aiming at investigate some potential advanced solutions.
Dual polarization as FR scheme
The use of orthogonal polarization in satellite communications is not something new. Dual
polarizations in satellite transmissions have allowed increasing the bandwidth per beam significantly,
enabling to increase the allocated bandwidth thanks to the high discrimination between orthogonal
polarizations. In the case of HTS, circular polarizations (RHCP and LHCP) combined with 4FR, is a
frequency plan typically considered which over-performs the single polarization configuration, as
allocated bandwidth is halved instead of divided in four sub bands (Figure 37).
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Figure 37 Single polarization vs Dual polarization 4FR scheme

Here though, we put our attention in a less orthodox FR pattern: dual polarization 2FR. This
scheme allows reusing all allocated spectrum on each beam (as single-polar Full FR pattern – 1FR – in
Figure 38) thus virtually doubling the allocated bandwidth. However, as observed in Figure 38, an
extra level of isolation w.r.t. single polarization Full FR is achieved by using both orthogonal
polarizations acting as two distinct “colours”. Obviously, in addition to CCI, CPCI interferences must
be considered as another C/I contributor, but as seen in section 2.2.3, CPCI levels are not comparable
to CCI, being much lower thanks to rather good antenna XPD. In practice, this is not enough to obtain
good performances for a point-to-point communications, as significant degradation in interference
budget still prevents to use this pattern as an effective FR scheme, without any special treatment.

Figure 38 2FR pattern layout: EU coverage 70 beams (0.3°). On the right, single polarization 1FR and 2FR

This effect is graphically illustrated in
Figure 39, where CCI + CPCI obtained for 2FR and 4FR patterns are plotted in a CDF. As
observed, a significantly larger degradation in antenna C/I is obtained for the 2FR pattern, making the
scenario heavily interference limited. However, as it can be seen in the map, considering 2FR beam
colouring illustrated in Figure 38, some isolation is obtained due to the use of polarization as an extra
colour.
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Figure 39 CCI+CPCI 2FR vs 4FR pattern: EU coverage 70 beams (0.3°)
Antenna performances 2FR vs 4FR (left). 2FR CCI+CPCI interferences map (right)

It is clear that, without any interference mitigation strategy to counteract heavy levels of CCI, this
FR pattern is not useful to increase total system capacity, even if increases bandwidth w.r.t. 4FR
scheme scenarios. However, it will play a key role in the IMTs proposed in this dissertation and thus,
is considered highly of interest and worth to mention.

4.2 Time and Frequency packing
In the precedent section, we have seen how to mitigate the effect of CCI by considering different
levels of isolation between beams, reusing the same frequency, aiming at reducing its impact on link
budget performances. It should be noted that FR patterns main principle is based on considering
interferences as an impediment and thus try to mitigate their effects.
In this section, this paradigm is revisited considering interferences more as an outright ally,
containing certain exploitable information. We focus our attention in the so-called “Time and
frequency packing” techniques which aim at increasing spectral efficiency by compressing in time and
frequency the signaling waveform. Thus, by introducing and exploiting controlled ISI and ACI
interferences, these techniques make a better use of the available time and frequency resources, being
able to improve total system performances. But something more important can be derived here.
Indeed, with these new strategies is proven that Nyquist signaling (orthogonality in time and
frequency), adopted for almost half century for every digital transmission standard, is not the only way
to go forward and that by violating this principle, some surprising results can be actually obtained.
Faster than Nyquist (FTN)
The time-only variant signaling technique, also known as “Faster than Nyquist” (FTN) was
introduced and developed in the mid-70s [18] but there had not been extensive work either developing
algorithms for FTN or realization on devices for practical usage until recently due to high processing
requirements only available today. Initially, this applied to single carrier systems with pulses
overlapping with each other in time (also known as one dimensional Mazo FTN or Time packing).
Later, as presented in [19]-[22], it was extended to multicarrier systems where the least required
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spacing (following Nyquist transmission for ISI free transmission) could be violated both in frequency
and time (also known as two dimensional Mazo approach or Time and Frequency packing).
More recently, in the frame of DVB-S2x revo 21 , FTN techniques have been highlighted as
potential candidates to be included in the new S2 standard evolution. As presented in [14], extensive
work is being done in this field in DVB-TM-S2 group and all seems to indicate that this technique has
great perspectives in a near future. One of the main drawbacks of these techniques, with respect to
other interference-aware strategies, relies on the impact and complexity at reception level.
Conventional receivers should be adapted to be able to counteract ISI and successfully decode timepacked signals.
In this regard, a time only-variant FTN approach [16] has been assessed based on the iterative
correction of ISI at reception (Turbo-equalization) published by C. Douillard in 1995. Gains up to
15% with respect to DVB-S2 have been obtained using just a QPSK modulator. In [23], a timefrequency packing technique is proposed with a low-complexity receiver (based on successive
interference cancellation principle) and it is demonstrated that orthogonal signaling can be largely
suboptimal from the spectral efficiency point of view, above all, for low order constellations (e.g.
QPSK). Indeed, time-frequency packing provides a gain that could enable the adoption of low-order
modulation formats for higher spectral efficiency values: all QPSK, 8-PSK and 16-APSK MODCODs
could be replaced with MODCODs based on QPSK showing better performances (more robust to nonlinear effects and to synchronization errors, although PAPR increases).
Despite these promising results, the application of these techniques must be further studied in
order to further reduce receiver complexity, to design demodulator, synchronization and equalization
algorithms to limit the bit energy loss and optimize signaling scheme on a linear and no-linear channel
(and for a large range of spectral efficiencies present in DVB-S2), among other. In any case, along
with other IMTs, FTN constitutes one of the hot topics of discussion of Sx revo in last years, being
selected as a potential candidate for the revolutionary version of S2 standard .

4.3 MIMO‐based techniques in Satellite multi‐beam systems
Multiple-In Multiple-Out (MIMO) concept is considered as one of the most significant technical
breakthrough of modern digital communications. The prove of that is more than ten years of
integration of several aspects of MIMO technology in well-known successfully wireless terrestrial
standards such as WLAN IEEE 802.11n, 802.16e, 802.16m, 802.20, 802.22, Mobile networks
standards 3GPP releases 7, 8 (4G - LTE) and 99, 3GPP2 UMB and DVB-T2 among many others.
The main reason behind its success is the many advantages and degrees-of-freedom offered by this
multiple-antenna technology. And more importantly is the fact that they are obtained exploiting the
spatial domain, with no extra cost concerning system transmit power or allocated bandwidth. This
makes MIMO wireless technology one of the most important wireless techniques to be employed in
recent years. As spectral bandwidth is becoming an ever more valuable commodity for radio
communications systems, techniques are needed to use the available bandwidth more effectively.
MIMO wireless technology is, without any doubt, one of these techniques.
21

Initially, following the definition of the Commercial requirements for an improved DVB-S2 standard by the Commercial module (CM1330r1), the TM-S2 worked on the S2x (evolutionary) and the S2x revo (Revolutionary) specifications in October 2012. The later aimed at
investigate a revolutionary evolution of the standard, without the need to keep backwards compatibility with S2. At the moment, is in standby. DVB-S2x on the other hand has already been included in DVB-S2 specification document (EN302307)
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Among the most relevant aspects we can highlight the diversity gain, the spatial multiplexing (SM)
gain or the array and coding gain (e.g. Precoding).
In the frame of satellite communications, the progress in terrestrial MIMO technology is being
followed with expectation and interest, aiming at adapting and taking profit from the significant
research achievements in this area. A general review of MIMO over satellite can be found in [24].
Even if satellite systems presents distinct characteristics compared to terrestrial systems regarding e.g.
service coverage, channel characteristics, link geometry or interference scenarios among others, recent
research work has shown that MIMO-based techniques present great potential in terms of overall
enhanced capacity and performance when applied to broadband satellite systems.
The aim of this section is to present the main advances in MIMO techniques for satellite
communications and how they can be useful in order to increase total system capacity. A brief
introduction on MIMO concept is presented in first sub-section aiming at clarifying the distinct
configurations and scenarios which can be foreseen in order to understand the analogy established
between the satellite system architecture and MIMO systems. Finally, a review of recent research
work on MIMO-based techniques for Satellite communications is presented, highlighting the most
promising strategies for future system performances enhancement.

4.3.1 Introduction to MIMO systems
Generally speaking, MIMO is one of the several forms of smart antenna technology based on the
use of multiple antennas at both the transmitter and receiver to improve communication performance.
As a result of using multiple antennas, MIMO wireless technology is able to considerably increase the
capacity of a given channel while still obeying Shannon's law. By increasing the number of receive
and transmit antennas it is possible to linearly increase the throughput of the channel with every pair
of antennas added to the system.
Slightly different MIMO systems classifications can be found on literature depending on the
criteria considered. In Table 18 a basic multiple antenna type classification is given depending on the
number of radio channels at transmitter and receiver side, leading to different configurations. As
observed, the generic ‘MIMO’ denomination is only a specific case of smart multiple-antenna
configuration in which the transmitter and the receiver presents multiple antennas.
Another important classification is also presented in Table 18 based on the receiver antennas
distribution. A Single-user MIMO (SU-MIMO) configuration considers a single multi-antenna
transmitter communicating with a single multi-antenna receiver, i.e. point–to-point type of channel. In
contrast, in Multi User MIMO (MU-MIMO) configuration, the available antennas are spread over a
multitude of independent access points and independent radio terminals (each having one or multiple
antennas). In addition to allowing spatial multiplexing and providing diversity to each user, multiple
antennas allow the transmitter to simultaneously transmit or receive data to/from multiple users which
lead to some interesting MIMO scenarios (refer to section 4.3.2).
Many of MIMO applications require channel knowledge at the transmitter/receiver or the so-called
Channel State Information (CSI). CSI describes how a signal propagates from the transmitter to the
receiver, representing the channel properties of the communication link. It allows adapting
transmission to current channel conditions, as it is done with e.g. ACM in DVB-S2. Depending on the
characteristics of the channel and how fast the channel conditions are changing (i.e. fast or slow fading
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channels), channel acquisition can be instantaneous or statistical (short-term or long-term CSI
respectively). In real system, usually it is a mix between both approaches. CSI is one of the key points
in e.g. Precoding and it will be further addressed in coming sections

Multiple Antenna types

SISO

Single-input-single-output
The transmitter and receiver of the
radio system have only one antenna.

SIMO

Single-input-multiple-output
The receiver has multiple antennas
while the transmitter has one
antenna.

MISO

Multiple-input-single-output
The transmitter has multiple
antennas while the receiver has one
antenna.

MIMO

Multiple-input-multiple-output
Both the transmitter and receiver
have multiple antennas.
MIMO types

Single User –MIMO

Multi User – MIMO

Table 18 MIMO multiple antenna types and forms of MIMO classification
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Concerning the main enhancements MIMO concept can provide, they can be generically divided in
three main categories:
Space and
multiuser
diversity

These techniques are used when no CSI is available at the transmitter. In
diversity methods, a single stream is transmitted and emitted from each of
the transmit antennas with full or near orthogonal coding. Diversity
coding exploits the independent fading in the multiple antenna links to
enhance signal diversity by recombining all transmitted signals at
reception. Because there is no channel knowledge, there is no
beamforming or array gain from diversity coding.

Spatial multiplexing
(SM)

In Spatial Multiplexing, a high rate signal is split into multiple lower rate
streams and each stream is transmitted from a different transmit antenna
in the same frequency channel (i.e. SU-MIMO). If these signals arrive at
the receiver antenna array with sufficiently different spatial signatures, the
receiver can separate these streams into (almost) parallel channels. Spatial
multiplexing is a very powerful technique for increasing channel capacity
at higher signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). The maximum number of spatial
streams is the minimum number of antennas at the transmitter or receiver.
Spatial multiplexing can be used with or without transmit channel
knowledge. Spatial multiplexing can also be used for simultaneous
transmission to multiple receivers, known as space-division multiple
access (SDMA in MU-MIMO). Smart scheduling with user having
different spatial signatures allows good separability.

Precoding
Array and coding
gain

Precoding is a preprocessing technique that exploits channel-state
information at the transmitter (CSIT) to match the transmission to the
instantaneous channel conditions. It can also be considered a
generalization of beamforming to support multi-layer transmission
in multi-antenna wireless communications (baseband beamforming). In
SU-MIMO, the same signal is emitted from each of the transmit antennas
with appropriate weighting such that the signal power is maximized at the
receiver output. It should be noted that signals can be jointly processed at
the receiver thus, increasing the received signal gain, by making signals
emitted from different antennas add up constructively, and reducing the
multipath fading effect.
In MU-MIMO case, a multi-antenna transmitter communicates
simultaneously with multiple receivers (each having one or multiple
antennas). As introduced previously, this is known as SDMA. Since the
receivers are not collaborating, joint processing at reception is no longer
possible. In this case, MU-MIMO Precoding can be seen as a preequalization of the transmitted signals and interference aware mechanism.
From an implementation perspective, Precoding algorithms for SDMA
systems can be sub-divided into linear and non-linear Precoding types.
The capacity achieving algorithms are nonlinear (DPC, THP…), but
linear Precoding approaches usually achieve reasonable performance with
much lower complexity. Further insight in Precoding techniques is given
in next sections.
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4.3.2 Multi User – MIMO (MU‐MIMO): Satellite architecture analogy
As already introduced, in a terrestrial multiuser MIMO (MU-MIMO) system, a base station with
multiple-antennas communicates with multiple users. As in satellite architecture, downlink and uplink
are conventionally defined to characterize the different communication paths between the nodes. This
leads to the definition of two different scenarios with distinct MIMO applications: Broadcast Channel
(BC) and Multiple Access Channel (MAC). Both scenarios can be identified in a satellite multi-beam
architecture, establishing an analogy which allows foreseeing the application of certain MIMO
techniques in a satellite framework.
MU-MIMO Multiple Access Channel (MU-MIMO-MAC)
The MU-MIMO Multiple Access Channel (MU-MIMO-MAC) represents the uplink of a wireless
network in which several transmitters send to one receiver (as illustrated in Figure 40). In such
terrestrial case, the user terminals are equipped with one or multiple antennas and send independent
data toward the transmitter, thus accessing the channel. Hence, the channel is used by several
transmitters and is called Multiple Access Channel (MAC).
Several advanced receive processing techniques can be applied in this context such as joint
interference cancellation strategies (MMSE, MMSE-SIC…) and SDMA-based uplink user scheduling.
For all this advanced processing techniques, CSI at the receiver (CSIR) is mandatory, something
which is relatively easy to achieve (compared to CSI at transmission - CSIT) as CSIT needs to be
estimated and fed back from the received user terminal to the transmitter.
The Return uplink of a multi-beam satellite system can be considered as a MU-MIMO-MAC since
several satellite user terminals transmit independent data to the satellite which is equipped with
multiple antennas beams.
MU-MIMO Broadcast Channel (MU-MIMO-BC)
MU-MIMO Broadcast Channel (MU-MIMO BC) corresponds to the downlink of a wireless
network in which one transmitter sends to multiple receivers. The user information is transmitted by
several antennas located at the BS and can be received via the radio channel by the user terminals
equipped with one or several antennas. In such a case the signal transmitted by the base station is
received by all users present in this radio cell and also possibly in neighboring cells sharing the same
frequency band (interference). Hence, it can be stated that information is broadcast by the base station,
allowing considering the channel as a broadcast channel. In contrast with single-user MIMO, where a
single multi-antenna transmitter communicates with a single multi-antenna receiver, in MU-MIMO the
available antennas are spread over a multitude of independent access points and independent radio
terminals - each having one or multiple antennas. Thus, MU-MIMO applies an extended version of
SDMA to allow multiple transmitters to send separate signals and multiple receivers to receive
separate signals simultaneously in the same band (i.e. interference aware Precoding and SDMA-based
downlink user scheduling). Their application is less natural with respect to MIMO-MAC as joint
processing is no longer possible at reception. CSI at transmission is also necessary which makes
methods to obtain CSI of significant importance.
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In a multi-beam satellite system the Forward downlink can be seen as a MU-MIMO-BC since the
satellite is equipped with several transmit antennas (beams) sending data towards independent satellite
user terminals located on ground. In next section 4.3.3, MU-MIMO-BC-based techniques are reviewed

Figure 40 MU-MIMO analogy with satellite architecture

4.3.3 MIMO‐based techniques for Satellite Communications
Extensive research work has been done these last few years in MIMO-based Interference
Mitigation Techniques and results show great potential in terms of overall enhanced capacity and
performance when applied to broadband satellite systems. The aim of these techniques is to cope with
the high levels of inter-beam interferences resulting from the large number of narrow beams in
foreseen HTS systems, but also offers a more important benefit, that is allowing the possibility to
consider more aggressive FR patterns e.g. Full Frequency reuse.
In this section our attention is focused on Fixed Satellite systems over GEO orbits, operating at
high frequency bands (e.g. Ku, Ka) and serving fixed satellite terminals in an unobstructed
propagation environment, i.e. HTS scenarios, as the ones described in chapter 3.
Most of the MIMO-based techniques being considered as IMTs come from the Dirty Paper Coding
(DPC) concept published by Costa in 1983 [25] (initially based on the work of Gelfand and Pinsker in
[26]). In order to better understand Precoding techniques, DPC generic concept is introduced followed
by the linear and non-linear sub-optimal strategies being derived from the former, and being adapted
to multibeam satellite systems.
Dirty Paper Coding (DPC)
DPC can be generically defined as a technique of channel coding with side information. This
basically refers to a communications system in which the transmitter has additional knowledge or side
information about the channel (i.e. interferences). In the early 80’s, theoretical studies of a
communications channel with two noise sources, one of which is completely known to the transmitter,
but neither of which is known to the receiver, revealed that the channel capacity was equivalent to a
channel in which the first (known) noise source was absent ([25][26]).
In order to better understand this, let’s consider the generalized DPC channel model as depicted in
Figure 41. The received signal can be expressed as Y  X  S  N where S is an arbitrary
interference known at the transmitter, N is a statistically independent Gaussian random variable with
variance PN , and P X is the power of the transmitted signal X.
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Figure 41 Dirty Paper Coding channel model

If interference S was known at the receiver, one could subtract it off from the received signal
therefore, leading to an interference-free AWGN channel. In the same way, one could attempt to presubtract the interference at the transmitter leading to X '  X  S . Thus, the received signal would
then be Y '  X 'S  N  X  S  S  N  X  N , completely suppressing the interference S.
Although it seems an easy straight forward strategy, this naïve approach has a major drawback
concerning the obvious limitation in the transmit power. Indeed, the transmit power of X’ would be

     

E X '2  E X 2  E S 2 (assuming X and S are independent). As the interference could have an
arbitrarily strong signal level, this would entail a sever power penalty thus degrading the total
transmission rate. Nevertheless, what Costa proved was that for Gaussian S and N, capacity is equal to

 P 
1
log 2 1  X  and thus, the interference S has no impact or loss in capacity.
2
 PN 
Despite the interesting results, Costa’s paper did not address the relevance of the finding applied to
important communication issues and initially did not draw too much attention. However, in the last
few years, the dots have been connected and DPC has been linked to relevant communication
problems, going from information embedding and digital watermarking up to Precoding for
interference cancellation [27], the later extending Costa’s results to arbitrary, deterministic or random
interferences. More recently, considerable research work has been carried out studying the application
of DPC to the Broadcast Channel of MIMO systems, initially tackled by Caire and Shamai at [28]. In
such systems, from the perspective of a given user, the signals sent to the other co-channel users are
seen as interferences. As all signals are known at the transmitter, they can be jointly encoded in
transmission, along with proper linear signal pre-processing thus pre-compensating interferences from
the transmitter side.
Although DPC Precoding is known to achieve the upper-bound capacity of MIMO Broadcast
channels [29], being this capacity region the largest known achievable region for the multiple-antenna
broadcast channel, it is still rather complex and requires heavy pre- and post-processing to be
implemented in real systems in many of its forms. The complexity comes from the need for highly
complex multidimensional vector quantization, e.g. with the ‘inflated-lattice’ concept, as described in
[30].
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DPC-based linear and non-linear techniques
Due to DPC implementation complexity, suboptimal DPC-based techniques have been recently
developed achieving similar performances for specific SNR regions, but in general sacrificing total
aggregated throuhgput for a simpler transmission/reception schemes. These schemes have raised
increasing interest in satellite scenarios as their application does not entail a major impact on user
terminals, deriving processing complexity to the Gateway stations. Inside this category, we can
classify different techniques into two main groups: linear and non-linear techniques.
Linear
Precoding

Linear Precoding techniques are suboptimal in terms of sum-rate w.r.t DPC but
with a computational simplicity which make them appealing for satellite context.
In order to clarify different nomenclatures existent in literature, Linear Precoding
is essentially a baseband beamforming technique. Thus, the terms “Precoding
matrix” and “Beamforming vectors” have the same meaning in this context.
An initial study applying MU-MIMO Linear Precoding in broadband satellites
systems was carried out in the frame of an ESA study some years ago. Channel
inversion techniques such as Zero Forcing (ZF) and its regularized version
(Regularized-ZF or MMSE Precoding) were studied in a satellite framework (refer
to section 0). The objective of that initial study, summarized in [31] and [32], was
to assess the potential gain of Linear Precoding techniques, studying several power
allocation strategies in multiple SatCom scenarios (MFPB antenna architecture,
considering several flexible on-board power configuration and FR patterns) for
both forward and return link. Results showed great potential of capacity
improvement depending on the scenario and hypothesis chosen.
Other studies followed, focused on ZF and RZF linear Precoding techniques
performances [33]-[36], when applied with different satellite system
configurations and system hypothesis. In [33], multi-GW architecture is tackled
and precoders are designed to integrate intra and inter-cluster interferences. The
design of linear precoding in order to meet traffic demand is tackled in [35], as
well as power allocation taking into account flexible TWTA and Multi-port
Amplifiers (MPA). In [33], multibeam Opportunistic Beamforming (MOB) is
assessed jointly extracting Multi-user gain and MIMO benefits, choosing at each
moment, the best user terminal to be served (better SINR), not randomly as
assumed in initial studies. Finally, in [36] linear R-ZF is evaluated with precoders
and power allocation optimization and its performances are examined w.r.t. the
percentage of beam overlap, extracting the optimum values for the given reference
scenario.
All results show significant capacity enhancements which are strongly
dependent on the scenario considered and the system hypothesis assumed. It
should be noted that ZF and RZF techniques lead to significant transmitted power
penalties due to the channel inversion pre-processing which can make them
sensitive to non-linearities in certain contexts (refer to section 0)

Non-linear
Precoding

Non-linear Precoding techniques attempt to solve power fluctuations problem
adding additional signal processing, aiming at improving BER performances. This
usually impacts the receiver which must be adapted accordingly and the overall
complexity in terms of implementation. However, some non-linear Precoding
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schemes such as Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding (THP) have been proven
practical in some extent, being considered as the low-complexity implementation
of the optimal DPC. This technique, simply described in [37] and addressed in [38]
in a broadband satellite system context, attempts to reduce PAPR of the
transmitted signal considering a modulo operation which basically constraints the
power of transmitted signal in a certain interval. This can be seen as a one
dimension quantization process w.r.t the more complex DPC implementation.
Once the transmitted signal power is constraint, THP can be seen as a linear
Precoding technique, using ZF or RZF to precode the signal. In [40], THP issues
when applied to multibeam systems are highlighted. Special attention is given to
the use of APSK modulations (commonly used in DVB-S2) as THP procedure gets
more complex.
No matter which solution is considered, it is feasible in practice if the same GW manage the set of
beams suffering from mutual interference. Otherwise, the transmitter would have no knowledge of
signals transmitted in the other beams signals in order to carry out the encoding procedure. In the
scope of HTS satellite systems, a constraint may appear because of the high number of GW that are
needed and the limited number of beams being served by each one. Further considerations w.r.t. that
matter are tackled in section 5.6.5.
A substantial amount of work has been done in Precoding techniques applied to broadband
satellite systems in last few years. The interest in those techniques for future HTS systems is growing
fast and DVB-S2x specification already open up the possibility to support these Precoding advanced
techniques for future broadband interactive networks, representing one of the appealing alternatives
for tomorrow’s systems.
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5

Linear Precoding techniques

As previously seen, Linear and Non-Linear Precoding designs are extensively studied in the
literature and proved to provide significant advantages by means of exploiting the spatial domain. In
contrast with DPC-based non-linear techniques, Linear Precoding provides a simple and efficient
method to utilize CSIT and an interesting interference aware method to minimize inter-beam
interference impact in multi-beam satellite systems. In addition, the complexity at reception
considering linear Precoding is rather low. Almost no impact is inferred in user side which makes
these techniques highly of interest for a potential evolution of SatCom air interface.
In this section, the focus is thus set on assessing Linear Precoding techniques applied to the
Forward link of a HTS system scenario. Precoder design problem is approached through the wellknown linear channel inversion techniques, i.e. Zero Forcing (ZF) and Regularized-ZF (or linear
MMSE Precoding). An analysis of these techniques is carried out as well as an assessment of their
behavior when applied to realistic HTS context, i.e. baseline scenarios defined in the first block.
The main objectives in this section are summarized in the following points:


In contrast to a large part of existing literature, the present contribution aims at assessing
Single-feed-per-beam (SFPB) antenna configuration with a per beam power constraint,
i.e. single High Power Amplifier (HPA) per beam. This configuration is considered more
realistic than a sum-power constraint, assuming full power allocation flexibility on-board
the satellite, and more common than multi-feed-per-beam (MFPB) or Active Feed
Reflector (AFR) configurations.



So far in literature, in almost all cases, linear and non-linear Precoding have been tested
in beam widths relatively large for a given reflector size (>0.3°) and usually with nonrealistic antenna design models. In next generation HTS systems, the trend is to further
scale the number of beams, reaching better global capacity performance but increasing
CCI levels accordingly. An extensive analysis of baseline scenarios described in chapter
3 is carried out in order to assess the impact of beam width in Linear Precoding
performances under realistic antenna design and considering constant on-board
transmitted power envelope. Beam widths from 0.3° down to 0.19° will be assessed.



More aggressive FR schemes (w.r.t. 4FR) are assessed corresponding to 2FR and singlepolar full FR schemes. Both schemes double bandwidth resources per beam, at the
expense of degrading power spectral density figures. However, in combination with
Linear Precoding significant gains are still reached.



The impact of Imperfect CSIT is analyzed. Several approaches are described and
performances are derived for various baseline scenarios for both channel inversion
strategies.



Real implementation issues and potential show stoppers are discussed, when it comes to
consider Linear Precoding as a real alternative for future HTS systems.
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5.1 Channel model definition
The aim of this section is to introduce the analytical model used in order to represent the multibeam HTS scenarios in its matrix form. To set the basis, a generic multi-user MIMO broadcast
channel model is described. After defining some relevant HTS system assumptions, a multi-beam
multi-user MIMO broadcast equivalent model (i.e. Forward link) is described, deriving the reference
analytical model which will be consider for Linear Precoding performance analysis.

5.1.1 Multi‐user MIMO‐BC input‐output system
A generic Multi-user MIMO-Broadcast scenario is considered in this section, where a transmitter
antennas communicates with NRx independent single-antenna user terminals (e.g. a multiple
with
antenna base station towards user terminals). Figure 42 illustrates the principle.

Figure 42 Multi-user MIMO Broadcast channel with
transmission antennas and NRx independent user
terminals

The transmission channel is usually identified by matrix and models the impact in amplitude
and phase due to the transmission path. The columns j of the channel matrix represent the channel seen
by the transmitters and the rows i the channel seen by the receivers. Each element hi,j of the channel
matrix H represents the channel between the receiver i and the transmitter j.

⋮

,
,

⋯
⋱
⋯

,

⋮

or alternatively

,

,…,

(5.1)

,

When transmitting a signal with ∈ 1,2, ⋯
through the channel represented by the matrix
, it will be impacted in amplitude and phase by the channel and influenced by additional noise. The
can be expressed such that:
received signal noted with ∈ 1,2, ⋯
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,

,

⋯
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⋯
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,
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The added additional noise is expressed as with ∈ 1,2, ⋯
signals can be expressed in a matrix form as follows:

. The overall stack of received

(5.2)
, i.e.
, ,…,
, is a column vector of size NTx representing
where vector
∈
complex coded symbols coming from a certain modulation which are considered independent and unit
energy i.e. | |
1 (without loss of generality, we assume in-phase and quadrature modulation).
∈

represents the assemble of all UTs vector channels i.e.

,

,…,

and

∈
corresponds to the received signal vector. The added noise at reception is generally the socalled Additive White Gaussian Noise (AGWN) with ∈
, more particularly ∈
0,
where
is the power spectral density of the zero mean AWGN and I the identity matrix.

5.1.2 HTS Systems: General considerations
Once defined a generic multi-user MIMO BC channel, let’s now describe some general
consideration to take into account when modeling an HTS system. The satellite is modeled as a bentpipe (i.e. transparent transponder). Communications take place in the forward link direction, from one
or more Gateways (GW’s) controlling a certain number of beams to several Satellite Terminals (UTs).
The satellite is geostationary (GEO), with fixed regional coverage and fixed UTs.
In general, the entire route from transmission to reception should be included in the channel
definition, i.e. from the GW (where signals are precoded), passing through the transparent satellite
payload and received by the UT. Nevertheless, two main assumptions regarding the feeder link are
considered in this dissertation:


A single GW managing all user beams is assumed. As mentioned in 4.3.3, this is a quite
non-realistic assumption, taking into account the multi-GW architecture of HTS systems.
This topic is further discussed in section 5.6.5.



An ideal feeder link, noiseless and perfectly calibrated feeder link is considered. This
assumption is rather reasonable and taken often into account in Precoding literature applied
to multibeam satellite systems. As already seen in section 3.2.5, not a large degradation on
total link budget is inferred by the feeder uplink, typically not being the dimensioning link
in the Forward direction. However, the model taking into account feeder link impact is
presented for ease of understanding of the reader, even if it’s not employed in the
following.

Concerning the user link, time division multiplexing (TDM) is assumed in user downlink. Let’s
consider a multi-carrier per beam operation mode in which a certain carrier is re-used in all co-channel
beams in function of a certain FR pattern. In a given symbol time (channel realization), a single user
per beam is served simultaneously in each co-channel carrier. Thus, in each transmission and for a
given carrier, N co-channel users are served by N transmit antennas (i.e. feeds). Due to the non-ideal
shape of beam antenna patterns, CCIs are generated between co-channel carriers essentially by interbeam interferences (including CPCI).
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Channel considerations
The channel in consideration is mainly flat fading. Indeed, although in cellular radio channels, such
as in GSM or UMTS, the fading is mainly due to the multipath propagation in the surrounding
environment (buildings, hills and trees), the satellite channel is exclusively of line of sight (LoS)
nature. Obviously, as seen in section 1.4, propagation phenomena can occur depending on the
frequency used, thus adding additional loss to the free space attenuation (FSL). Since rain attenuation
is a slow fading process that exhibits spatial correlation over tens of kilometers, we assume that users
among different beams undergo independent fading. This can be considered as a valid assumption if
we considered that beam sizes are typically of the size of hundreds of kilometers. All this effects will
be taken into account in the flat fading channel representation presented in next section.
Antenna system architecture
Regarding the antenna system, SFPB architecture is assumed. As introduced in section 1.6.1, this
architecture is typically used in HTS systems and is based on NTx feeds, each one of them generating a
beam footprint on-ground. Thus, these feeds are considered as NTx transmitters (i.e. as if satellite were
considered as terrestrial base station, with multiple transmit antennas).
Single-Feed-per-Beam
(SFPB)
(N = NTx = NRx)

In the case where one transmitter is associated to one particular receiver,
i.e. the number of transmitters (i.e. antenna feeds) equals the number of
receiver (N = NTx = NRx), the channel matrix , defined in section 5.1.1
becomes a square matrix. Concerning the analogy MU-MIMO-BC and
satellite Forward downlink, if SFPB architecture is considered, each beam
is generated by a single feed thus leading to a square matrix formulation. 22
By convention and ease of reading the indexes are identical, i.e.
transmitter 1 sends to receiver 1. The diagonal of the channel matrix ,
, represents therefore the useful or wanted
i.e.
, ,
, ,…,
,
coefficients.
thus represents the wanted or useful
The coefficient , with
channel between the transmitter and the receiver . The other coefficients,
, represent the “not-desired" channel. The not-desired
i.e. , with
channel is thus considered as interference, for instance , is the
interference caused by transmitter 2 on receiver 1.

5.1.3 HTS MU‐MIMO‐BC System Model
Once described the main assumptions, the analytical model of an HTS system is approached in
two steps: a first section will describe the system assuming an ideal feeder link, thus considering the
user link from the satellite to the user terminal as the applicable channel (main dissertation
assumption). Then, feeder link contribution will be taken into account deriving the complete forward
link model to understand its impact on final received signal
22
It should be noted that, in case of considering a MFPB architecture, channel matrix H would not be squared shaped due to the fact that
each beam is generated by means of several antenna feeds.
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5.1.3.1 Ideal Feeder Uplink
Let’s consider now the matrix-based system model for a generic HTS-like scenario considering an
ideal feeder uplink, i.e. perfectly calibrated and noiseless. Figure 43 illustrates the scenario considered.
We assume that the gateway transmit a sequence of bits which are modulated and represented at a
where is the
given time by a vector . The elements of vector are noted with ∈ 1,2, ⋯ ,
number of signals transmitted and sent through the feeder link up to the satellite. As an ideal feeder
link is considered, they are ideally received on-board the satellite by a perfectly calibrated, bandwidth
unlimited and noiseless feeder link. Thus, one can say the channel of each UT is defined with
reference to the payload output section.

Figure 43 Ideal feeder link HTS analytical model

The signals at this point are represented in (5.3). It should be noted that no beamforming is
performed on-board as each directive beam radiation pattern is generated by a single feed (SFPB).

⋮

⋮

,

⋯
⋱
⋯

,

⋮

⋮

(5.3)

,

is a squared complex gain matrix that accounts for the feed radiation patterns, output losses, the path
loss and the receiver antenna gain. In fact, it depends on the multiplexing and the geographical
position of the UTs (the antenna gain in the direction of the users served in a given time is included in
).
Each transmitted signal from the antenna feed is then multiplied by the coefficients of the
, ,…,
squared fading matrix
which represents the flat fading channel impact
between the satellite and the user terminal. It should be noted that all interferers received by a given
UT will suffer the same fading level, which is why
is diagonal.
Finally, an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), represented by the vector of size
1, such
.( ∈
0,
) is added.
that the elements have zero mean and variance
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The received signals stack can be then expressed:
(5.4)

Figure 44 summarizes the multi-beam transmission block diagram described above.
.

Figure 44 Multi-beam transmission block diagram (Forward link)

Another matrix should be considered though in order to fully complete the channel model i.e.
. is a diagonal matrix containing random amplitudes and phases introduced by the on-board
electronics and on-ground equipment, thus not deterministic and dependent on equipment responses.
Please refer to section 5.2 for further detail.
Finally, assuming that the product
Section 5.1.1 , we can write:

is equivalent to the channel matrix

described in the

(5.5)
,
,…,
represents the HPA RF power (@saturation) considered for
where
each beam (depending on the approach, this element can be absorbed by matrix H)
It should be noted that the wanted signal in the received stream
such that23:
∑

is

. Thus

can be expressed

(5.6)

,
Added noise

Useful signal
Co-channel
interferences

at reception and
As observed in equation (5.6), it can be clearly identified the wanted stream
coming from each transmission satellite antenna feed
the sum of all interferers ∑ ,
representing the antenna CCI and CPCI interference contributors.
23

It should be noted that no intermodulation products interferences neither inter-system interferences are considered in this representation.
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SAT gain matrix ( )
The matrix , as described previously, besides the path loss and transmit and reception gains, includes
the interference coming from the neighboring beams transmitting in the same frequency band (same
carrier). If the beamwidth of the antenna was infinitely narrow and the satellite was pointing exactly at
the intended UT, there would be hardly any interference. Unfortunately, this is not the case in real
systems. In fact, if the gateway controls beams, the UT (we suppose for sake of simplicity that the
degree) receives power from different angles other than
due to antenna
dish has position
side-lobes. In fact, if the main lobe of any beam is given by
where ∈ 1,2, ⋯ , , the
where
is the antenna gain of each beam
interfering terms have amplitude
pointing in direction θ. Of particular interest is the computation of these values by exploiting the
antenna pattern.
Thus, we could express matrix G such that:

⋮

⋯
⋱
⋯

⋮

(5.7)

Absolute Value of the channels coefficients
Generally, the absolute value of the channel coefficients
determines the modification of the
amplitude of the transmitted signal between receiver and transmitter .
channel coefficients include all losses and gain contributions present in the transmission path
from the satellite to the UT, except for the on-board HPA RF power (@Saturation) contribution (i.e.
).
(from feed to beam ), it can be expressed
Looking closely to a generic channel coefficient
as follows:
,

(5.8)

corresponds to aggregate on-board losses (OBO, antenna and output losses and repeater
where
uncertainties),
and
represent user Free Space Losses (FSL) and propagation attenuation
( ) respectively and
symbolizes UT reception losses (pointing losses). Finally,
and
,
correspond to the on-board antenna directivity and UT antenna gain respectively.
It should be noted that, in addition to co-channel gain, antenna cross-polarization contribution is
taken into account when analyzing the performance of dual-polarization systems, thus being reflected
in the computation of channel coefficients.
The channel matrix is thus a function of the satellite transmission antennas beam pattern,
aggregated on-board losses, the position of the users within the beam (different antenna gains),
propagation effects and the distance between the users and the satellite (slant range).
Another effect which modifies the amplitude of the transmitted signal (non-deterministic) is
introduced by the on-board electronics (modeled by ). Can be modeled as random process and is
further discussed in section 5.2.
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Phase of the channel coefficients
The channel matrix is generally composed of complex numbers, representing the impact on the
amplitude and phase of the transmitted signals. The channel coefficient
can also be noted as
. The absolute value of the channel coefficient
denotes how much the amplitude of the
transmitted signal is actually changed (refer to precedent section). The phase of the channel
coefficients, that is
, indicates the phase shift applied on the transmitted signal.
The matrix channel H can be then expressed as:
,

⋮

,

⋯
⋱
⋯

,

⋮

(5.9)

,

These phase shifts are also represented in matrix modeling a non-deterministic impact caused by
on-board electronic equipment to the phase of the signal. Phase alterations of matrix are further
discussed in section 5.2.

5.1.3.2 Real Feeder Uplink
In precedent section the matrix model corresponding to the Forward link of a HTS system has been
presented assuming an ideal Feeder Uplink. In most HTS systems the user downlink is the bottleneck
in terms of link performance as feeder links are dimensioned in order to not degrade significantly the
user links. However, as seen in section 3.2.4, feeder links do have a certain impact on the total
performance which can be modelled.
Let’s consider the expression of the received signals assuming an ideal feeder uplink. For ease of
P, symbolizing the channel matrix with an ideal
understanding let’s call the channel matrix
feeder uplink:
(5.10)
When taking into account the impact of feeder uplink, the transmitted signal
expressed as:

can now be

(5.11)
takes into account the zero mean AWGN noise with variance
plus
Where
interferences (from other GW or from other systems) received by the transponders on the uplink and
represents the feeder uplink total gain (including uplink power partitioning
the diagonal matrix
between the different signals). Hence, combining equations (5.10) and (5.11) we have:
(5.12)
Thus,

can be expressed such that:
∑

,

∑

(5.13)

,

Useful signal
Co-channel interferences
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Looking at the expression (5.13), we can clearly identify the useful signal of as the first element
of the summation, impacted by both forward uplink and downlink link channels, the CCI (and CPCI)
coming from the other interfering beams and the noise contribution from both links.
As introduced in section 5.1.2, and despite the theoretical analysis carried out in this section, it is
recall that an ideal feeder link assumption is considered from now on and for the rest of the
dissertation (sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5).

5.2 Channel State Information at Transmitter (CSIT)
Linear Precoding techniques are fundamentally based on the knowledge of the channel state
information at transmission in order to successfully precode the transmitted signal. In this section,
imperfect and estimated CSIT concepts are discussed. The non-deterministic nature of the channel is
presented and the approach taken into account in this dissertation is clearly stated.
Channel estimation at reception is then tackled, based on methods found in literature, presenting a
model to introduce estimation errors to the channel matrix. Its impact over Precoding scenarios is
assessed in section 5.5.2. Further implications on non-perfect knowledge of CSIT are addressed in
section 0.

5.2.1 Imperfect CSIT: Non‐deterministic Channel behavior
As explained in Section 5.1.3, the matrix that characterize the communication channel is modeled
as
, where and are diagonal and is square.
In this section, we explicitly focus our attention in matrix . As previously seen, this matrix
represents the impact in amplitude and phase introduced by the on-board electronics, when the signals
from the GW are translated to the same downlink frequency and routed to the cluster beams.
When considering a perfect CSIT, it means that the elements of the diagonal matrix E are perfectly
known. However, the elements of this matrix are generally random slowly varying and depend on the
stability of on-board amplifiers and RF conversion chains. One could model the statistics of
considering the k-th diagonal element given by:
Ω

,

,

(5.14)

0, 1 ,
denotes the standard deviation of
where Ω , , Ω , are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables ∼
the amplitude and
denotes the standard deviation of the phase in radians.
Dissertation Channel approach
In this dissertation though, for ease of simplicity, we will not consider these elements within the
channel matrix model, thus omitting the effects of E matrix in amplitude and phase. Channel matrix
∈ , leading to
is then composed exclusively of deterministic and real coefficients, i.e.
.

⋮

,
,

⋯
⋱
⋯

,

⋮

(5.15)

,
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This approach allows computing link budget figures at physical layer level and obtaining total
aggregated throughput and outage figures, as already seen in section 3.2.6. Phase alterations due to onboard equipment, RF conversion chains and reception phase noise are not considered as the aim of the
model is mainly to investigate potential gains of Precoding in terms of rough capacity and availability
over the coverage. Detailed modeling to assess more specific metrics such as demodulation
performance, Bit Error Rate (BER) or Symbol Error Rate (SER) is not considered in this dissertation.

5.2.2 Estimated CSIT: Channel estimation approaches
The Precoding approaches being proposed rely mainly on channel state knowledge at the
transmitter. Therefore, GWs must somehow estimate channel coefficients of all UTs in the network in
order to pre-compensate interference at user level. Even if CSIT can be estimated, still will be an
‘estimate’ with its associated error, impacting at a certain level channel inversion performance.
This section addresses different estimated-CSIT model approaches, assessed in literature, in order
to analyze the potential impact in system performances. Two alternatives will be exposed here:
Calibration Network CSI estimation and User Terminal Integral CSI estimation.
Calibration network channel estimation
By estimating the channel at the UT and send it back through the return link, the GWs could have
access to the channel estimation of each user (e.g. using pilot symbols). However, considering this
configuration, without any modification on physical layer framing, GWs do not have access to inter
beam interference information (i.e. this is essentially the antenna beam pattern gain performance)
which makes impossible to generate matrix .
The approach described here assumes the use of an external calibration network which measures
the beam patterns on ground through suitable calibration signals. Regarding the structure of channel
matrix, i.e.
, the estimation problem can be decomposed in estimating each matrix
separately:
Estimation of W

As previously mentioned, we assume that the fading amplitudes of
change sufficiently slowly so that they can be tracked at the user terminal (flat
fading). This assumption is at the same level when it comes to physical layer
adaptation (e.g. such as ACM). The UT can either:



Send on the return link the fading attenuation and as a consequence,
the precoder compensates the flat fading channel.
Does not send back this information to the Gateway and ST needs
only to scalar compensate its own fading (while interference is
mitigated through the Precoding approach).

Note that a given UT sees all the
1 interferers through the same flat
, even interferers of other beams, as already seen in Figure 44.
fading
Estimation of G

As far as the matrix is concerned, it can be computed by the accurate
calibration of the beamforming antenna and by knowing the exact geographical
position sent by the STs. This is not a very restrictive assumption since already
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today standard portable terminals for satellite telephony have a built-in GPS
device and have very accurate knowledge of their geographical position. It can
be expected that GPS of negligible cost will be incorporated in the future in
every terminal, even those of very low cost. As a consequence, once the dish is
set up, the geographical position is sent to the GW and based on these features,
the gateway computes the beamforming gain matrix .
Both W and G can be considered as deterministic (with W is not exactly accurate but it does not
introduce cross-talk in beamforming which make it less sensitive at some extent and is relatively
simple to estimate). The Precoding approach needs however knowledge of the matrix , the most
challenging and non-deterministic, which accounts for the fluctuations of the signal in phase and
amplitude due to the communication chain.
Estimation of E

The estimation of could be performed using probes on earth linked to the
gateway (see Figure 45) with the appropriate number, inter-probe distance and
optimal position of the probes. Actually, during the training part, the probes
send the received signal to the gateway. The gateway (knowing the position of
the probes) processes jointly the data to determine and most importantly
which is the same for all the users and the probes. The GW can then reconstitute
matrix based on , (through the position of the users) and (through the
information sent back by the users in the return link) in order to precode the
data. Obviously, this entails an increase in cost and complexity on the ground
segment caused by the implementation of a dedicated calibration network.

Figure 45 Calibration network architecture approach

User Terminal integral channel estimation
A more straight forward and less expensive solution for this purpose is the usage of the
communication network as such, as described in [41] and [54]. The estimates for each channel
component for a given user will be obtained based on training sequences or Unique Words (UW)
specified between GW and UTs, being sent afterwards via return link to the GW.
Let’s consider that a UW is used to estimate each of the channel coefficients of a certain

. Let’s

as the channel coefficients from all antenna feeds towards the
.
consider
, , , ,…, ,
It should be noted that each coefficient will be affected with a different SINR (i.e. different signal
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powers between feed and feed ) while keeping the same noise power. Thus, when it comes to
estimate channel coefficients this must be taken into account.
Based on the matrix system model, the received signal at the

can be expressed as:
(5.16)

where is the sequence of samples received by user during the UW, is the sequence of UW
used by the GW for each of the served beams, having rows (number of beams) and columns (the
length of the UW sequence) and the sequence of noise samples.
Each UT can then estimate a row of the channel matrix , by post multiplying the row vector
(pseudo-inverse of – matrix is not squared by default) such that:
the matrix

by

(5.17)
where

is the estimation error which we want to model.

Making use of orthogonal sequences, such as Walsh-Hadamard (WH), seems the best suited
solution for the forward link as they not produce noise interference. This comes from the fact that, in
which means that the estimation error can be expressed as
case of orthogonality,
.
Knowing that WH sequences are based on binary codes, it can be conclude that we can
approximate the estimation error by means of i.i.d. zero mean white Gaussian random variables with
variance corresponding to:
(5.18)
correspond to the symbol energy,
is the noise spectral density,
corresponds to the
where
carrier bandwidth and is the length of the pilot orthogonal sequence. This high level approach is
approximate but states clearly that channel estimation error is inversely proportional to both the length
of the WH word used and the SNR per symbol.
Finally, it should be noted that WH codes can only be of length
2 ,
1, 2, 3 … As
observed in last expression, with longer codes we obtained less error variance and thus, achieve a
better estimation but at the expense of more or less overhead. Sequences with arbitrarily length L
could be alternatively used but we would lose orthogonality as a result. In that case, linearly
.
independent sequences would be required, being achieved by sequences with length
This approach of estimated CSIT model is assessed in section 5.5.2 to evaluate its impact on
channel inversion techniques.
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5.3 Channel inversion Precoders
In this section channel inversion techniques based on linear approaches are being studied.
Basically, we focus our attention in the well-known Zero Forcing and its regularized version
Regularized Zero Forcing (or Linear MMSE Precoding). These techniques, as already mentioned, act
as a kind of ‘pre-equalizer’ by cancelling or minimizing UT interferences coming from co-channel
carriers by means of Precoding the transmitted signals. CSIT is required at the transmitter which
implies that each UT must estimate its channel coefficients vector and send it back to the transmitter,
as seen in previous section. However, for ease of understanding and if not stated otherwise, let us
assume that the gateway has perfect knowledge of the channel state information (ideal CSIT).

5.3.1 Linear Precoding basics
In the scope of MU-MIMO systems, Precoding is an interference pre-cancellation method that
exploits the spatial degrees of freedom offered by the multiple transmits antennas (i.e. antenna feeds)
to serve N independent single antenna UTs within N spots beams. As its name indicates, the principle
is to apply a transmitter linear filter to the signals being transmitted.
as the Nx1 Precoding vector. Since the output
Let us denote as the unit power symbol and
of each antenna will depend on all the input signals (i.e. the transmitter linearly precode the
transmitted symbols), the total transmit signal can be expressed as:
∑

(5.19)

Hence, when Precoding is employed, the received signal at k-th24 user can be expressed as:
∑

(5.20)

As in (5.6), the first term of the summation refers to the useful signal and the second to the CCI
interferences. The unit norm column vector with dimensions Nx1 is the k-th UT Precoding vector
, ,…,
that is the k-th column of a total Precoding matrix
.

5.3.2 Zero Forcing Precoding
The most basic and well-known approach of Linear Precoding found in the literature is the Zero
Forcing (ZF) Precoding. Based on the receiver Zero Forcing equalizer, it is considered a straight
forward transmission method in MIMO-BC channels, extensively treated in the frame of terrestrial
MIMO networks [42]-[47] and, as already seen, also analyzed in the satellite communications
framework [31]-[39]
ZF Precoding basically targets the complete cancellation of the inter-user (CCI + CPCI)
interferences by generally Precoding the transmitted signal with the pseudo-inverse of the channel
matrix. In order to better understand the concept, a first introduction of a MU-MIMO-MAC (i.e.
uplink from UT to satellite) ZF equalizer receiver is addressed which will be then translated into its
Precoding form, based on the uplink-downlink architecture duality established naturally between BC
and MAC channels. Finally, a geometrical interpretation is presented, aiming at shedding a bit more
light on ZF mitigation process.
24

No other interferences contributions considered in this expression (i.e. IMIs, ASI/TSI, user terminal XPD,…)
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MU-MIMO-MAC Zero Forcing Equalizer (ZF receiver)
Let us consider the received signals vector y in a MU-MIMO-MAC scenario such that:
(5.21)
In order to estimate the transmitted signals x affected by the transmission channel and noise, we
can express the estimate such that:
(5.22)
The best way of estimating the transmitted signal x is then to simply solve:
(5.23)
If the channel matrix H is not square, i.e. the number of transmitters is greater than the number of
receivers, but has full column rank, we can solve the system by using a generalization of the inverse
which is called “pseudo-inverse" or Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse.
(5.24)
However, if the channel matrix is a square matrix, i.e. when the number of transmitters equals
the number of receivers, and has full rank, then the system is solved by simply using the inverse
matrix:
(5.25)
Hence if we know perfectly the channel matrix at the receiver side, then having a filter which is
the pseudo-inverse (or inverse if squared) of the channel matrix permits to find back an estimate the
transmitted signals . This filter is called Zero Forcing (ZF), interference nuller or decorrelator and
performs linear operations consisting into nulling the off diagonal elements of the channel matrix, i.e.
to remove the interference (this explains the name “Zero Forcing" of this filter).
Nevertheless, one of the main drawbacks of this particular receiver is the so-called noise
enhancement. Indeed, if we rewrite the equation (5.22) of the system considering the noise component,
we obtain:
(5.26)
As observed, applying the ZF filter we clean the wanted signals but at the same time we amplify
the noise component at reception. Thus, ZF is an ideal technique when the channel is noiseless;
otherwise its performance is highly penalized above all in low SNR regime.

MU-MIMO-BC Zero Forcing Precoding
A receiver ZF equalizer has been introduced considering a MU-MIMO-MAC scenario. Here, the
same strategy is considered for a MU-MIMO-BC scenario, giving the clues on how to apply this
technique in a HTS Forward link case.
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Let’s assume a perfect knowledge of the matrix channel H at the transmitter, no transmit power
). In these conditions,
limitation over the transmit antennas and SFPB architecture (
the Zero Forcing Precoding design problem “pre-equalizes” the transmitted signals such that:
where

(5.27)

Hence, the received user signals y can be expressed as:
(5.28)
As observed, in this ideal situation (i.e. no transmit power limitation) compared with respect to
MU-MIMO-MAC case, no noise enhancement in reception is to be considered as no pre-processing is
needed at user terminals (except for the CSI estimation).
However, the transmission power is obviously limited in real systems and the transmitted signal
must satisfy the transmission power constraints. Two approaches can be considered when tackling the
transmission power constraints in a ZF precoder:
Per-antenna power constraint:
Total power constraint:

| |

(5.29)

| |

(5.30)

In the HTS case addressed here, as introduced at the beginning of the chapter, a per beam power
constraint is considered. More precisely, in order to keep the satellite architecture as close to current
, ,…,
with
HTS systems as possible, an on-board power distribution
is assumed. Knowing that SFPB architecture is assumed, and that no flexible power allocation
⋯
is foreseen at payload level, this leads to a per-antenna equal power allocation satisfying equation
∀.
(5.29) with
@
Hence, in order to satisfy (5.29), a normalization matrix

must be considered such that:
(5.31)
1

,…,

,…,

where

_⁄

1
(5.32)

where represents the i-th line of the Precoding matrix and B normalizes the lines of the
Precoding matrix.
ZF Precoding: Geometric representation
Let’s consider now a simple example of 2x2 SU-MIMO case, as illustrated in Figure 46 This
simple example aims at proving how this technique penalizes the signal energy in order to totally
supress interferences supported by a geometrical-based interpretation. To do so, a post-coding is
carried out at reception, processing the wanted and interferer signals sent by the dual-antenna
transmitter to a dual-antenna receiver. Actually, strictly speaking this example illustrates a ZF
equalizer. However, this can be intuitively translated to the MU-MIMO-BC case in a form of
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Precoding, i.e. ZF Precoding, where the processing is entirely realized at the transmission stage but the
principle remains.

1- Interference Orthogonal sub-space
Before tackling the specific example let’s introduce the interference orthogonal sub-space concept.
Let’s consider the received signal

and the wanted signal
∑

where we represent the channel matrix

such that:
(5.33)

,

in a column-wise way such that

,

,…,

where

is a column vector of the transfer factors from i-th transmit antenna to all receive antennas.
Let’s denote matrix

as the interference subspace which is spanned by channel vectors

,

:
,

,…,

,

where

,…,

(5.34)

Its orthogonal space can be defined by means of an orthonormal basis which can be represented as
(each column represents a unit norm orthogonal vector). Two properties are associated:
the matrix
⟶∀

Basically, all interferers gathered in

(5.35)

are orthogonal to the subspace defined by

Hence, multiplying the received signal by

.

, we get:
(5.36)

As observed, all interference signals are supress as their associated channel vectors are orthogonal
and the original wanted signal is projected to the orthogonal sub-space to the interferences.
to
Depending on this wanted signal projection, the resulting signal will be more or less impacted in terms
of stream energy.

2- 2x2 SU-MIMO geometrical interpretation
Let’s consider now a 2x2 SU-MIMO system where the received signal can be expressed such that:
(5.37)
we can directly obtain

by:
‖

‖
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Thus:
(5.39)

Figure 46 SU-MIMO-BC 2x2 ZF Receiver example (Forward link). Geometric representation

As observed in equation (5.39), ZF receiver is able to supress completely the interferences caused
by signal, but at the expense of a reduction of its energy represented by the projection of the wanted
signal in the sub-space orthogonal to interferences, as illustrated in Figure 46. The problem comes
are very close, or said
is almost co-linear to the interference subspace (directions of and
when
differently, channel matrix is almost rank deficient). In that particular situation, the loss of energy
can be rather significant.
A ZF equalizer approach in point-to-point SU-MIMO has been discussed with 2x2 transmit/receive
antennas, previously introducing the orthogonal sub-space concept and how by projecting the wanted
signal into it, we are able to null interferences. As no coding is considered across the antennas, we can
equally think of separate transmitting users for this technique.
Summary
Regarding the target type of scenario, i.e. HTS forward downlink, Zero Forcing Precoding will
effectively cancel the inter-user interferences (CCI) and reach the sum capacity in a high SNR regime.
However, it will impact the energy of the wanted signal by satisfying the transmission power
constraints i.e. applying a normalization factor at Precoding matrix to not surpass the available
transmit power.
Thus, in low SNR regime, significant performance degradation can be expected. In next section,
another approach of ZF is presented improving global performances, specifically at low SNR regime,
by taking into account the noise at reception in the precoders’ design.
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5.3.3 Regularized Zero‐Forcing (Linear MMSE Precoding)
As seen previously, Zero Forcing Precoding provides the optimal pre-linear filter at high SNR
when the interference from other beams dominates over the thermal noise. It completely suppresses
inter-user interferences at the expense of a loss of the wanted signal energy. However, it misbehaves in
low SNR regime and when channel matrix is ill-conditioned, which makes it rather not quite reliable
candidate when dealing with rather poor link budgets.
The regularized ZF precoder aims at solving this issue trying to balance optimally between
interference cancelling and energy signal degradation. In order to better understand the principle of RZF let’s first introduce the Spatial Matched filter receiver (Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC) ) and the
linear MMSE (Minimum Mean Square Error) receiver, which is the “receiver-dual” of RZF. As in the
previous section, we will illustrate the principle by means of a geometrical interpretation in order to
have deeper insight on the concept.
Spatial Matched Filter Receiver: When wanted stream energy is all that counts.
While ZF only cares of nulling the interferences, the Matched filter (MF) receiver aims at
completely the opposite. The objective of the MF is to receive the maximum energy of the wanted
signal as possible but at the expense of no control of the potential interferers (see Figure 47). Indeed,
interferers are treated as additive noise which makes this receiver optimal only in systems where the
channel vectors would be orthogonal with each other.
Let’s considering a 2x2 SU-MIMO system as described in equation (5.37). The matched filter
(5.40)
As illustrated in Figure 47, we multiply the received signal by the channel of the wanted stream
which allows keeping its entire energy (no projections). However, the interferer
is projected
directly into the stream of interest which leads to interferences over the wanted stream . Only in the
0 i.e. the channel vectors are completely orthogonal, the MF receiver would be
case where
optimal.

Figure 47 SU-MIMO-BC 2x2 Matched Filter (MF) receiver
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MU-MIMO-MAC Linear MMSE receiver: Trade-off between ZF and MF
Analyzing both ZF and MF, it can be stated that, in high SNR regime, ZF is the optimal receiver
while in low SNR regime, MF behave much better and is a superior strategy than ZF. Thus, we see a
clear trade-off between completely eliminating inter-stream interferences (without caring about the
loss of energy which this implies) and preserving as much energy of the stream of interest as possible
(at the expense of possibly having high levels of inter-stream interferences).
Linear MMSE receiver achieves that compromise, partially cancelling interferences while
controlling the loss of energy, giving a balanced solution for all SNR regimes. Considering the
Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) criteria to design the receiver filter, i.e. finding the filter which
minimizes the error between the input signal vector and the estimate vector , can be written as:

‖

arg min

‖

arg min

‖

‖

(5.41)

Where the Mean Square Error (MSE ( )) can be expressed as:
‖

‖
(5.42)

We consider that all symbols are generate with equiprobability and transmitted with equal nominal
power, that is:
(5.43)
and

Then, we can express the covariance

such that:
(5.44)
(5.45)

Applying equations (5.44) and (5.45) in (5.42) we obtain:
2

(5.46)

Finding the minimum by differentiating with respect to the filter T, we get:
arg min

⇒

0

2

2

0

(5.47)

which finally leads to:
(5.48)
As observed in equation (5.48), Linear MMSE is no more than a Zero Forcing receiver regularized
by a noise term, taking into account the noise variance in the channel inversion. For small noise
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variance No, it behaves as a ZF receiver and for high No as the MF, taking the best of each strategy
(see Figure 48).

Figure 48 MU-MIMO-MAC 2x2 Regularized Zero Forcing geometrical representation

MU-MIMO-BC Regularized Zero Forcing Precoding
Adapting linear MMSE to the MU-MIMO-BC scenario, we can get the targeted Regularized Zero
Forcing Precoding. The question that should be asked now is which optimal regularization factor is to
be considered when RZF is applied at transmission. Indeed, the regularization factor controls the
amount of interferences introduced to each user and therefore, this parameter should be chosen
optimally to maximize some performance criteria such as e.g. SINR.
At this regard, for the case where system presents the same number of antennas at the transmitter
than users served at a given time, Peel et al. [48] introduce a vector perturbation technique, by using
approximation for large number of users, to reduce the transmit power of the RZF method, showing
that in this way RZF can operate near channel capacity. For more general cases, the optimal parameter
was derived in [49], by using the large system analysis, considering a fix ratio between the number of
transmitter and the served users.
Thus, RZF Precoding matrix can be defined as:

(5.49)

where

1
,…,

,…,

where

_⁄

1
5. 50

where
is the carrier bandwidth, , once again, is defined in order to satisfy the transmit power
is defined based on
constraints expressed in equation (5.29) and the regularization factor
approach considered in [49], in order to maximize SINR.
It should be noted that in order to know
perfectly known at the transmitter.

the noise spectral density at reception should be
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5.4 Precoding scenarios characterization
In order to assess Linear Precoding techniques in a multi-beam satellite context, baseline scenarios
defined in chapter 3 are herein considered, adapting them to different FR schemes in combination with
both linear Precoding techniques. The scenarios considered, with beam widths going from 0.3° down
to 0.19°, are described in Table 3.
As already introduced, the main idea behind is to:
 Analyze the gains LP techniques can achieve over 4FR and more aggressive FR patterns
than 4FR, corresponding to 2FR and single-polar full FR schemes.


Assess the impact of beam spacing over LP performance under realistic antenna design in
terms of Total Aggregated Throughput and identify which scenario gives the best
compromise in terms of beam width vs total throughput performance.

Scenario

70 beams
95 beams
129 beams
155 beams

Orbital
Position25

Beam
width

16° E

0.3°
0.25°
0.21°
0.19°

Reference
FR pattern

4 -FR

Total FWD link
Throughput
(Ideal Feeder Uplink)

Total FWD
link
Throughput

189 Gbps
230 Gbps
274 Gbps
301 Gbps

167 Gbps
212 Gbps
257 Gbps
286 Gbps

Table 19 Baseline scenarios reference performances (4-FR)

As stated previously, the assessment is focused on the Forward link, considering a large number of
fixed UTs uniformly distributed over the coverage. A multi-carrier operation and a transparent payload
is assumed with a time division multiple (TDM) access at the user link such that, in the carrier of
interest, at each time instant a total of N users are simultaneously served. As SFPB antenna
configuration is considered, N also corresponds to the number of beams.
User set and Nominal Scheduling
Let’s define the ensemble of users scheduled by the GW in a given symbol period for a certain
, which can be represented such that (see Figure 49):
carrier as a
,

,…,

,…,

(5.51)

where
represent a certain user terminal allocated in beam i.
depends on the scheduling policy at the
The way in which UTs are associated in a given
GW station. Nominally, a scheduling based on a uniform distribution is considered i.e. giving each
user in beam i the same probability to be picked by the scheduler in a given symbol period. Please
refer to section 6 where scheduling strategies and their impact in system performance are further
analysed.
25
Reasonable hypothesis for a European coverage. As already mentioned, it should be noted that orbital positions are tightly linked to
operators filling’s rigths. Thus, 16° is an oreientative position.
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Figure 49 Precoding analysis architecture

5.4.1 Precoding System hypothesis
In order to test the Precoding channel inversion techniques, some changes are introduced in the
baseline scenarios in order to set a good frame of comparison with respect to reference system
scenarios hypothesis. The assessed frequency plans and the detail in system hypothesis are described
hereafter.
Frequency plan
As already seen in section 3.1.3, baseline scenarios with conventional 4FR scheme (Figure 50 a))
performances are derived and used as a benchmark to assess the potential gain when LP is applied.
System parameters have been carefully chosen to have a balanced interference and thermal budget in
4FR mode. Concerning the assessment of Precoding techniques, two distinct frequency plans, in
addition to 4FR reference scheme, are foreseen in the analysis: a single-polar Full FR pattern (Figure
50 c)) and a dual-polar 2FR pattern (Figure 50 b)).
Even though 4FR reference scenarios are rather balanced in terms of link budget contributors,
there is still some percentage of the coverage where CCI interferences are predominant over thermal
budget. Thus, applying channel inversion techniques, a certain gain is potentially attainted and is
assessed in next sections.
Concerning 2FR and Full-FR patterns, both schemes allow doubling the spectral resources per
beam w.r.t. 4FR. Without considering any IMTs, these schemes are heavily impacted by CCI leading
to significantly degraded spectral efficiency and availability figures. However, combined with the
interference mitigation capabilities of Precoding, they become interesting scenarios to assess.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 50 Frequency Plans

a) 4-FR reference scenario b) 2-FR Precoding scenario c) Full-FR Precoding scenario
The use of a 2FR scheme (Figure 50 b)) seems an advantageous option to analyze, in addition to the
single polarization full frequency reuse pattern (often considered in related literature). In [55], the
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author assesses its potential gain combined with Linear Precoding techniques, proving to be an
effective synergy to improve total aggregated throughput. Indeed, besides allowing to fully exploiting
all available bandwidth in both polarizations, 2FR pattern provides a higher co-channel isolation w.r.t.
Full FR pattern (which leads to improving Precoding performances, as proved later on in this chapter).
Symbol rate and non-linearity characterization
When it comes to apply 2FR and Full-FR, the symbol rate is kept constant, re-adapting the number
of carriers to make use of all available Ka-band bandwidth, leading to a 36 carriers/beam at 64 Msps
(with respect to the 18 carriers/beam in 4FR reference case). This will have an obvious impact on total
bandwidth resources in the Forward link, as depicted in Table 20.
Baseline
Scenarios
70 beams (0.3°)
95 beams (0.25°)
129 beams (0.21°)
155 beams (0.19°)

Total FWD BW
(4FR Ref.)
101.5 GHz
137.7 GHz
187 GHz
224.7 GHz

Total FWD BW
(2FR / Full-FR)
203 GHz
275.4 GHz
374 GHz
449.5 GHz

Table 20 Total Forward uplink Bandwidth of Baseline scenarios considering 4FR and 2FR/FullFR

It should be noted that the same (OBO, C/Im) hypothesis has been taken into account in all
reference case. This hypothesis will be kept even with the increase of carriers/beam as NPR is already
being considered. An OBO=3.5dB is assumed which leads to a NPR of 16.9dB. Obviously not all the
carriers are impacted at the same level but a rather conservative hypothesis has been taken into
account, assuming the same NPR value for all carriers within the transponder.
In Table 21 are summarized the main system hypothesis taken into account in the analysis.
Parameter

Value

Satellite type
Satellite Long/Lat
Antenna configuration
Feed pattern Freq.
Coverage
Number of beams
Beam width
Feeder link
HPA RF Sat/beam [W]
Carrier symbol rate
Roll-off factor
Carriers/beam
(OBO,NPR)
Intersystem C/I (ASI+TSI)
Fading attenuation
UT location distribution
UT Clear Sky G/T

GEO
16° East/0°
4xSFPB (4x4m)
19.5 GHz
EU type
70 / 95 / 129 /155
0.3°/0.25°/0.21°/0.19°
Ideal
166 / 122 / 90 / 75
64 Msps
20%
18 (4FR) / 36 (2FR)
(3.5dB, 16.9dB)
22dB
Clear Sky only
Uniformly distributed
16 dB/K

Table 21 Precoding analysis: Main system hypothesis
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5.4.2 Performance metrics definition
In order to assess channel inversion techniques, some classical system performance metrics are
reviewed in this section, to be adapted to Precoding singularities. The metrics considered for the
analysis are:




Averaged Signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio
SINR standard deviation per user
Unavailability

Averaged Signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (A-SINR)
Generally speaking, the received precoded signal at user k of a multibeam system can be expressed
as follows:
∑ ,
(5.52)
is the independent and unit energy constellation symbol (i.e.
where N is the number of beams and
QPSK, 8PSK, 16APSK) transmitted from antenna feed and weighted with the Precoding coefficients
(Nx1). Coefficient
corresponds to independent and identically (i.d.d.) zero-mean Gaussian
) at reception and
is a Nx1 vector corresponding to the
random noise (with power density
channel coefficients which model each transmission path from the satellite to user (ideal feeder link
considered).
However, other ‘non-controlled’ sources of interferences are present in the system other than CCI
and CPCI and must be taken into account in link budget computation. These are basically the IMIs
from HPA nonlinear behavior, interferences coming from neighbor systems operating at the same band
(ASI+TSI) and the user terminal cross-polarization discrimination. All these contributions are
considered as noise and are added in each SINR computation.
Thus, the received SINR for a user k belonging to a given

∑

,

is computed as it follows:

_

(5.53)

As previously introduced, 10000 channel realization are carried out by the simulation model (i.e.
10000 user sets which derive in their correspondent channel matrix). Taking into account a scheduling
policy based on a uniform distribution, this leads to roughly

SINR measures per

,

where
corresponds to the number of points within a given beam. Thus, the arithmetic mean
of all SINR measures per user is computed leading to a representative user total link budget used to
compute the overall spectral efficiency within the coverage.
SINR standard deviation per user
When computing the average among all SINR measures per user, information regarding the
variability of link budget performances with respect to the expected value, linked to the scheduling
user association in each
, is lost. Thus, in order to have a notion of the SINR dispersion per
user, the standard deviation is computed.
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Assuming a SINR population values

with ∈ 1, 2, … ,

104

, the standard deviation

can be expressed such that:
104

∑

1

2

where

∑

(5.54)

Knowing the distribution of all users will give us a notion on how the nominal scheduler
performs and the potential need for improvement that can be reached optimizing the scheduling
process. The larger standard deviation obtained, the more impact scheduling has in performance. The
SINR standard deviation is mainly used in section 0 where scheduling strategies are further discussed.
Unavailability
As important as total system throughput, system availability is also considered as one of the main
metrics in order to assess the system performances. In this case, unavailability will be computed in
each of the scenarios and for each of the techniques analyzed.
We understand as unavailability, the percentage of the coverage which does not reach the
minimum SINR level corresponding to the most robust MODCOD available, thus leading to a service
cut. Obviously, this is a temporal-space metric, as propagation fading is based on statistic distributions
over a period of time (ITU-models), which adds the temporal dimension to the spatial availability
distribution. Results presented in next sections are based on Clear Sky conditions, except stated
otherwise, which means that the unavailability presented corresponds to 95% of time in a year-based
statistics.

5.4.3 Performances assessment principles
Baseline scenarios performances
The first performance analysis assesses ZF and RZF in the baseline scenarios described previously.
Total throughput and unavailability figures are derived considering a perfect CSIT as well as an ideal
Feeder uplink, with the nominal scheduling strategy (based on a uniform distribution). Concerning the
propagation attenuation, Clear Sky conditions are assumed all over the coverage.
In order to assess system performances, Monte Carlo simulations are carried out according to the
scenarios described in section 5.4.1. The numerical results will provide system performance measures
averaged out on the propagation fading statistics and UTs locations (by considering 10000 channel
realizations). The total aggregated throughput (bit/s), which is defined as the number of useful bits
transmitted to the users, is the main performance metric considered. Once the averaged SINR is
computed for all the coverage, spectral efficiency is obtained from the MODCOD table based on
DVB-S2 standard (presented in section 3.2.6). This computation leads to an average spectral
efficiency per beam, which is translated in throughput per beam. Then it is summed over all beams to
get the total system aggregated throughput. It should be noted that the computed throughput is the raw
throughput at physical layer level: i.e. it does not include any generic stream encapsulation overhead
or any IP overhead. Within a beam, it is assumed that the same throughput is transmitted to each user.
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Total transmitted power sensitivity analysis
Baseline scenarios have been dimmensioned in order to present a rather balanced link budget in
terms of thermal and interference budget (see section 3.2.5). This gives us a reference performances of
baseline scenarios rather well balanced, without over or underused ressources, assuming a 4FR
scheme. However, in order to assess the potential gain in total aggregated thrgouhput and to study
Precoding behaviour in different SNR regions, it seems pertinent to carry out a total transmitted power
sensitivity analysis. Thermal and interference budget will be significantly impacted due to Precoding
techniques with its consequent impact on total system performances. The total transmitted power
[dBW] is computed such as:

10 log
where N is the number of beams,
is the output back-off and
_

∙

_

@

∙

_

[dBW]

(5.55)

the RF power at saturation of each HPA/beam, OBO
the output losses.
_

@

The total transmitted power, as in all baseline scenarios, is still kept equivalent in each scenario,
adapting the HPA RF Power at saturation per beam in function of the specific number of beams, as
depicted in Table 22. A certain power window from 31dBW up to 36dBW has been analyzed with a
thiner granularity (steps of 0.5dB – red dashed line in Table 22) as represents HPAs which could be
rather found in real systems (window defined w.r.t. 70 beams scenario – the other scenarios are
adapted to keep the same total transmitted power).
70 beams
Total Tx
Power [dBW]
14,1
16,6
19,1
21,6
24,1
26,6
29,1
30,1
31,1
31,6
32,1
32,6
33,1
33,6
34,1
34,6
35,1
35,6
36,1
36,6
39,1
41,6
44,1

95 beams

129 beams

155 beams

HPA RF power (@sat) [W]
1
3
5
8
14
25
45
57
72
80
90
101
113
127
143
160
180
202
226
254
452
803
1429

1
2
3
6
11
19
33
42
53
59
66
75
84
94
105
118
133
149
167
187
333
592
1053

1
1
2
4
8
14
25
31
39
44
49
55
62
69
78
87
98
109
123
138
245
436
775

1
1
2
4
6
11
20
26
32
36
41
46
51
58
65
72
81
91
102
115
204
363
645

Table 22 Total power sensitivity analysis.
Values in the table are given in terms of HPA RF power (@Saturation).
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5.5 Performance analysis
The performances of both linear channel inversion techniques combined with 4FR, 2FR pattern and
a single-polar Full-FR pattern are presented in Table 24 and Table 26, for each one of the baseline
scenarios. We remind that a perfect CSIT is considered as well as an ideal Feeder uplink, with the
nominal scheduling strategy (based on a uniform distribution). A constant on-board transmitted power
envelope is considered for all four scenarios, adjusting power resources per beam accordingly.
Concerning the propagation attenuation, Clear Sky conditions are assumed all over the coverage.
Baseline 4FR + Precoding analysis
A first analysis of channel inversion techniques is addressed considering 4FR reference scenarios
described in chapter 3. As illustrated in Figure 51, even if all baseline scenarios are rather balanced, all
of them present a downlink budget slightly dimensioned by interferences in more or less degree.
Taking into account this fact it seems appropriate to investigate whether applying channel inversion
techniques a certain total throughput gain can be achieved.

Figure 51 Baseline scenarios presented in section 3. Downlink Interference budget analysis.

In Table 23, the performances of ZF and RZF combined with 4FR scheme are presented. Observing
the results, the same total throughput is obtained for both channel inversion strategies. Indeed, as the
level of CCI is quite low due to the 4FR scheme isolation, the channel inversion is not impacting
significantly the thermal budget which makes both techniques behave similarly. As observed the gains
obtained w.r.t. non-precoded 4FR scheme are rather low going from 3.7% in 70 beam scenario (where
CCI are lower) up to 13% for 155 beams scenario (presenting the worst CCI levels of all baseline
scenarios). A more detailed analysis is assessed in section 5.5.1, with the total transmitted power
sensitivity analysis.
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Baseline scenarios

70 beams (0.3°)
95 beams (0.25°)
129 beams (0.21°)
155 beams (0.19°)

Total capacity
4FR [Gbps]

Ref.
4-FR [Gbps]
189.5
229.6
274.2
301

ZF

R-ZF

196
249
304
340

196
249
304
340

Gain [%]
w.r.t. Ref.
3.7%
8.3%
10.9%
13%

Table 23 Linear Precoding system performances (4FR + Full-FR) – ZF and R-ZF.
Ideal feeder link and Clear sky propagation conditions assumed.

2FR and Full FR + Precoding schemes analysis
In this section, more aggressive FR schemes i.e. 2FR and Full FR combined with Precoding are
assessed. Table 24 summarizes the results obtained for both FR schemes when considering ZF and
RZF. Reference non-precoded 4FR scenarios performances are also included.
Observing the results, as the number of beams increases (i.e. lower beam width considered) CCI
also increases and less transmitted power per carrier is available (iso-transmitted power per scenario is
assumed). In this situation, the power penalty of the complete channel inversion of ZF Precoding gets
too high, leading to progressively lower unavailability figures (refer to Table 26) and a degradation of
total aggregated throughput. In contrast, its regularized version, by not completely nulling CCI
interferences, is less penalized at thermal level, and achieves significantly better results, keeping
almost full availability in all scenarios (2FR and Full FR schemes). In the case of Full FR scheme, ZF
degradation is magnified as no isolation of any kind is provided (i.e. strong CCI level) and under
performs even 4FR scheme. In 129 and 155 beams scenarios, the thermal penalty is so high that all
coverage is in outage. It should be pointed out that, in addition to the increase of CCI, the power
spectral density of each carrier w.r.t. the 4FR case is also degraded (bandwidth per beam is doubled)
and more importantly, as already mentioned, the constant total transmitted power envelope is shared
by more beams, thus being reduced as the number of beams increases (i.e. 70 beams scenario
considers 166W RF power @saturation and 155 beams scenario only 75W, for the same total
transmitted power).

Baseline scenarios
70 beams (0.3°)
95 beams (0.25°)
129 beams (0.21°)
155 beams (0.19°)

Ref.
4-FR [Gbps]
189.5
229.6
274.2
301

Total capacity
2-FR [Gbps]

Total capacity
Full-FR [Gbps]

ZF

R-ZF

ZF

R-ZF

257
277
201
25

273
320
326
319

132
92
0
0

208
223
220
226

Table 24 Linear Precoding system performances (2-FR + Full-FR) – ZF and R-ZF.
Ideal feeder link and Clear sky propagation conditions assumed.

Regarding total throughput gain (w.r.t. 4FR baseline scenarios), improvements of nearly 45% are
obtained in 70 beam scenario with 2FR + RZF. As beam width increases, Precoding gain w.r.t. the
corresponding 4FR scheme case decreases, having e.g. only a 6% capacity improvement in the case of
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155 beams. At this regard, and under the assumption of equivalent total power per scenario, Precoding
techniques degrades their performances as the level of CCIs increase, something logical as inversion
leads to major power penalties increase. In Table 25, total throughput gains are summarized for all
frequency plan + Precoding combinations.

Baseline scenarios

70 beams (0.3°)
95 beams (0.25°)
129 beams (0.21°)
155 beams (0.19°)

Ref.
4-FR
[Gbps]
189.5
229.6
274.2
301

Total capacity
2-FR Gain
[%]

Total capacity
Full-FR Gain [%]

ZF

R-ZF

ZF

R-ZF

+36.2%
+20.47%
-36.2%
-1078%

+44.2%
+39.4%
+19%
+6%

-30.3%
-59.7%
-

+10%
-3.1%
-24.6%
-33.4%

Table 25 Linear Precoding total throughput Gain (2-FR + Full-FR) – ZF and R-ZF

In Figure 52, SINR values per carrier all over the coverage are plotted for the 70 beams reference
4FR case and 2FR+RZF configuration.

Figure 52 SNIR for 70 scenario - 4FR and 2FR RZF
In the 4FR case, it can be clearly identified the gain antenna patterns reflected in the SINR
distribution over the coverage, and how when, we get close to beam border, CCI are more present
leading to a SINR degradation at the edge of beams (some contribution due to directivity degradation
is present too). In the 2FR+RZF case, link budget figures are quite similar than 4FR case, even though
carrier power spectral density is halved comparing to reference case and a more aggressive FR pattern
is considered.
In terms of unavailability (Table 26), it can be clearly stated that ZF, does not reach the availability
requirements to be a valuable alternative 26 . On the opposite, RZF shows much better availability
figures (in both FR schemes), mainly due to the regularization factor which is able to balance thermal
26

It should be noted that only Clear Sky attenuation margins are taken into account.
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and interference contributions, behaving much better in low SINR regime and thus, preventing more
effectively the service outage.

Baseline
scenarios

Unavailability (%)
2-FR

70 beams
95 beams
129 beams
155 beams

Unavailability (%)
Full-FR

ZF

R-ZF

ZF

R-ZF

0.25%
0.8%
19.5%
97.1%

0%
0%
0%
0%

17.9%
84%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%
1.9%

Table 26 Linear Precoding unavailability (2-FR + Full-FR) – ZF and R-ZF

Finally, Figure 53 synthesizes the maximum total throughput obtained per scenario and Precoding
technique. Under these current system assumptions, 129 beams scenario with a 2FR + RZF
combination provides the maximum total throughput. Once again, one can see that RZF behaves more
robustly than ZF when CCI increases, remarking though that total throughput increase does not scale
linearly with the number of beams, which depicts the effects of the interference increase and the
scaling in total transmitted power envelope. It should also be noted that the greatest throughput gain
w.r.t. to 4FR reference performances, is obtained for the 70 beams scenario case with a 2FR+RZF
configuration, with 44% total throughput increase.

Figure 53 Baseline scenarios: Precoding total throughput performances synthesis

Global Spectral efficiency (∝

)

[b/s/Hz] is derived in Table 27 for
As introduced in section 0, the global spectral efficiency ∝
each of the scenarios analyzed, as another indicator to measure how well each configuration behave
and how well spectral resources are exploited. As observed, 70 beams scenario presents better overall
spectral efficiency than the rest of scenarios, something that is also reflected in the total throughput
gain percentage presented previously.
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Baseline
scenarios
70 beams
95 beams
129 beams
155 beams

∝

4FR

 ZF

1.96
1.75
1.54
1.4

1.33
1
0.6
0.06

2FR

 RZF

 ZF

1.41
1.22
0.91
0.74

0.68
0.35
-

1FR

 RZF
1.1
0.84
0.58
0.5

Table 27 Linear Precoding: Global spectral efficiency

If we compare 2FR RZF (best combination) with the reference 4FR baseline scenarios, we observe
that, globally, 4FR presents better spectral efficiency. However, it should be remarked that Linear
Precoding scenarios are dealing with Full FR and 2FR schemes where bandwidth per beam is doubled
w.r.t. 4FR case (refer to Table 28) and that consequent total throughput improvements are being
achieved.

Baseline
Scenarios

Total FWD BW
(4FR Ref.)

Total FWD BW
(2FR ZF/RZF)

70 beams (0.3°)
95 beams (0.25°)
129 beams (0.21°)
155 beams (0.19°)

101.5 GHz
137.7 GHz
187 GHz
224.7 GHz

203 GHz
275.4 GHz
374 GHz
449.5 GHz

Table 28 Total Forward uplink Bandwidth of Baseline scenarios considering 4FR and 2FR (RZF)

More capacity with fewer beams
Another important result that can be derived with this first analysis is how we are able to reach
almost equivalent total throughputs from scenarios with much fewer beams (applying linear Precoding
techniques combined with more aggressive FR patterns) than from scenarios with much more beams
considering a classical 4FR scheme.
Indeed, looking at results presented before, 155 beams scenario presents a total forward capacity
of 301 Gbps with conventional 4FR. Regarding 95 beams performances (60 beams less), considering
2FR + RZF combination, we realize that capacity obtained is even greater, reaching 320 Gbps.
This is quite a relevant result and clearly points out how meaningful the gain of Linear Precoding
can be. As a matter of fact, besides the increase in total capacity, being able to effectively reduce the
number of beams reduces significantly on-board complexity at all levels. Mass (less equipment
required), accommodation and antenna subsystem (feed cluster and performance) are positively
impacted, leading to a generally less constraint architecture.
However, it should not be forgotten that ground segment is directly impacted as a consequence of
doubling the spectrum resources per beam. That is, indeed, an important point to take into account.
But still, we realize that with only 22.5% more total bandwidth (from 95 beams 2FR+RZF w.r.t. 155
beams 4FR) we are able to reduce 60 beams and obtain the same capacity (even slightly improve it).
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5.5.1 Total transmitted power sensitivity analysis
Baseline 4FR + Precoding analysis
Total Throughput Performances of RZF combined with 4FR in function of the total transmitted
power are assessed in this section, for each of the baseline scenarios. As observed in Figure 54, at low
SNR regime almost no gain is obtained w.r.t. to the reference cases. As total transmitted power is
increased, some gain is achieved by Precoding, being more important for the scenarios with more
beams, thus more impacted by CCI.

Figure 54 Total transmitted power sensitivity analysis over all baseline scenarios. R-ZF plotted combined with

4FR. Reference 4FR w/o Precoding performances plotted as reference case.
To have a clearer analysis of RZF impacts on link budget figures, Figure 55 illustrates the
comparison between 4FR (red) configuration versus 4FR+RZF (blue) configuration link budget
figures in low and high SNR regions, considering a total transmitted power of 30dBW (a) and 39dBW
(b) respectively.
In low SNR regime, both configurations are clearly thermal limited. RZF is capable of mitigating
almost entirely CCI, rendering interference budget almost asymptotic (we recall that constant
contribution from IMI, ASI+TSI and UT XPD are considered). It is not fully asymptotic as RZF does
not completely suppress CCI interferences due to the regularization factor in the channel inversion.
Concerning the thermal budget, a slightly degradation is observed w.r.t non-precoded 4FR scheme.
Nevertheless, the resulting SINR curve is roughly 0.5dB better in RZF case (in all % of the coverage)
which leads to 214 Gbps w.r.t 203 Gbps for non-precoded 4FR case (+5.4% gain).
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a)

b)

Figure 55 129 beams scenario Link budget performances 4FR(red) vs 4FR+RZF (blue): a) Low SNR

region: Total Tx PW = 30dBW b) High SNR region: Total Tx PW = 39dBW
In high SNR regime, the system is now clearly interference limited. This means that the impact of
RZF interference cancellation in the resulting SINR will be more important, as CCI are now the
dimensioning element. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 55 b), when looking at both SINR curves
from 4FR and 4FR+RZF and it is directly traduced in total throughput gain. Specifically, 396 Gbps are
obtained with 4FR+RZF w.r.t 315 Gbps for non-precoded 4FR case, which corresponds to a gain of
+26% (it should be noted that this gain is obtained considering 235W HPA@saturation per beam).
2FR and Full FR + Precoding schemes analysis
Total transmitted power sensitivity analysis is presented in this section, this time considering the
more aggressive FR patterns (2FR and Full FR) for each of the baseline scenarios. The non-precoded
4FR reference performances are also plotted in each graph in order to highlight the potential gains of
Linear Precoding depending on the total transmitted power. From Figure 56 to Figure 59 represent, for
each baseline scenario, total aggregated throughput [Gbps] versus total on-board transmitted power
[dBW].
Observing the results, it can be stated that 2FR scheme is the configuration obtaining the best
performances when applied in combination with both channel inversion techniques (compared with
Full FR pattern). The extra level of isolation achieved by considering both circular polarizations as an
extra color in FR pattern leads to a significantly lower level of CCI than Full FR scheme. Thus,
channel inversion process entails less thermal budget penalty, achieving better results for both
techniques. Comparing both Precoding strategies, the regularized channel inversion present a better
performance in all SNR regions, clearly over-performing the more naïve ZF. In the low SNR region
ZF is less performing, as expected, and tends to achieve the sum rate capacity of its regularized
version in the high SNR region. The delta in total aggregated throughput, between both techniques,
increases with the diminution of the beam spacing, as precoding have to deal with greater levels of
CCI.
Observing 4FR reference performance, as power increase, total throughput tends to saturate as
CCI become the dimensioning contributor. In contrast, RZF capacity highly increases with the power
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increase for mid- high SNR region in all scenarios (in the total on-board transmitted power range
considered). Globally, it can be stated that an increase in total transmitted power translates in an
increase on total throughput when linear Precoding is applied, being especially significant for
2FR+RZF. Further increasing total on-board power beyond the range defined in this assessment,
would certainly lead to a saturation of the RZF+2FR curve, mainly due the constant C/I contributors
taken into account which will prevent from further link budget figures improvement.

Figure 56 Total transmitted power sensitivity analysis over 70 beam @0.3° scenario. ZF and R-ZF

plotted combined with 2-FR and Full-FR patterns. 4-FR performances plotted as reference case.
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Figure 57 Total transmitted power sensitivity analysis over 95 beams @0.25° scenario. ZF and R-ZF

plotted combined with 2-FR and Full-FR patterns. 4-FR performances plotted as reference case.

Figure 58 Total transmitted power sensitivity analysis over 129 beams @0.25° scenario. ZF and R-ZF

plotted combined with 2-FR and Full-FR patterns. 4-FR performances plotted as reference case.
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Figure 59 Total transmitted power sensitivity analysis over 155 beams @0.25° scenario. ZF and R-ZF

plotted combined with 2-FR and Full-FR patterns. 4-FR performances plotted as reference case.
Beam Width impact analysis
In the following set of graphs, we analyze Linear Precoding techniques from a beam width
perspective. Only 2FR scheme has been considered in this assessment, as globally achieves better
results in combination with channel inversion techniques.
Figure 60 and Figure 61 plot the total aggregated throughput and the unavailability of the
RZF+2FR case, respectively. As already remarked, RZF is the linear channel inversion technique
giving the best results regarding total throughput gain. For total transmitted power greater than
34dBW, 129 beams scenario reaches the best total throughputs followed very closely by 155 beams. It
should be noted that even the latter having 25 more beams, the capacity achieved is slightly inferior
w.r.t. 129 beams case. In the low transmitted power region, 95 beams case achieves the best results
due to having a better power spectral density per carrier than 129 and 155 beams case, and better FRF
than 70 beams case. Concerning the unavailability, RZF presents quite good figures having 100%
availability in all scenarios for total transmitted power greater than 33dBW.
Regarding the ZF performances, Figure 62 and Figure 63 plot the total aggregated throughput and
the unavailability assuming 2FR scheme, respectively. As already mentioned, ZF performance are way
below the most performing RZF and as beam width gets smaller, ZF heavily degrades its performance,
reaching high levels of unavailability. Indeed, the complete inversion of channel matrix carried out by
ZF entails a great power penalty, being aggravated as CCI increases. This is illustrated by 155 beams
case, in which unavailability levels are extremely high in both low and high power regions. 95 beams
scenario is the most capacity achieving case even though, in terms of unavailability, quite low figures
are obtained in the power region of interest.
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Figure 60 Total transmitted power sensitivity analysis. Total Aggregated Throughput comparison: RZF

combined with 2FR

Figure 61 Total transmitted power sensitivity analysis. Unavailability [%]: RZF combined with 2FR
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Figure 62 HPA sensitivity analysis. Total Aggregated Throughput comparison: ZF combined with 2FR

Figure 63 HPA sensitivity analysis. Unavailability [%]: ZF combined with 2FR
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5.5.2 Impact of estimated CSIT
Channel estimation approaches have been reviewed in section 5.2 in order to refine the channel
model adding some estimation errors leading to an imperfect estimated CSIT. Two options have been
discussed: a calibration network and pilot-based estimation. In this section, we analyze the latter in
order to assess the impact of an imperfect CSIT in both channel inversion strategies, taking into
account channel estimation based on Walsh-Hadamard (WH) orthogonal codes, addressed in [41].
As described in section 5.2, WH sequences can only be generated with specific lengths i.e. L = 2n,
n=1, 2, 3… if orthogonality properties want to be maintained. In order to assess the accuracy of
different levels of channel estimation, three sequence lengths are considered in this section
corresponding to 32, 256 and 1024 symbols. Estimation error variance is inversely proportional to the
sequence length which indicates that a degradation of channel inversion performances is to be
expected as the length of WH sequences is reduced. Only 2FR configuration combined with RZF and
ZF is analyzed as is proved to be the most promising solution to enhance system performances. The
scenarios chosen are 70 beams and 129 beams scenario.
In Figure 64 and Figure 65, 70 beams scenario performances are analyzed considering both ideal
and estimated CSIT, considering RZF and ZF respectively. As illustrated, the regularized version of
the channel inversion is quite more robust when dealing with imperfect channel estimation. The fact
that RZF already introduce intrinsically off-diagonal elements (interference contributions) on the
HTRZF resulting matrix mitigates the degradation on link budget figures, above all at low SNR region.
However, as total power increases, the regularization factor decreases which cause an increased impact
of the estimation errors on the off-diagonal elements, switching the system to an interference limited
status (way before than ideal CSIT version does), saturating total aggregated throughput at high SNR
regime.
In ZF case, the impact of imperfect channel estimation is quite more significant, as the channel
which
inversion operation is based on the imperfect channel matrix , leading to
results in a non-diagonal matrix, non-completely suppressing CCI interferences.

Figure 64 70 beams scneario: Imperfect CSIT impact on 2FR+RZF configuration total aggregated throughput

vs total power for WH lengths L=32, 256, 1024.
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Therefore, under ZF with estimated CSIT it is impossible to perfectly remove interference and the
system will be eventually interference limited in the limit for large SNR. In addition, estimation errors
effects are more present in low SNR region, affecting also the elements on the diagonal and thus,
introducing interferences. This is illustrated in Figure 65.

Figure 65 70 beams scenario: Imperfect CSIT impact on 2FR+ZF configuration total aggregated throughput

vs total power for WH lengths L=32, 256, 1024.
In order to better understand the effect of estimated CSIT, an example is illustrated in Figure 66,
considering link budget figures derived with ZF with ideal CSIT (b) and estimated CSIT (a) with WH
sequences of L=1024 (PT=37.4dBW). Observing performance with ideal CSIT, the complete
cancellation of CCI interferences is clearly illustrated by the asymptotic behavior of CI curve (only
constant contributions e.g. inter-system interferences, user XPD). In contrast, when considering
estimated CSIT, off-diagonal elements (i.e. interferers), due to the estimation errors in resulting
received matrix, lead to the introduction of CCI not being entirely suppress by the channel inversion.

a)

b)

Figure 66 70 beams scenario Pt=34.7dBW: Estimated(a) and Ideal (b) CSIT impact on 2FR+ZF

configuration (Estimated CSIT considering WH sequence length of L=1024)
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In terms of unavailability, L=1024 case presents almost the same unavailability figures obtained for
RZF with ideal CSIT. This effect can also be observed in total aggregated throughput curves in Figure
64, specifically at low SNR regime where outage is likely to be produced. Regarding ZF
unavailability, ideal CSIT outperforms all imperfect CSIT approaches. It should be noted that
sequence of length L=32 symbols is generally too short, introducing too much estimation errors and
therefore, heavily degrading overall performance.

Figure 67 70 beams scenario: Imperfect CSIT impact on 2FR+RZF/ZF configuration unavailability vs total

power for WH lengths L=32, 256, 1024.
Same behavior is observed when reducing the beam width, considering 129 beams scenario.
Observing RZF performances in Figure 68, slightly worst total aggregated throughput performances
are obtained with estimated CSIT than 70 beams case, but also following the same tendency. ZF is
heavily impacted leading to significantly bad performances, even for estimated CSIT with L=1024.

a)

b)

Figure 68 129 beams scenario: Imperfect CSIT impact on 2FR+RZF (a) and ZF (b) configuration total

aggregated throughput vs total power for WH lengths L=32, 256, 1024.
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In Figure 69, unavailability figures for both ZF and RZF are presented being coherent with the total
aggregated throughput results previously assessed.

b)

b)
Figure 69 129 beams scenario: Imperfect CSIT impact on 2FR+ZF (a) and ZF (b) configuration
unavailability vs total power for WH lengths L=32, 256, 1024.
To summarize, when the standard deviation of the random matrix perturbation is low (i.e. when
long training sequences are employed for the channel estimation) then the performance is rather
resilient to CSIT errors. Considering the baseline scenarios analyzed (i.e. their correspondent total
transmitted power), 70 beams scenario -2FR+RZF- shows a -7.8% degradation considering WH
sequences of L=1024, while assuming L=256 a degradation of -25% is obtained. Slighlty worse values
are obtained for 129 beams scenario (again considering 2FR+RZF, presenting -12% degradation for
L=1024, while assuming L=256 a degradation of -37% is to be expected.
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5.6 Real Implementation considerations
We have seen how linear Precoding can achieve significant performance improvement by means
of channel inversion techniques and a proper CSIT knowledge at the GW. However, several practical
implementation issues and non-realistic system hypotheses have been taken into account in the
analysis which should be further discussed in this section. The aim here is to highlight the main
constraints that one should cope with when it comes to implement Precoding techniques in real HTS
systems.

5.6.1 Precoding on non‐linear satellite channels
One of the drawbacks of linear Precoding techniques is the increase on the average energy of the
precoded signal with respect to the original one due to the channel inversion. The effect is stronger the
larger the level of CCI. Initial studies on Linear Precoding highlighted that aspect and, indeed, nonlinear techniques such as THP were partially conceived to relax this constraint as introduced in section
4.3.3. As a matter of fact, large Peak Average Power Ratios (PAPRs) of the transmit signal impact on
single carrier HPA operation mode (large variations in the input signal can imply operation with some
output back-off and thus, a degraded carrier power spectral density).
This is not a major drawback on-ground as high power amplifiers with large OBO can be
considered at the GW. On the contrary, at satellite level, these effects can be more sensitive above all
if we are considering a single TDM carrier per tube, operating at saturation. However, HTS systems
tend to operate HPA in a multi-carrier mode. As a matter of fact, a common strategy is to have more
than one beam served by the same HPA (in order to save mass) which surely leads to multi-carrier
operations. Even in the case of one HPA per beam configuration, if large bandwidths per beam are
considered (e.g. 2.9GHz in Ka-band as in baseline HTS scenarios considered in this dissertation or
Terabit/s satellite studies) the multi-carrier operation mode is also assured. Hence, Precoding is not
expected to further deteriorate the non-linear behavior of the satellite repeater as HPAs will certainly
be already backed-off to support multiple carrier transmission.

5.6.2 Scheduling
The users in a MU-MIMO-BC scenario may significantly differ in terms of the channel conditions
which are experiencing when they are jointly encoded. As the number of users is significantly larger
than the number of antennas (i.e. satellite antenna feeds), this can derive in potential fairness issues
related to the selection of the user set that will be served.
The scheduling policies for HTS scenario when applying linear Precoding techniques considered in
this chapter are further discussed in section 6, where smart scheduling algorithms are proved to
provide some gain applying more refined user selection strategies.

5.6.3 Power Allocation optimization
All the analysis carried out in this chapter have considered the vector of transmitted signals as
where the vector s is the information to be transmitted with dimension equal to the number of
beams and T is the Precoding matrix. Thus the original transmitted signal is impacted exclusively by
the channel inversion carried out by ZF or RZF Precoding matrix.
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However, one could consider the vector of transmitted signals as
where P is a
diagonal matrix introduced to possibly weight each component of the original signal s according to a
certain criterion.
When Precoding is employed, determining the optimal Precoding vectors and power allocation
vectors (power factor scaling) is not an easy problem. Extensive work has been done during last years
into solving the optimality transmission problems in MIMO Broadcast Channel (MU-MIMO-BC)
systems. It has been shown that the optimization problems, such as precoder design and power
allocation, are non-convex and therefore cannot be easily solved in the Broadcast channel [48], [49].
By means of uplink-downlink duality principle though, one can take advantage of the fact that MUMIMO-MAC systems offer convex problems and therefore optimal optimizations can possibly be
found, being adapted then to the BC. At this regard, power allocation optimizations have been tackled
in e.g. [32] and [36], using several criteria such as maximization of the total throughput, maximization
of the minimum SINR or a compromise between maximizing system throughput and fairness among
UT regardless of their location. Results show an improvement w.r.t. more basic uniform power
allocation at the expense of increased complexity.

5.6.4 Precoding over DVB‐S2: Not far from reality
One of the hot topics lately is how Multi-User Detection techniques (i.e. Precoding) can be adapted
to the current standard DVB-S2. In this section, an ideal/imperfect CSIT have been considered to
evaluate channel inversion performance, computing capacity by means of a DVB-S2 based
MODCOD table. By now, however, no question has been asked whether S2 framing structure is able
to adopt what Precoding techniques require.
Some recent contributions on the subject in the DVB TM-S2 group, with regard the S2 evolution
(DVB-Sx), suggest that with few changes at Physical layer framing level, MUD techniques (in special,
linear Precoding for the Forward link) can be applied much more effectively. Indeed, an optional
super-framing structure has been presented in DVB-Sx [55] and described in Annex E of DVB-S2
specification document (EN302307).
As illustrated in Figure 70, a Precoding module should be integrated at the GW, right after the FEC
and the modulation mapping modules. Analyzing in more detail Precoding module integration in S2
block diagram, some important issues have been pointed out in [31], [33] and more recently in [53],
which can prevent an efficient use of Precoding techniques. Due to the physical layer non-regular
framing structure of DVB-S2, the FEC frames in co-channel carriers using ACM are misaligned. This
fact, as depicted in Figure 71, entails that Precoding matrix must be recomputed every time that FEC
frame changes (as ACM mode may has been changed, leading to a different Precoding matrix). This
translate in an increase on complexity as Precoding matrix may have to be computed way more often
than it should when considering a synchronized, constant framing. Thus, having a constant framing
allows all frames to contain the same number of symbols irrespective of their modulation.
Also in [53], this issue has been treated assessing a “frame based Precoding” which tries to adapt
the conventional channel based Precoding, designed on a user-by-user basis, to some type of
equivalent ‘frame’ based Precoding, taking into account the ACM dimension which forces all UTs in a
frame to use the same MODCOD.
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Figure 70 DVB-S2 transmission scheme with Precoding module

Figure 71 DVB-S2 non-regular framing structure vs Constant PHY Framing
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Another important aspect included in this optional super-framing structure is the support of
orthogonal Start of Super-frame (SOSF) and pilot fields by using Walsh-Hadamard sequences. As also
introduced in section 5.2.2, a set of orthogonal sequences can be assigned to co-channel carriers in
multibeam system thus allowing CSI estimation per beam (in amplitude and phase), enabling to
reconstruct channel matrix H for the application of Precoding (or Multi User detection) techniques.
Hence, it can be stated that Interference Mitigation Techniques are being seriously considered as a
potential alternative in future systems to enhance overall system performances, being clearly stated in
this new release of DVB-Sx.

5.6.5 Multi‐Gateway architecture
In most of cases in literature, Precoding assumes that all spot beams in the system are served by a
single GW (as in this chapter), which is an unrealistic assumption for current systems. In fact, feeder
link spectrum is rather limited, even in a conventional 4FR (and switching feeder links to Q/V-band)
which lead to a large number of GWs to cover next generation HTS multibeam coverage, as seen in
[2]. The situation gets worse by moving to more aggressive FR architectures and thus, increasing total
feeder bandwidth.
The effects of multiple GWs in the Precoding design have been studied in several publications
([32][34]) leading to a performance loss with respect to single GW Precoding due to the fact that there
is no longer a single transmitter entity in possession of the CSI for all UTs. In addition, availability
drops drastically at cluster edges due to the non-mitigation of inter-cluster interferences (which are no
longer considered to precode the signal). Nevertheless, non-cooperative multiple GW architecture has
been assessed in [57] proving improvements w.r.t the system performance over the conventional 4FR
systems by almost 30%.
GW cooperation under beam clustering assumptions is also studied in [57], where partial
cooperation amongst GWs that serve adjacent clusters is proposed. Following this method, by data
exchange amongst the neighboring clusters, the gain over conventional systems can be boosted by
more than 40%.

Figure 72 Multi-GW architecture and cluster definition. NCC integral-cooperative mode.

In mid-term future, it could also be foreseen more advanced solutions like the one described in
Figure 72. As high capacity links between GW are already required to implement the smart diversity
strategies, joint coding could be extended thanks to the cooperative joint processing among all GW by
means of a centralized e.g. Network Control Center (NCC) entity. A full-frequency re-use scheme all
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over the service area could be considered, leading to a remarkable increase in system capacity.
However, a detailed analysis should be carried out in order to check its practical feasibility. In the
same direction, in a mid- long-term future, GWs based on optical technologies could solve this issue
as large amount of bandwidth would be available at those frequencies, making possible to serve a
large number of beams with a single station.

5.6.6 Non‐perfect and outdated CSIT
Channel knowledge can be acquired at the UTs in receiving mode during forward link transmission
and then fed back to the GW in return link mode. CSI should be available at the GW so that multiuser
of
Precoding can be performed. In the case of Precoding, each UT needs to estimate a whole vector
channels, instead of a single element in the channel matrix. This requires a significant increase of pilot
symbols (i.e. overhead) given the dimensions of HTS system (more than 100 beams) but, as seen in
previous section, the new release of DVB-Sx [55], thanks to the optional super-frame structure, allows
for CSI estimation by means of orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard sequences.
In this dissertation, an assessment of the impact of estimated CSIT by means of Walsh-Hadamard
sequences has been carried out. However, only a simplified model only taking into account the
amplitude variations of the signal has been considered, without taking into consideration feed-back
delay (i.e. outdated estimation). The truth is when considering the phase of each channel coefficient,
given the very long round trip delay of feeding back CSI and applying the Precoding (about 500 ms),
the channel phase estimated will be completely outdated from the real value. This delay can be
superior to 500ms if we take into account the periodicity of the feedback and the two hop propagation
delay of the GEO orbit. This delay is not so critical concerning the amplitude estimation, which
changes very slowly (even during fading) and is actually being used in current system adopting DVBS2 (i.e. SINR estimation for ACM).
Generally speaking, channel estimation remains an open issue which should be further analyzed in
more detail end-to-end complete analysis. Even though some research has addressed the topic, in most
of the cases, simplified models and approaches are considered. Those models should be refined as
CSIT is one of the pillars for the success of Precoding techniques.

5.7 Summary
In this chapter Linear Precoding techniques have been assessed in a HTS context. In particular,
well-known Precoding strategies i.e. Zero Forcing and Regularized Zero Forcing have been described
and their performance assessed in representative HTS baseline scenarios considering realistic antenna
design and system configuration in line with typical broadband multibeam architectures (SFPB with
per beam power constraints). An ideal CSIT has been considered as well as an ideal feeder link,
assuming that a single GW is able to serve all beams within the coverage.
The gains that Linear Precoding techniques can achieve combined with a classical 4FR schemes
and above all, combined with more aggressive FR patterns (2FR and single-polar full FR) have been
investigated. Taking as a reference the baseline scenarios derived in chapter 3, it has been proven that
2FR+RZF is the configuration giving the best results, boosting significantly total throughput
performances, achieving total gains up to 44% (70 beams case) w.r.t. the corresponding 4FR reference
case. A total on-board transmitted power sensitivity assessment has been carried out, allowing
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observing the linear Precoding behavior in all SNR regions for all baseline scenarios and the
progression of total throughput improvements in function of the on-board transmitted power resources.
Taking into account the comparison framework established and comparing all baseline scenarios
results, 129 beams scenario has achieved the highest total system throughput considering a 2FR+RZF
configuration, reaching up to 326 Gbps (surpassing 155 beams scenario assuming the configuration
giving the best total throughput – 2FR+RZF).
Another interesting outcome has been derived. This is how we are able to reach almost equivalent
total throughputs from scenarios with much fewer beams (applying 2FR+RZF) w.r.t scenarios with
much more beams considering a classical 4FR scheme. This is the case comparing 70 versus 129
beams scenario and 95 versus 155 beams scenario. In both cases, considering 70 and 95 beams
scenarios with 2FR+RZF configuration, almost the same total throughput (and even slightly greater) is
achieved w.r.t. 129 and 155 beams with 4FR reference configuration, presenting 46% less number of
beams. This is a quite relevant result as with the same total on-board transmitted power similar total
throughputs are obtained with much fewer beams, thus reducing on-board complexity in terms of
mass, accommodation and antenna design.
In order to assess the impact of estimated CSI in Linear Precoding strategies, a non-ideal CSIT has
been considered, assuming the model described in section 5.2.2 based on Walsh-Hadamard orthogonal
sequences to estimate channel matrix H rows at each UT. The impact on total throughput performances
w.r.t. the case considering an ideal CSIT has been assessed, proving that introducing CSIT estimation
errors impacts indeed linear Precoding performance which translate in a degradation of system total
throughput.
A number of practical constraints and further options when applying the theoretical Precoding
model considered over real HTS systems have been reviewed. The impact of non-linear satellite
channels as well as further discussion on non-perfect/outdated CSIT and how DVB-S2 has been
adapted to allow the efficiently use of Precoding techniques (DVB-Sx) have been addressed. Power
allocation optimization for Precoding techniques has also been discussed followed by some thoughts
on how multi-GW architectures (present on HTS systems) impacts Precoding implementation and
presenting potential solutions.
Finally, the author would like to remind that caution should be taken by the reader when
interpreting the results obtained. It should be noted that no generic conclusions can be easily derived
as Precoding performances are highly dependent on antenna isolation performance and available
transmitted power assumed. Thus, a comparaison framework has been established, keeping transversal
hypothesis between baseline scenarios in terms of antenna design and total on-board power. This
approach it can be critiquable but at the same time it is indispensable in order to be able to properly
assess potential system gains through different scenarios. In any case, much effort has been put on
defining baseline scenarios as much realistic as possible, leading to significantly reliable results.
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6 Scheduling
In previous section, linear Precoding techniques have been assessed, analyzing the impact in total
average throughput when combined with different FR patterns and observing the impact of beam
width in the achievable gains. In all cases, a scheduling based on a uniform distribution has been taken
into account, considering a uniform traffic distribution, i.e. generating each user set randomly at the
gateway, without any smart scheduling strategy behind. The fact is that when considering a scenario
with more than one user per beam and a uniform allocation of the resources, it can be advantageous to
wisely modify the association of users chosen to be jointly served i.e. interfering to each other, aiming
at somehow improving the technique performance.
Why looking for an improved scheduling strategy?
In order to answer this question, a dispersion analysis concerning the user’s SINR at each channel
realization, when applying Precoding techniques, has been perforrmed. As mentioned in the precedent
section, total aggregated throughput is computed based on the average SINR per user, taking into
account all SINR values computed at each UT for each of their channel realizations. Observing the
standard deviation of each population of SINR values per user, we have observed a certain dispersion
depending on which association of users within a user set is considered. This is something which can
be easily explained. Using Precoding techniques and more precisely, assuming Channel inversion
techniques, the interferers and its resultant channel coefficients have a direct impact in the resulting
energy of each jointly encoded user. Indeed, thinking on the geometrical interpretation previously
described, i.e. projecting the wanted channel vector to the orthogonal subspace of interferers, more or
less energy will be loss depending on the association of the users considered.
In Figure 73, the standard deviation of the average SINR per user computed with Precoding (ZF
and RZF) for the 95 and 129 beams baseline scenarios is depicted.

Figure 73 CDF Standard Deviation of Avg. SNIR per user over the coverage (ZF and RZF)

As observed, a quite large dispersion of SINR values per user is present when using RZF
combined with 2FR pattern (e.g. 50% of the users present a SINR dispersion w.r.t. the mean greater
than 1.7dB – 2dB). A bit less can be found in Full-FR RZF. Concerning ZF standard deviation, much
higher values can be found giving a highly dependent SINR per user on scheduling associations.
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Scheduling for Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output (MIMO) cellular networks has been well
investigated, more particularly for Rayleigh channels [58]-[62]. In this chapter we present the overall
concept of cross-layer scheduling [62] applied to the Forward link of multi-beam satellite MIMO
systems. By means of exhaustive search algorithms, we look at all possible number of scheduling
allocations, finding the schedule which maximizes the sum rate capacity for a simplified scenario.
Heuristic scheduling algorithms for large scale systems are then derived based on multipartite graphs,
permitting to better represent the generation of the final schedule and also to reduce computational
complexity. The performance of the different algorithms is assessed considering different system
sizes, analyzing the improvements in total performance, final SINR dispersion and allocation-based
user fairness.

6.1 Basics
6.1.1 Allocations and combinations
The term “allocation" used in this document refers to a possible schedule for serving users per
beam covered by different beams in the satellite system. It should be noted that considering K
beams with exactly the same number of users is quite unrealistic but for ease of understanding is
assumed in the following, if not stated otherwise. In each of the beams, scheduling users are
numbered from 1 to . An example of allocation when having a system composed of three beams
(therefore
3) and two users per beam (therefore
2) is given by Table 29.

Beam ID

1

2

3

User set 1

UT12 UT21 UT32

User set 2

UT11 UT22 UT31

Table 29 Example of allocation with three beams (B = 3) and two users per beam (M = 2).

As can be seen in Table 29, in the first user set (User set 1) users UT12, UT21 and UT32 will transmit
respectively in beam 1, 2 and 3. Since users can transmit only once the remaining users are scheduled
at the same time in the next user set, more particularly in the second user set (User set 2), users UT11,
UT22 and UT31 respectively in beam 1, 2 and 3.
We define with the term “combination" a possible association of users transmitting at the same
time, i.e. user set. In the previous example (Table 29) the allocation is therefore composed of two
combinations, i.e. one combination for the first user set and another one for the second user set.
In a system composed of beams and with users per beam (we assume the same amount of
users per beam), the resulting number of possible allocations is:
!

(6.1)

Hence in a user set, the association of users located in different beams corresponds to a
combination. The set of combinations of users defines the scheduling output, i.e. the allocation.
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The number of users to be taken into account in order to determine an allocation is noted
and represents the scheduling size:
,
(6.2)

,

The two parameters which influence the scheduling are: which defines the system size and
which identify the scheduling depth. When looking at the rates perceived by the users with a
particular allocation we can understand that the order of the user set does not really play a role. This
means that in the example given by Table 29 the first user set and the second user set can be swapped.
Since the order does not play a role in the scheduling, the number of possible allocations is reduced
to:
!

!

!

(6.3)

With the scenario considered in Table 29 we obtain four possible allocations, more particularly we
obtain the allocations shown by Table 30. As already mentioned the content of the slots in Table 30
can be swapped since the order of the slot is considered as not relevant.
Beam ID

1

2

3

User set 1

UT11

UT21 UT31

User set 1

UT11 UT21 UT32

User set 2

UT12

UT22 UT32

User set 2

UT12 UT22 UT31

Beam ID

1

2

Beam ID

1

User set 1

UT11

UT22 UT32

User set 1

UT12

UT21 UT32

User set 2

UT12

UT21 UT31

User set 2

UT11

UT22 UT31

3

Beam ID

1

2

2

3

3

Table 30 Example of allocation with three beams (B = 3) and two users per beam (M = 2).

6.1.2 Scheduler behavior: Preliminary assessment
The aim of this section is to have more insight on the scheduler process and to study on which
aspects scheduling can be useful to improve total system performance. By means of a simple
assessment, scheduling effects are analyzed considering a satellite channel and a simple scenario.
Results obtained suggest that scheduling has not an important impact on the overall system sum rate
(total aggregated throughput) but it can be useful to adjust the sum rates perceived on a user set basis
and therefore at possibly increasing the level of fairness between users.
Let’s consider a case with
7 beams and
2 users per beam, derived from the 95 beams
scenario (0.25°). A full FR scheme combined with RZF is considered and each couple of users, within
each beam, are strategically placed in order to present a ‘good’ or ‘bad’ status (see Figure 74). We
consider that a given user has a ‘bad’ status if it is placed close to the beam border, thus having a high
interference level coming from adjacent beams and presenting an achievable rate rather low. On the
contrary, a user with a ‘good’ status is placed close to the beam center, thus being less interfered with
an achievable rate rather high.
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Two allocations are considered, each one based on two combinations (user sets). In the first one, all
good users are scheduled together in the first combination and thus, all bad users are scheduled in the
last combination. The second allocation, both combinations are based on a mix of good and bad users.
The aim here is two folded. In one hand, the sum rate of both allocations can be compared to check
whether total aggregated throughput gain can be obtained. On the other hand, individual user
performance can be also analyzed to check how scheduling impacts user fairness.

Figure 74 Scheduling behaviour: 7 beams (K=7) and 2 UT (M=2). Good and Bad users representation

In Figure 75, the individual SINRs per user are plotted for both allocations types (Good-Bad and MIX
allocation). As observed, Good-Bad allocation presents a greater dispersion of SINR values than MIX
allocation. In the former, ‘good’ users are scheduled at the same time giving rather high SINR values.
On the contrary, when ‘bad’ users are jointly encoded, the impact on resulting link budget figures is
important. When a mix of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ users is considered for each combination (MIX allocation),
a reduction of allocation SINR dispersion is obtained, improving user fairness, above all for ‘bad’
users, increasing significantly its signal level when being jointly encoded along with ‘good’ users.
In terms of total aggregated throughput, Good-Bad allocation achieves slightly better sum rate
capacity than MIX allocation but at the expense of an unavailability of 28.57%. Interestingly, MIX
allocation, by just balancing good and bad users in each user set, is capable of improve minimum user
rates and, in this case, availability, even if some throughput penalty must be assumed.
Alloc

Total Aggregated Throughput [Gbps]

Unavailability [%]

Good-Bad

13.7

28.57%

MIX

12.3

0%

Table 31 Scheduling behaviour: 7 beams (K=7) and 2 UT (M=2). Full FR + RZ. Total aggregated throughput
and unavailability.

Hence, with this example one can derive that wise scheduling strategies can potentially provide
user fairness, improving the minimum user rates and reducing SINR dispersion at allocation level. In
terms of total aggregated throughput, not much gain is to be expected (in the example, even a
degradation of total aggregated throughput is obtained). It should be noted that, having only two users
per beam, there are not too much degrees of freedom in terms of combinations to be generated. Further
analyses are carried out in next sections to consolidate these preliminary results.
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Figure 75 Scheduling behaviour: 7 beams (K=7) and 2 UT (M=2). Full FR + RZ. SNIR for Good-bad and MIX
allocations

6.1.3 Per‐user SINR‐based Jain's Fairness Index
Another metric is introduced here in order to analyze the user fairness at allocation level. This
metric corresponds to a variant of the Jain’s Fairness Index. The Jain's fairness index is commonly
used in order to quantify the fairness between different rates achieved by users in a network,
introduced in [64]. Here, we are interested in adapt this index in order to quantify the fairness between
per-user SINR obtained in each allocation (Figure 76):
∑
∑

(6.4)

where in this case corresponds to total number of users and SINRi to the per-user SINR obtained
after each allocation. By definition when all users experience the same achievable SINR (
upper
bound), the index reaches 1 and the maximum level of fairness is achieved. When only one single user
gets closer to 1, a better
gets the total capacity available, the index equals to 1/ . Thus, as
fairness is achieved among users in terms of SINR levels allowing comparing the level of fairness for
different scheduling strategies.

Figure 76 SINR dispersion and Jain’s fairness index over a generic schedule allocation .
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due to the intrinsic characteristics of the
However, it is not possible to achieve a unitary
satellite channel. In contrast to a typical terrestrial Rayleigh fading environment, where for sufficiently
large M the users can be scheduled so as to attain the single user rate [59] [61], this is not the case in
satellite networks. This is due to the composition of the channel matrix which is mainly driven by the
antenna beam pattern. Actually the statistical distribution of the coefficients strongly deviates from the
Rayleigh one since it is directly determined by the position of the user in the beam. More particularly
the dynamic range of a Rayleigh channel is infinite in principle and this is not true for antenna gains
which cannot be zero or greater than the maximum gain. For these reasons the gains which can be
obtained through multi-user diversity are limited and the orthogonality of the users we can have in a
terrestrial MIMO system cannot be ensured [59], [60], [61].
Jain’s fairness index example: Good-Bad and MIX allocations (

7,

2)

Let’s consider the example analyzed in section 6.1.2. The aim here is to prove that a fairer
scheduling is obtained considering the ‘MIX’ allocation rather than ‘Good-Bad’ allocation. Jain’s
fairness index presented in precedent section is used to illustrate the principle. As presented in Table
32, a better fairness is achieved combining user in a more suitable way, trying to maximize minimum
CNI levels by appropriate scheduling strategies.
Alloc

TAT [Gbps]

Unavailability [%]

Jain’s fairness
index

Good-Bad

13.7

28.57%

0.78

MIX

12.3

0%

0.85

Table 32 Jain’s fairness index for both Good-Bad and MIX allocations in 7 beams scenario (M=2)

6.2 Search algorithms
This section presents the so-called search algorithms which correspond to the pillars for optimizing
the user schedules. It explains the concept of performing an exhaustive search (ES) over the different
possible allocations, and presents a more efficient approach than ES, based on multipartite graphs, for
realizing a search over all possible combinations. Both search algorithms aim at satisfying the criterion
of interest (i.e. maximize total throughput), the latter additionally reducing considerably the
computational complexity by searching at combination level.

6.2.1 All possible allocations: Exhaustive Search algorithms
This first search consists into satisfying over all possible allocations the criterion of interest, and
therefore can be seen as an exhaustive search (ES). One can understand that such algorithm
offers the best results (in terms of the criterion of interest) but requires huge processing time. Indeed,
because of (6.3), for particular scheduling size this exhaustive search cannot be practically performed.
It can be stated that such ES becomes rapidly infeasible when the number of users per beam and/or the
10!
2.28
number of beams increases (e.g. for
7 and
10,
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ES algorithm is sub-optimal in terms of processing time but it is a good indicator to find the
optimum allocation which leads to the upper bound in terms of total aggregated throughput, which is
the objective here.
It should be noted that redundancy certainly appears in the allocations, more particularly when
looking at user combination level. In fact, decomposing the factorial on (6.3), as described in Figure
77, it can easily be seen that, for a large number of users per beam, a large amount of combination
redundancy can be found among all possible allocations, obtaining subsets of slightly different
allocations. Actually as soon as the number of users per beam becomes greater than two, i.e.
2,
redundancy inevitably appears in the list of all possible allocations.
When the criterion taken into account is based on single user SINR, the evaluation of the rates has
to be performed at user set level. For this reason with this search sum rate values are analyzed for each
allocation and SINR for each user set or combination. This leads to the following total number of
evaluations:
!
(6.5)

Figure 77 Exhaustive search algorithm: Combination redundancy seen through factorial decomposition

ES algorithm performance
In this section, a scenario with slightly increased number of users per beam (K=7 beams and M=4
users per beam) w.r.t. the example seen in section 6.1.2 is considered, being derived from the 95
beams scenario (0.25°). An ES algorithm is applied to find the user allocation giving the highest total
aggregated throughput. The aim is to compare the sum rate obtained with the optimal scheduling
allocation w.r.t to the total aggregated throughput obtained with the nominal scheduling averaged over
10000 channel realizations. It should be noted that even with this low number of beams and user per
beam, total possible schedule allocations reach 1.91e+8 which leads to 7.64e+8 evaluations (from
(6.3) and (6.5) respectively).
In the example considered, users per beam have been chosen strategically in order to be
representative of ‘good’, ‘medium’ and ‘bad’ users, following an antenna gain criterion, as illustrated
in Figure 78. A single ‘good’ user, 1 ‘medium’ and 2 ‘bad’ users have been considered for the
analysis.
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Results depicted in Table 33 show that the gain in terms of aggregated throughput is quite
moderate, with ES achieving +20% more throughput than the nominal case. With ES algorithm, a total
aggregated throughput of 12.28 Gbps is obtained in contrast with the 10 Gbps obtained by the uniform
distr. based scheduler. It should be noted that the aggregated throughput for the nominal scheduler is
based on averaging several SINR values per user, thus having intrinsically a certain dispersion which
impacts final throughput figures. As in section 6.1.2, the ES obtains the maximum sum rate at the
expense of a higher unavailability, which basically means that tends to gather ‘good’ users in
combinations giving high SINR figures, leading to more penalized figures for ‘bad’ users, thus
increasing unavailability. On the contrary, the nominal scheduler prevents unavailability at the
expense of slightly degrading total sum rate.

Figure 78 Exhaustive Search algorithm: User allocation per beam and user selection procedure

ES

TAT
[Gbps]
12.28

Nominal scheduler

10

Unavailability [%]
10.7%
0%

Table 33 Scheduling behaviour: 7 beams (K=7) and 2 UT (M=4). Full FR + RZF. Total aggregated
throughput and unavailability.

6.2.1 Combination based algorithms: Multipartite Graph approach
As seen in the previous section, working at allocations level by means of ES algorithms leads to
having combination redundancy in allocations evaluated therefore being expensive in terms of
computation time (even if best solution in terms of total throughput is found – not necessarily best
solution in terms of unavailability).
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Figure 79 Multipartite graph approach

Overall complexity can be reduced when focusing on the different combinations instead. The
combinations of users can be represented using an approach based on multipartite graphs [63]. The
nodes correspond to the transmitters in our system (i.e. users in the covering beam). As previously
mentioned, we consider that system is composed of beams where each beam consists of users. An
edge (or line) represents the joint scheduling of two users in different beams. An edge is thus a
combination of two users. The ensemble of edges conform the user set or combination of users, i.e.
scheduled at the same time, in all beams (user set). An allocation is therefore the association of
user sets in this multipartite graph approach, as illustrated in Figure 79. In this multipartite approach,
users which are already connected, i.e. users which belong to an edge, cannot be further scheduled in
the same allocation.
The number of possible edges, i.e. the number of possible combinations of users between two
beams (bipartite graph), is:
(6.6)
The number of possible user sets, i.e. the number of possible combinations of users in all beams is
then:
(6.7)
The principle for determining a schedule is to evaluate the achievable per-user SINR for each user
set, and select a user set, depending on the adopted strategy (selected optimization criterion). Once the
selection is done the nodes involved in the user set have to be pruned since users cannot be scheduled
more than once. Possible user sets are thus removed from the multipartite graph and the number of
remaining user sets is therefore dramatically reduced. One can easily understand the reduction of
complexity provided by this approach. Actually, the redundancy present in the search realized over all
possible allocations is avoided and also the number of rate evaluations to be performed at user set
to
. Thus, for large scale systems we
level is lowered when compared to (6.3): from
!
will refer to methods based on this concept rather than ES algorithms.
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6.3 Scheduling for Large scale system
Because of the complexity in finding an optimal scheduling solution for large scale systems,
heuristic scheduling algorithms have to be designed. In this section four scheduling algorithms,
partially based on the multipartite graph approach seen in the previous section, are described and
assessed over our most promising precoding scenario (RZF).
Even if multipartite graph approach leads to a large reduction in the number of evaluation w.r.t. ES
algorithm, for a large number of users ( ) and beams ( ) this search strategy is still considered too
penalizing in terms of processing time and complexity. The algorithms proposed in this section intend
to provide scheduling solutions in which much less search effort is required. They are all based on a
configurable parameter named sched_iter, which by fixing a sub-set within the total evaluation set,
allows further reducing the number of evaluations. Sched_iter is a transversal parameter in all
scheduling strategies and is defined as the depth of search at user set (combination) level for each of
the algorithms (instead of analyzing all possible user sets, apply the criterion and prune the users of the
user set selected, only a sub-set (sched_iter) of user sets is analyzed).

6.3.1 Classical Greedy algorithm
As a first attempt to improve system performance, both in sum rate and user fairness, a classical
greedy scheduler approach is implemented, introducing certain particularities.
By definition [63], a greedy algorithm always makes the choice that looks best at the moment.
That is, it makes a locally optimal choice in the hope that this choice will lead to a globally optimal
solution. Based on that principle, Classical Greedy algorithm is translated here into a
-byoptimization, making greedy decisions based on per-user CNI (Carrier-to-Noise-andInterference) figures, thus choosing the local optimal solution from a certain sub-set defined by
sched_iter. Based on the multipartite approach, as user sets are chosen, their nodes (UTs) are
progressively pruned from the nodes list until all users are served, i.e. until they are re-chosen in next
allocation.
At each channel realization, a preliminary subset of sched_iter user sets is chosen randomly, based
on a uniform distribution (in the case of user set duplication, is swapped by a new one). For each of
these user sets, per-user precoded CNI is computed and the average CNI per user set is derived. The
local optimal solution is considered to be the user set presenting the highest average CNI computed
with all per-user CNI values obtained within the user set.
,

Thus, being
max

.

,…,
max

,…,
∑

then:
⟶∀

1, … ,

_

6. 8

This straightforward algorithm tries to find the allocation providing the best sum rate by choosing
user sets presenting the best average CNI from a sub-set (sched_iter) of all possible combinations,
aiming at preventing the full search of all possible combinations.
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6.3.2 Random Multistart algorithm
A slightly variant of classical greedy is proposed here based on the principles of Random Multistar
algorithms. As in classical greedy,
-byoptimization is realized, with decisions based
on per-user CNI (Carrier-to-Noise-and-Interference) figures. However, when it comes to choose the
local solution at combination level, instead of taking the user set which maximizes the average CNI, it
retains the best sched_iter/2 options from the random sub-set defined by sched_iter and it chooses
randomly among these options.
The aim is to assess whether not taking ‘always’ the best combination option, it leads to a result
closer to the optimal. Indeed, as we don’t take always the best option, one could think that, user sets
more degraded, could have better users with better SINR to be combined with (not taken before) .
As before, based on the multipartite approach, as user sets are chosen, their nodes (UTs) are
progressively pruned from the nodes list until all users are served, i.e. until they are re-choose in next
allocation.

6.3.3 Max CNI‐min algorithm
Max CNI min is based on the so-called “max-min” criterion, which aims at maximizing the lowest
rates experienced by the users in the system while providing more fairness to users.
In this case, local decisions are based on a sub-set of sched-iter user sets and their per-user CNI
performances. However, this time this sub-set is not chosen entirely random but is generated
progressively, taking into account a certain CNI threshold in the process. Indeed, this CNI threshold is
used in the local decision process to generate sched-iter user sets (or less if all the resulting CNIs are
greater than the established CNI threshold) and to select the one best matching the criterion. The
criterion, as in the previous algorithms, is to maximize the average CNI at user set level. To do so, a
first random user set is generated and its per-user CNI computed. All users not reaching the CNI
threshold (CNImin) previously defined are changed (randomly, based on a uniform distribution,
among left users in the beam) and per-user CNI is recomputed again. This action is repeated
sched_iter times while CNI values below threshold are still present. If no solution is found (i.e. user
set with all users having a CNI above the threshold), the local optimal solution is considered to be the
user set presenting the highest average CNI (among all sched_iter user sets generated).
As before, based on the multipartite approach, once user sets are chosen, their nodes (UTs) are
progressively pruned from the nodes list until all users are served, i.e. until they are re-choose in next
allocation.
CNI min threshold definition
In order to define the threshold a first evaluation with a nominal scheduler is mandatory. This
allows deriving the Cumulative distribution function of CNI values over the coverage from which the
threshold is defined. The value chosen corresponds to the CNI value equal or lower than X in a 10% of
the coverage. Obviously, as more ambitious is the threshold the more evaluations must be done as
more users will present a CNI under the threshold and the probability to reach sched_iter iteration is
increased, leading to an increased processing time.
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Thus, Max CNI-min algorithm can be summarized in the next following steps:
1. We choose randomly a user set:
,
,…,
,…,
,
,…,
,…,
2. Compute per-user CNI:
∀
1, … , . If all CNI values are above the threshold, user set is
3. Check if
retained and its users pruned from the beam list (back to 1 to generate a new user set).
If not, it follows to point 4:
4. All users with CNI values under the threshold are changed (randomly chosen) and CNI is
recomputed (back to point 2)
Points 2 to 4 are executed sched_iter times, if and only if no user set is capable to full fill
CNImin requirement. At each iteration, user sets are buffered. Then:
5. After sched_iter iterations without any user set achieving all per-user CNI above the
threshold, the local optimal solution is considered to be the user set presenting the highest
average CNI (among all sched_iter user sets generated).

6.3.4 Geo‐Wise algorithm
This algorithm is based on the geometrical interpretation of the channel inversion techniques.
Originally based on scheduling strategies coming from downlink cellular mobile networks, it
generates each user set sequentially, adding progressively users taking into account the interference
subspace generated by the user already belonging to the user set. Indeed, as illustrated in Figure 80, a
first user on the user set belonging to beam 1 is chosen randomly. Then, to select the second user, it
projects sched_iter channel vectors (from random chosen users in beam 2) in the orthogonal sub-space
formed by the first user channel vector. The local optimal solution is considered to be the user with the
greater norm after projection. This action is repeated until all users within the user set are selected.
As in the other algorithms, once user sets are chosen, their nodes (UTs) are progressively pruned
from the nodes list until all users are served, i.e. until they are re-chosen in next allocation.
Specifically, it follows the next steps:
1. We choose randomly the first user of a user set
2. To choose the next user, we try sched_iter different users, computing their channel vector
projection on the orthogonal subspace of the precedent user channel vector (interferer).
3. The next user is then chosen the same way, this time computing the projection on the
orthogonal subspace conformed by the precedent users channel vectors.
4. We repeat this process until the user set is completed.
The fact that users are added sequentially implies that as long as the process advances and more
users are integrated in a given user set, they are in principle better protected from the already selected
users. However, all user added afterwards can potentially interfere with already selected users.
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Figure 80 Geo-Wise scheduling algorithm principle

6.4 Performance analysis
All scheduling approaches will be compared with the nominal scheduler, i.e. scheduling strategy
based on a uniform distribution (users in a beam have the same probability to be picked at each
channel realization). The scenarios considered for the scheduling assessment are 95 and 129 beams
cases, which present the best total throughput figures when Precoding is applied. Specifically, 2FR +
RZF combination is taken into account for the analysis.
We will focus on the total aggregated throughput, per-user SINR dispersion and allocation fairness
as the analysis metrics, in order to assess the impact of the algorithms in terms of capacity gain and
fairness. Initially, the assessment assumes Sched iter = 6 for all algorithms approaches. A sensitivity
analysis based on this parameter is also carried out.
The total number of allocations is also an input parameter which is fixed to 100 for all scheduling
algorithms. It is considered enough to assess the behavior of a given scheduling strategy, providing
statistically exploitable results (i.e. more than 100 channel realization per user, taking into account the
average number of users per beam of scenarios considered – see section 6.4.1).

6.4.1 Non‐uniform number of users per beam
When it comes to apply the scheduling algorithms in a realistic system, we have to face the fact
that not every beam has the same number of active users (e.g. users per beam as considered until
now). A uniform traffic distribution has been assumed in baseline scenarios, considering a constant
grid covering the service area, which lead to a similar number of users for in-land beams (not exactly
equal as user allocation process is based on max. antenna gain principle). However, all beams at the
edge of the coverage (which are partially covering sea and ocean regions) will certainly have much
less users to be served. The number of users per beam in the scenarios of interest is illustrated in
Figure 81.
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a)

b)
Figure 81 Users distribution per beam in 95 beams(a) and 129 beams(b) scenarios.

Due to this irregular number of users per beam, some considerations must be taken into account
when applying scheduling algorithms. Considering a uniform user allocation (i.e. users per beam),
algorithms need to complete user sets in order to have an allocation, which means that all users are
served only once in each allocation, i.e. users already served are pruned from the list until a new
allocation begins. However, considering baseline scenarios defined, an allocation is complete if and
only if all users from the beam presenting the largest number of users are served at least once. This
condition leads to serve several times the same users in beams which present a reduced number of
users. Hence, some user’s average SINR will be computed with a larger set of SINR values.

6.4.2 Total aggregated throughput performance
In Table 34, total throughput figures are presented. As can be observed, Classical Greedy and
Random Multistart achieves slightly better sum rate performances w.r.t. to nominal scheduler but in
any case going beyond 1,2% in both scenarios. Concerning Geo-Wise and Max CNI-min, the former
has almost no impact in terms of total throughput in both scenarios while the latter achieves quite
better results w.r.t. all other algorithms: 5% and 4.7% of total throughput improvement is achieved in
95 beams and 129 beams, respectively.
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Scheduling Algorithms Total Throughput [Gbps]
Nominal

Greedy
classic

Random
Multistart

Geo-Wise

Max CNImin

320

324

322

319

336

Ref.

+1.2%

+0.6%

-0.3%

+5%

326

330

329

327

341

Ref.

+1.2%

+1%

+0.3%

+4.7%

95 beams

129 beams

Table 34 Large system Scheduling assessment: Total aggregated throughput and gain w.r.t. ref case
(sched_iter = 6).

In all cases, the total gain in sum rate is not too significant, as already suggested by the preliminary
results obtained in precedent sections. Thus, our attention is rather focused on how different
algorithms improve the allocation scheduling fairness and per-user SINR dispersion. Figure 82 a) and
Figure 83 a) illustrate the CDF of the average SINR per user over the coverage for 95 beams and 129
beams scenarios, respectively, for all algorithms. The standard deviation of the SINR per user is
plotted in Figure 82 b) Figure 83 b) for both scenarios in the same order. The latter allow illustrating
the effect caused by the scheduling strategies in terms of fairness w.r.t. the nominal scheduler, thus
providing information about per-user SINR dispersion.
Concerning the unavailability, it is not an issue in the scenarios tested as no outage is present in
100% of the coverage.

6.4.3 SINR dispersion and Allocation based fairness assessment
Scenario 95 beams (0.25°): Scheduling algorithms performances
As observed in Figure 82 a), classical greedy and Random Multistart algorithms present almost
the same SINR distribution over the coverage as the nominal scheduler (dashed line), presenting
slightly better SINR figures at the lower zone of the SINR curve and equivalent than nominal
scheduler in the higher zone of the curve. It can be stated that some gain is actually achieved, w.r.t.
nominal scheduler, by selecting among sched_iter randomly chosen user sets, increasing the
probabilities to jointly encode users being less interfered and thus, leading to better average user set
CNI figures. Regarding the average SINR standard deviation per user (in Figure 82 b)), some
improvement is achieved by both algorithms, reducing SINR dispersion per user w.r.t. to the nominal
scheduler, but still presenting more than 1dB for 80% of the coverage (nominal scheduler presents
more than 1.5dB for 80% of the coverage).
Concerning Geo-wise algorithm, slightly improvement in high SINR region is observed at the
expense of degrading low SINR figures in the low part of the curve in Figure 82 a) (thus impacting
total aggregated throughput, as seen previously). However, in terms of SINR dispersion per user,
better results than both Greedy and Random Multistart are obtained on almost 90% of the coverage, as
illustrated in Figure 82 b).
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Observing Max CNI-min performances in Figure 82 a), a significant improvement in avg. SINR is
obtained in 70% of the coverage w.r.t. nominal scheduler, increasing SINR figures from 0.2dB up to
more than 1dB (@70% and @4% respectively). By far, it is the most performing algorithm both in
terms of total aggregated throughput and, as illustrated in Figure 82 b), especially in terms of per-user
SINR dispersion. Indeed, SINR standard deviation per-user is way reduced w.r.t. the nominal
scheduler and, in general, w.r.t the rest of algorithms. A reduction of more than 1.37dB is present in
80% of the coverage, which is a quite significant result. It should be noted that this improvement
reduces SINR dispersion per user among its channel realizations in the positive sense, i.e. increasing
average SINR values and thus improving overall performance in low SINR regime. Indeed,
maximizing the minimum CNI is proved to be a good strategy in all senses, increasing total
throughput and overall user fairness.

(a)

(b)

Figure 82 Scenario 95 beams (2FR+RZF) – a) CDF Avg. SINR per user for each of the scheduling algorithms
(nominal scheduling in dashed line). b) CDF Avg. SINR Standard Deviation per user

Scenario 129 beams (0.25°): Scheduling algorithms performances
As illustrated in Figure 83, the same tendencies in terms of avg SINR and per-user dispersion
exhibited in 95 beams case are almost entirely reproduced when applied to 129 beams scenario. No
major impact is appreciated in the scheduler behavior when changing scenario hypothesis.
Max CNI-min algorithm achieves the better results in both total aggregated throughput and
reduction in per-user SINR dispersion. Regarding the former, slightly less gain is obtain w.r.t. 95
beams probably due to the higher level of CCI which makes more difficult to find improving user
combinations. In terms of SINR dispersion, max CNI-min still presents the best behavior, showing
less than 0.5dB dispersion in almost all the coverage.
Classical Greedy and Random Multistart still achieve slightly improvements in total aggregated
throughput and a light diminution on the per-user SINR dispersion, always presenting quite similar
performances. Exactly the same is observed for Geo-wise algorithm which, even though decreases
SINR figures in the low part of the curve (i.e. users with lower link budget), it slightly enhance SINR
level in almost 70% of the coverage. In terms of SINR dispersion per user, quite similar behavior w.r.t.
95 beams scenario is obtained, as illustrated in Figure 83 b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 83 Scenario 129 beams – a) CDF Avg. SINR per user for each of the scheduling algorithms (nominal
scheduling in dashed line) b) CDF Avg. SINR Standard Deviation per user

Per-user SINR Jain’s Fairness Index
In order to assess and compare the fairness from each of scheduling strategies, Jain’s fairness index
is adapted and computed for each of the algorithms in a per-allocation basis. Only 129 beams scenario
is considered as results obtained in 95 beam scenario are highly similar. Thus, in Jain’s fairness index
can be presented in a cumulative distribution over 100 samples, corresponding to the hundred
allocations fixed as an input parameter. A part from having the notion of per-allocation fairness
between users, its variability among successive allocations can also be assessed.
Observing the results obtained for Greedy, Random Multistart and Geo-wise algorithms for 129
beams scenario (Figure 84 a)), not much variation of Jain’s fairness index is experienced in an
allocation basis, being roughly around 0.85 in all algorithms.

a)

b)

Figure 84 Jain’s Fairness Index (JFI). User fairness indicator – CDF of JFI computed at each allocation
for each of the scheduling algorithms a) Greedy, Randm. Multistart, Geo-wise b)Max CNI-min
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In contrast, Max CNI-min algorithm presents a way better Jain’s fairness index reaching 0.94-0.95
(a slight variation in allocation-to-allocation basis is observed), indicating a significant improvement
in user fairness at allocation level. This fact can be observed in a certain way in Figure 82 a) and
Figure 83 a), where the low part of the CDF curves of the avg. SINR per user is increased (almost
60%-70% of the curve present an improvement in both scenarios w.r.t nominal scheduler). This
basically means that the SINR obtained at each Max CNI-min allocation has been improved, achieving
better user fairness as Jain’s index level states and leading to a better avg. SINR figure (reducing SINR
dispersion per user).

6.4.4 Sensitivity analysis
In this section, the impact of two input parameters of scheduling algorithms is further studied by
means of a sensitivity analysis. As seen previously, sched_iter is a transversal parameter in all
scheduling strategies and defines the depth of search at user set level for each of the algorithms. It is
thus considered of interest to study in more detail its impact on both scenarios and for the different
schedule strategies.
The other input parameter of interest belongs to Max CNI-min algorithm. As proved in precedent
section, this algorithm shows the best behavior and thus, it is worth to be analyzed in more detail.
Concretely, in this case, a sensitivity analysis on the CNI threshold is presented for both scenarios.
CNI-min threshold (Max CNI-min)
For the 95 beams and 129 beams scenario, a sensitivity analysis with respect to CNI-min is carried
out. Initially, as described in previous sections, a first round with a nominal scheduler is carried out in
order to take the average CNI @10% from the avg CNI per user CDF. The aim is to analyze the
impact of the threshold taken into account with respect to total average throughput, SINR distribution
and dispersion.
The sensitivity analysis for both scenarios is based on the following CNI-min values, knowing that
the default value taken into account in precedent analysis is 4dB and 2dB, corresponding to the CNI
value @10% of the CDF of avg. SINR per user considering the nominal scheduling for 95 and 129
beams case, respectively:

95 beams
129 beams

2.5dB
0.5dB

3dB
1dB

CNI-min threshold
3.5dB
1.5dB

4dB
2dB

4.5dB
2.5dB

Table 35 Max CNI-min: Values for Sensitivity analysis on CNI-min threshold

The total aggregated throughput obtained for each CNI-min value is depicted in Figure 85 for both
scenarios, and shows a quite reduced impact (1.6% gain of 4.5dB w.r.t. the lowest threshold 2.5dB).
Regarding the SINR dispersion, as the CNI threshold increases, a slightly increase on dispersion is
appreciated, which can be explained by the fact that in order to increase total throughput, less balanced
user sets must be selected.
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Figure 85 CNI-min threshold sensitivity analysis: Total aggregated Throughput evolution w.r.t. different CNImin thresholds

a)

b)

Figure 86 Scenario 95 beams – a) CDF Avg. SINR per user: Max CNI min sensitivity analysis w.r.t. CNI min
threshold (nominal scheduling in dashed line) b) CDF Avg. SINR STD dev per user

Obviously, as lower the threshold is, faster the algorithm will perform as fewer changes in user set
must be done, and the probability that some of them are already above the threshold is greater.
Sched_iter sensitivity analysis
In Figure 87, a sensitivity analysis of sched-iter vs total aggregated throughput for all algorithms is
depicted by means of a bar graph, considering 129 beams scenario. As observed, it is proven that, even
though some gain is obtained by enlarging the depth of per-user set based search, no significant impact
in total aggregated throughput is obtained. Indeed, the algorithm more sensitive to search depth
variation is Max CNI-min, which presents a total throughput increase not going above 2% w.r.t. the
default value.
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Figure 87 Sched_iter sensitivity analysis: Total aggregated Thrgouhput evolution w.r.t. different sched_iter
depths

However, observing the evolution of the average allocation fairness in Max CNI-min (average of
Jain’s fairness index computed over 100 allocations), increasing the depth of the per-user set based
search leads to a slightly improvement in fairness sense, as illustrated in Figure 88. Something that is
explainable as the principle of this algorithm is to maximize the minimum CNI per user, thus
improving the per–allocation fairness, or said otherwise, compressing the CDF curve of the average
SINR per user.

Figure 88 Sched_iter sensitivity analysis on Max CNI-min algorithm: Jain’s fairness index vs sched_iter

6.5 Summary
In this chapter, the focus has been set on investigating the impact of user scheduling strategies
when considering Linear Precoding in multi-beam satellite systems. Observing the results of
Precoding analysis in chapter 5, assuming a nominal scheduling based on a uniform distribution, a
rather large dispersion of SINR values per user has been observed triggering the interest in analyzing
schedule alternatives.
Low complexity heuristic algorithms based on multipartite graph approach have been proposed and
assessed in order to derive improved schedules for multi-beam satellite systems, more particularly for
large scale systems in order to improve total system performances. This work has permitted to
evaluate the gains that alternative schedulers can reach in interference-limited satellite networks in
terms of total throughput and overall user fairness. Observing the results obtained for all scheduler
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algorithms defined, no large gains are globally achieved in terms of total throughput with respect to
nominal scheduler strategy. A maximum of 5% gain (sched_iter = 6) is obtained with Max CNI-min,
going up to 7.3% considering larger search depth (sched_iter = 16), presenting the best performances
among all algorithms. Thus, maximizing the minimum average SINR obtained per user set has been
proven to be a good strategy in order to slightly improve total system capacity.
Moreover, observing the per-user SINR dispersion and per-allocation Jain’s fairness index,
interesting results have been also obtained. All algorithms achieve a reduction on per-user SINR
dispersion w.r.t. nominal scheduler (in more or less degree), being Max CNI-min the scheduler
strategy achieving the better results. It is also the case when analyzing per-allocation Jain’s fairness
index. Even if in a satellite context, it is not possible to achieve the maximum fairness between users
in terms of SINR due to the inherent characteristics of the channel, Max CNI-min achieves quite
close-to-optimum level of user fairness per allocation (0.95) compared with the other algorithms
assessed (~0.85).
Hence, it can be derived that using smart scheduling strategies based on maximizing the minimum
achievable per-user SINR in the system, the level of fairness between the users can be increased and
moderate improvements in total aggregated throughput can be achieved.
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7 Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR)
As seen previously, Linear Precoding techniques show great potential in order to overcome CCI
degradation giving interesting gains in terms of total system performances by increasing bandwidth
per beam with more aggressive FR patterns. But it is not the only technique to reach this goal. In this
section, the focus is put on Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) patterns as another mean to increase
bandwidth per beam and thus, try to increase overall capacity.
As seen in section 1.5, the FR scheme typically considered in broadband multi-beam satellite
systems corresponds to a 4FR pattern. Indeed, 4FR scheme allows having a constant minimum interbeam distance between all same-colored spots, leading to a reasonable trade-off between bandwidth
reutilization factor and inter-beam isolation. In addition, in terms of band fragmentation, the process is
simpler than other FR schemes leading to a payload design conveniently less complex. However, as
seen in section 0, as the number of beams increases for a given coverage, CCI become one of the main
interference budget limiting factors, impacting significantly system performances due to increased
inter-beam interferences.
Searching to improve total system capacity in this context, an alternative FR scheme is proposed,
seeking to further increase bandwidth per beam. This system technique has been studied in the frame
of a CNES study called SAFARI27 aiming at exploring the suitability and performance of Fractional
Frequency Reuse schemes applied to broadband HTS systems [65]. FFR schemes, coming from
terrestrial mobile networks (i.e. WiMAX, LTE,…), take advantage of the inherent beam spatial
isolation in a multi cellular coverage in order to introduce more aggressive reutilization strategies
within each beam in the zones where isolation is greater. This topic has been extensively studied in
this terrestrial context as presented in e.g. [66] and [67], among many other contributions, where FFR
solutions for OFDMA in LTE and WiMAX systems are assessed.
The basic principle of FFR is to overlay classical FR patterns (e.g. 4FR pattern or beyond) in
combination with denser frequency reutilization schemes within each beam leading to an increase of
total system bandwidth. The aim of the chapter is to explore whether FFR applied to a challenging
satellite scenario (i.e. different channel characteristics than terrestrial systems) can potentially improve
system performances as it actually does in terrestrial mobile networks.
The analysis has been focused on the Forward link assuming realistic satellite system assumptions,
considering the baseline scenarios presented in chapter 3. Algorithms for User allocation to FR
schemes have been defined in order to maximize the overall system capacity while satisfying a given
constraint. The selected constraint is to ensure a rather balanced capacity density per km² within each
satellite user beam. The impact of different power spectral densities associated to each FR pattern has
also been integrated in the analysis. Thus, several scenario configurations are analyzed and presented,
both in terms of bandwidth allocation per reutilization scheme and its difference in terms of Power
Spectral Density. Overall system performances are derived and compared to reference scenarios
considering a classical 4FR scheme.
Finally, the combination FFR + Precoding is assessed in an attempt to improve single FFR in
terms of total throughput and seeking to further balance the ratio between overall feeder bandwidth
and total throughput.
27

CNES R&T R-S12/TC-0006-010 : SAFARI « Système à Faible Rapport Signal sur bruit » project (2012-2013)
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It should be noted that as we increase the bandwidth allocation per beam on the user link, feeder
dimensioning has to assume, in the same manner, this increase. As before, overall system
performances are derived and compared to reference scenarios considering a classical 4FR scheme and
the performances of scenarios only considering FFR.

7.1 Generic principle: Hard FFR
Hard-FFR is a frequency reutilization technique which overlays ‘classical’ frequency reuse
patterns (i.e. 4/7/12…-FR pattern) in combination with denser reutilization schemes within each beam.
As illustrated in Figure 89, and without loss of generality, a 7-colour FR scheme is depicted combined
with a full FR scheme or 1FR. In this type of configuration, no matter which ‘classical’ FR pattern
considered, Fo and Fi are continuously transmitted in all beams but, at any point, Fi have logically
higher C/I than Fo (due to a lower reuse factor).
Hence, the principle of Hard-FFR scheme is to increase the total bandwidth per beam, aiming at
increasing overall system capacity, knowing system will be most likely dimensioned by interferences.
Indeed, given the fact that users allocated to Fo are more impacted in terms of interferences, it can be
considered advantageous to decrease its power spectral density in a certain factor A. Thus, the
complementary FR pattern frequencies will be less impacted by interferences, concretely by
intermodulation products when being amplified together by a single High Power Amplifier (HPA).
Note that beam visualization as shown in the figure is only conceptual. User to FR pattern
allocation will be derived by means of specific methodology described later on, which can lead to a
totally different ‘user to FR scheme’ allocation distribution.

Figure 89 Generic Hard – Fractional Frequency Reuse scheme. Factor A corresponds to the delta in power
spectral density between both FR patterns and Fo tot he bandwidth allocated to the more aggresive FR
h
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7.2 SAFARI: Hard‐FFR in multi‐beam satellite system
7.2.1 Hard‐FFR Frequency Plan
As stated previously, baseline scenarios described in chapter 3, are considered in this chapter in
order to analyze FFR strategy. However, due to the intrinsic nature of this strategy, frequency plan
configuration must be redefined in order to integrate both classical and aggressive FR schemes.
Taking this context into account the frequency plan proposed in the study is illustrated in Figure
90. As depicted, full FSS User link Ka-band (exclusive + shared sub-bands) is considered, giving a
total bandwidth of 2. 9 GHz. In terms of FR schemes, a typical 4FR pattern in combination with a 2FR
scheme will be addressed in the study.

Figure 90 SAFARI Hard-FFR Frequency plan approach. At the edges of the band 4FR is considered and in
between, 2FR. Both factors A and BWo will define different cases to assess.

The total bandwidth per beam can be defined as:

_

(7.1)

where BWTOT_beam is the total bandwidth per beam, BWTOT is the total bandwidth available, BWi
corresponds to the bandwidth associated to 4-FR pattern and BWo corresponds to the bandwidth
associated to 2FR. As it can be observed, once defined BWo, all other bandwidth parameters can be
derived.
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In the same way, total power per beam can be defined following the next expression:

_

(7.2)

Where
and
are the power spectral densities of the bands associated
and
respectively. It should be noted that
and
are directly linked to the
to
attenuation factor A which impacts
power spectral density.
Hence, once defined
and attenuation factor A, frequency plan parameters can be totally
derived resulting in a specific case definition.

7.2.2 Payload considerations
This specific configuration (4FR & 2FR) is derived after an initial assessment on the impact of
payload configuration over potential dense FR schemes, synthesized herein. As mentioned earlier,
baseline scenarios make use of dual polarization in their respective frequency plans. When it comes to
design the payload configuration, this fact must be considered as a single HPA is only capable of
amplifying one single polarization at a time.
Taking this statement into account, several payload configurations have been assessed, leading to
three main potential configurations:


Two HPA per beam
Analyzing full frequency reuse as a dense FR scheme, assuming a frequency plan
exploiting a dual polarization configuration, it would imply having at least 2 HPA per beam in
order to fully exploit all bandwidth available, i.e. as illustrated in Figure 91. This would
certainly lead to an excessive number of tubes, given the fact that scenarios foreseen in the
study already present a large number of beams. In addition, this configuration would entail an
inefficient use of one of the tubes, as only would amplify a part of the potentially amplifiable
spectrum. Hence, this configuration has been considered unattractive and initially discarded.

Figure 91 Two HPA per beam configuration



Single HPA per two beams
Considering two beams for a single HPA leads to a classical 4FR scheme associated to
the dense FR scheme, a configuration without any interest in this study as the purpose is to
assess more aggressive FR schemes in combination with 4FR patterns. This configuration has
also been initially discarded.
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Figure 92 Two beam per HPA configuration



Single HPA per beam
This configuration, on the other hand, leads to a more interesting scenario, where a 2FR
pattern can be considered as a dense FR scheme, presenting a payload configuration in line
with baseline scenarios or being feasible to adapt in order to find this configuration without
being unrealistic in terms of internal accommodation limits.

Thus, Figure 93 illustrates this frequency plan, being the one considered in FFR analysis,
combining a 4FR and 2FR schemes.
It should be noted that the sub-bands associated to 4FR pattern have been defined in order to
always have at least part of the exclusive Ka-Band spectrum within them, thus placing 2FR band
within the shared band. This is justified in terms of system reliability in front of satellite operators as
Ka shared bands, above all in European coverage, are subject to coordination/interference issues which
can vary from one country to another. Having the 4FR pattern partially assured in FSS exclusive Ka
sub-band mitigates such risks.

Figure 93 SAFARI Hard-FFR scheme.
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7.2.3 Design Constraint: Capacity Surface Density (CSD)
As introduced previously, a “user to frequency allocation” approach is suggested, aiming to keep a
balanced capacity surface density within the beam as a constraint. This constraint is proposed in order
to avoid capacity concentration in a few coverage points with a good level of spectral efficiency,
giving a more homogenous capacity distribution within each beam.
Expressing the capacity surface density (CSD) as:

(7.3)

corresponds to the Surface affected by F1-4 (4FR) and F0 (2FR) respectively and
where
corresponds to the aggregate capacity over .
Thus, we can define mathematically the balanced CSD criterion such that:
(7.4)

Ideally, allocation algorithm should search a unit
which would mean that the capacity
surface density associated to both FR patterns is completely balanced all over the coverage. This can
be a very restrictive constraint leading to an allocation problem with no solution. Hence, the allocation
algorithm should try to equally balance both CSD allowing a certain relaxation of the constraint.
The idea of the study is then to test several (A; BWo) cases, applying the retained user to frequency
allocation algorithm, and to identify the most promising scenarios in order to maximize total system
capacity while satisfying the balanced capacity surface density criterion introduced previously.
Figure 94 illustrates the main axes of SAFARI computation principle.

Figure 94 SAFARI Hard-FFR computation principle
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7.2.4 HPA non‐linarites: (OBO, NPR) empirical model
Assuming that on-board HPAs are working in a multicarrier mode, intermodulation products must
be taken into account in the link budget computation. In the case of FFR configuration, is especially
relevant as, depending on the FFR case considered (i.e. (A; BWo)), carriers belonging to 4FR and 2FR
will be impacted differently by intermodulation products, for the same given OBO. This is due to the
fact that, depending on the A factor considered, different power spectral density levels are present at
the input of the HPA, thus leading to two distinct contributions in the computation of C/Im.
Firstly, at each carrier’s block belonging to one of the considered FR patterns, an intra-C/Im
contribution is to be considered (i.e. the intermodulation products generated by the carriers belonging
to the same block or FR pattern). Secondly, another contribution is to be expected, let’s name it interC/Im,, mainly due to the fact that both blocks present a different power spectral density level (driven
by the A factor) and thus, a certain level of C/Im contribution must be added to reflect this situation. It
should be noted that, due to the large number of carriers, herein we will talk about NPR rather than
C/Im.
Hence, in order to adapt the (OBO, NPR) input data to reflect FFR particularities, a model for any
(A; BWo) has been developed. The proposed approach is based on deriving an empirical model from
simulation results that would approximate the (OBO, NPR) for any (A; BWo) within a certain A and
BWo boundaries. Specifically, an OBO of 3.5dB has been considered in the analysis, adapting the NPR
level depending on the case treated.
This model has been derived and described in [68], then implemented in the link budget
computation in order to derive the couple (NPR vs OBO) for any couple of (A; BWo) being defined.

7.3 FFR ‘User to FR scheme’ allocation
An algorithm has been defined in order to carry out the “User to FR scheme” allocation named
herein ‘Sorting algorithm’. This algorithm intends to identify the best case (A; BWo), keeping CSD per
beam as balanced as possible.
“Sorting” algorithm, as its name highlight, is based on sorting the data (i.e. CNI or the spectral
efficiency) of 4FR/2FR as well as the data difference between both schemes in a beam-to-beam basis.
Once the appropriate data is selected, and for each of the FR patterns, the cumulated capacity density
is computed in all the points of the beam. Beginning with a single point, assigning all BW of the
considered FR pattern (depending on the case (A; BWo) considered), the capacity density is then
computed. The process is repeated adding progressively the remaining points and computing, at each
step, the resulting aggregated capacity density until all points within the beam are covered.
Then, results are aligned, following a certain sorting criteria, and the difference in cumulated
capacity density is then computed. When the minimum difference between capacity density of the 4FR
and of the 2FR is reached, then it defines the frontier between 4 and 2 colors allocation
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Figure 95 “Sorting”algorithm principle (User to Frequency allocation)

Several sorting criterions and algorithm internal rules have been tested leading to a best case
algorithm configuration which gives the maximum system capacity while keeping the average delta of
CSD per beam as low as possible. The selected data corresponds to the spectral efficiency and the
selected sorting rule is based on two criterions: the first criterion establishes an increasing order in the
spectral efficiency difference between 4FR and 2FR and, for those points which present the same
difference, a second criterion is established to solve the conflict based on sorting the 2FR spectral
efficiencies in decreasing order.
A complementary pre-allocation criterion is also considered: all points having a 2FR scheme CNI
lower than a predefined threshold are automatically allocated to 4FR pattern. This stands true if not
stated otherwise (e.g. situation in which a certain beam does not have any 2FR point having a CNI
greater than 2dB)
Taking into account the best case algorithm configuration, many system scenarios for different (A;
BWo) configurations have been analyzed. These scenarios are summarized as follows:


Bandwidth allocated to 4FR scheme: 500 MHz, 750 MHz and 1 GHz, which implies the
following bandwidth allocated to 2FR (BWo): 1.9 GHz, 1.4 GHz and 900 MHz



Difference in power spectral density: from -3 to up to 5 dB difference between 4FR and 2FR
(>0 means that the power spectral density of 4FR is higher than 2FR)

7.4 FFR performance analysis
In this section, a performance assessment is carried out, considering the SAFARI methodology
described previously but applied to the baseline scenarios described in section 3. A first preliminary
analysis is carried out in order to assess the suitablilty of each scenario to FFR schemes. Then, the
selected scenarios are studied in detailed, deriving the total throughput gains obtained with the
technique.

7.4.1 Preliminary FFR suitability assessment
In order to check the FFR potential of baseline scenarios, a preliminary analysis is proposed in this
section, based on antenna subsystem performances.
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The analysis consists in obtaining, for all baseline scenarios defined in chapter 3, antenna
performances considering a 2FR pattern all over the coverage, focusing on antenna C/I results (CCI).
In fact, knowing that in such dense schemes, link budget will be most certainly dimensioned by
interferences and more precisely, by inter-beam antenna isolation (CCI), the principle is to check at
which level the interference budget contribution due to antenna isolation could impact the global link
budget. Thus, computing the antenna C/I will allow us to have a feeling of the potential applicability
of FFR schemes.
In Figure 96, antenna CCI distribution all over the coverage is plotted as a CDF for the 4 baseline
scenarios considered. We are interested to know which percentage of points in the coverage present a
CCI level above 2dB. This threshold is imposed in the algorithm presented in precedent section and is
considered a good indicator to estimate the potential of FFR strategy, knowing that values below 2dB
can lead to significantly degraded spectral efficiency. Thus, for 70 and 95 beams scenarios, more than
80% of points present a CCI level above 2dB which indicated that they are potential good cases to
assess FFR techniques. In 129 beams, around 65% of the points satisfy the threshold, which is still not
too bad. However, 155 beams scenario is already too penalized by inter-beam interferences and more
than 80% of points present a CCI level under 2dB which clearly indicates that spectral efficiencies
associated to 2FR scheme will be far too degraded.
Hence, the scenarios retained for FFR assessment are 70, 95 and 129 beams. It should be noted
that, even if 129 beams scenario rather satisfies the CCI > 2dB requirement, 90% of the coverage
presents CCI values between 2dB and 4dB which indicates that quite low 2FR spectral efficiency are
to be expected in this scenario. On the contrary, 70 and 95 beams scenarios present more than 70%
and 60% of points with grater values than 4dB respectively which allows being quite more optimistic.

Figure 96 FFR preliminary assessement – CCI CDF considering a 2FR scheme

7.4.2 Baseline scenarios performance analysis
FFR techniques will be assessed and compared with performances obtained from the retained
baseline scenarios, considering a 4FR pattern. As in Linear Precoding chapter, an assessment of the
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impact of beam width on FFR performances is also carried out, trying to identify in which beam
spacing (under specific baseline system hypothesis) this technique can be more attractive in order to
increase total system capacity.
In Figure 98, Figure 100 and Figure 102, total aggregated throughput versus A factor curves are
plotted for the three (BW4FR, BW2FR) cases identified in section 7.3. In Table 36, the best cases derived
for each of the scenarios are summarized as well as the corresponding gain w.r.t. to its 4FR reference
cases. In Figure 99, Figure 101 and Figure 103, depict the average CSD delta among all beams for all
A factor values and for each bandwidth configuration.
Best case scenario 70 beams (0.3°)
70 beams is the scenario leading to a highest improvement in terms of total throughput w.r.t. its
relative 4FR reference case, reaching nearly 15% on capacity increase. This is achieved by assigning
500MHz to 4FR and 1.9GHz to 2FR per beam (2.4 GHz per beam) and a power spectral density delta
factor of A=5dB. It is rather logical to have a factor A of 5dB (i.e. 2FR carriers presenting a power
spectral density 5dB lower than 4FR carriers) since interference budget for 2FR is clearly the
dimensioning contributor, therefore a degradation of the thermal budget can be applied without
significantly degrading total link budget figures, already low. This fact can also be derived looking at
the NPR values assigned to each block of carriers, corresponding to 18.7dB for 4FR and 15.8dB for
2FR.
However, in order to satisfy the balanced CSD requirement, a significant percentage of points
within each beam must be allocated to 2FR scheme (Figure 97), being the points at the edge of
adjacent beams, reusing the same polarization, associated to the more robust 4FR. This is quite logical
too as 2FR interference levels in these points are way too much degraded to be allocated to this
scheme. Despite the low amount of band associated to 4FR, its power spectral density will be
significantly higher than 2FR carriers, leading to better spectral efficiencies (i.e. with less points
allocated to 4FR, a quite balanced CSD is achieved). Looking at CSD constraint, the average CSD
delta per beam between both schemes is 6.7%, as illustrated in Figure 99.

Figure 97 70 beam scenario – 4FR/2FR point allocation hitogram per beam. (BW4FR,
BW2FR)=(500MHz,1.9GHz) and A=5dB

It should be noted that the case giving the best total throughput corresponds to the configuration
which leads to more bandwidth per beam (2.4 GHz). The case (BW4FR, BW2FR) = (750MHz, 1.4GHz)
follows closely the performances of the best case, reducing 33.3% the required bandwidth per beam
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with a degradation in total throughput of 1%. Thus, it seems a better option since less total feeder link
bandwidth is required while achieving almost the same capacity performances. Regarding the (BW4FR,
BW2FR) = (1GHz, 900MHz) case, 4.41% of gain degradation w.r.t. to best case is obtained for A=5dB
and, more generally, outperforms the other cases for every value of A.
Globally, it can be stated that the gain obtained in terms of total throughput is quite low, taking into
account that an increase of 65.5% in bandwidth per beam leads to a 15% gain in total capacity. The
price to pay in terms of feeder link dimensioning is high and hard to justify, as a significant increase in
GW stations would be necessary to cover all beams demands in terms of bandwidth.
95(0.25°) and 129 (0.21°) beams scenarios
Concerning 95 beams scenario (0.25°), the configuration (BW4FR, BW2FR) = (750MHz, 1.4GHz) is
this time the most performing one in all A factor regions, even if the distance between all three
configuration is much closer than 70 beams scenario in terms of total throughput. It should be
remarked that CNI threshold constraint (i.e. CNI > 2dB) has been decreased in this case down to 1dB,
as some beams with a low number of points, did not present any of them with a 2FR CNI greater than
2dB. The maximum gain is obtained for A=2dB, reaching 6.23% w.r.t. 4FR scheme. However, the
difference in capacity in A=2dB is only of 3 Gbps between the best and the worst configuration, which
illustrates the proximity in performance of the three bandwidth distributions.
Regarding 129 beams scenario (0.21°), results obtained consolidates the tendency observed with 70
and 95 beams. As beam width is reduced and CCI degrades, the potential gain in total throughput
significantly decreases. In this case, FFR scheme cannot even reach the 4FR performances, obtaining a
degradation of -2.35% w.r.t. 4FR performances. Indeed, observing Figure 102, the configuration
reaching the highest capacity is, in this case, (BW4FR, BW2FR) = (1GHz, 900MHz) which indicates that
2FR spectral efficiency is so low that 4FR points are privileged, obtaining the best gain with the
configuration which allocates less bandwidth to 2FR scheme.

Figure 98 Scenario 70 beams – Total capacity vs A factor [-3,5]dB and BWo [1.9, 1.4, 0.9]GHz
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Figure 99 Scenario 70 beams – Avg. CSD delta vs A factor [-3,5]dB and BWo [1.9, 1.4, 0.9]GHz

Figure 100 Scenario 95 beams – Total capacity vs A factor [-3,5]dB and BWo [1.9, 1.4, 0.9]GHz
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Figure 101 Scenario 95 beams – Avg. CSD delta vs A factor [-3,5]dB and BWo [1.9, 1.4, 0.9]GHz

Figure 102 Scenario129 beams – Total capacityvs A factor [-3,5]dB and BWo [1.9, 1.4, 0.9]GHz
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Figure 103 Scenario129 beams – Avg. CSD delta vs A factor [-3,5]dB and BWo [1.9, 1.4, 0.9]GHz

BW/beam

70
beams

95
beams

129
beams

4FR

500 MHz

2FR

1900 MHz

4FR

750 MHz

Total
FWD
BW
168 GHz

NPR

18.7dB

1400 MHz

4FR

1000 MHz

2FR

900 MHz

Ref.
4-FR

Total
Through.

Gain
w.r.t. Ref.
4FR

Avg.
CSD
delta

5dB

189 Gbps

218 Gbps

15%

6.7%

2dB

230 Gbps

244 Gbps

6.23%

4.6%

3dB

274 Gbps

268 Gbps

-2.35%

3.5%

15.8dB
18.4dB
204.2 GHz

2FR

A

16.1dB
17.6dB
245.1 GHz

15.7dB

Table 36 FFR best cases total throughput Gain

Generally speaking, one can derive that the more the beam width is reduced, the higher the level
on CCI, leading to worst FFR performances w.r.t. 4FR reference results, due to the low resultant
spectral efficiency of 2FR scheme. This is clearly illustrated in Table 36 where from 15% gain for the
70 beams scenario, a degradation of 2.35% is obtained for 129 beams scenario. One could think that
increasing total power would potentially enhance gain figures, by further improving spectral efficiency
of both FR schemes. However, the interference limited nature of FFR scheme prevents for large
improvements by further increasing power resources. This fact is illustrated in Figure 104 where link
budget performances are summarized for both FR schemes of all scenarios treated. Observing the
percentage of thermal limited points allocated to each of FR patterns, in all cases link budget is
dimensioned by interferences, being especially true in 2FR schemes. In 4FR, 95 and 129 beams
scenarios present a quite balanced interference and thermal budget, even if around 30% of points are
thermal limited.
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Figure 104 FFR best cases: Link budget summary of 4FR and 2FR allocated points for all scenarios. 70 beam
scenario: A=5dB; (4FR,2FR)=(500MHz,1.9GHz), 95 beams scenario: : A=5dB; (4FR,2FR) =
(750MHz,1.4GHz). 129 beams sdcenario: A=3dB; (4FR,2FR) = (1GHz,900MHz)

Hence, it can be stated that taking a scenario with more spaced beams leads to a better FFR study
cases. However, a trade-off is to be considered between loss of total bandwidth due to the reduction of
the number of beams (degradation of reutilization factor) versus the fact to have better system
conditions to apply FFR schemes by getting better antenna C/I figures for 2FR scheme.
The constraint of balanced capacity surface density per beam has conditioned the total system
capacity achievable but it has effectively prevented to allocate all bandwidth, associated to the dense
FR scheme, to the few points presenting the best spectral efficiency within the beam, giving a more
homogeneous solution, as pretended in the first place.
Global Spectral efficiency indicator
As before, the global spectral efficiency ∝
[b/s/Hz] is derived in Table 37 for each of the
scenarios analyzed. As already introduced, this indicator helps to assess how well the system
bandwidth is exploited in terms of total throughput. As it can be observed, global spectral efficiency
decreases with beam width reduction, due to the degradation of CCIs in 2FR pattern (also affecting
4FR scheme) which degrades progressively spectral efficiency leading to worst FFR improvements.
Thus, even if FRF increases with the number of beams, bandwidth resources are less efficiently used.

Baseline
scenarios

Total
Bandwidth

Total
Throughput



70 beams

168 GHz

218 Gbps

1.23

95 beams

204.2 GHz

244 Gbps

129 beams

245.1 GHz

268 Gbps

∝

1.19
1.1

Table 37 FFR: Bandwidth usage efficiency indicator

In any case, at this stage, one can conclude that hard-FFR scheme cannot be considered alone as a
promising solution to increase overall system throughput when applied to HTS systems (being more
true for rather small beam widths), as CCIs levels are too high to be able to exploit FR denser schemes
(spectral efficiency figures too degraded).
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7.5 FFR + Linear Precoding
After analyzing the results in precedent section, we observed that as long as beam spacing keeps
getting smaller, CCIs are too high in users affected by 2FR, and even considering large amounts of
BW, the spectral efficiency is significantly low and residual capacity gains are obtained. Indeed, e.g.
in the case of 129 beams scenario, none of the configurations tested reaches the 4FR total reference
capacity.
At this point, it seems a good strategy to combine Precoding techniques in the users affected by
the 2FR pattern in order to improve link budget figures by trying to mitigate CCI. Indeed, as already
proved in precedent sections, the combination of RZF with a 2FR pattern has resulted in significant
total throughput gains and this could further balance the increase of capacity with respect to the
increase in total Forward bandwidth. It should be pointed out that no matter which solution obtained
with this FFR+Precoding combination, the overall Bandwidth per beam will be certainly reduced w.r.t.
the Precoding full band configuration considered in section 5, due to the nature of FFR frequency plan.

7.5.1 FFR + Linear Precoding approach
As described previously, FFR scheme is based on a ‘user to FR pattern’ allocation process, which
is based on spectral efficiency figures from both FR patterns, computed in all points of the coverage.
However, Precoding techniques, in contrast with point-to-point link budget computation, are symbolbased techniques based on the combination of user from several beams. This implies that link budget
computation is fully dependent on which users are selected. This fact questions the FR pattern
allocation algorithm, as in order to apply Precoding we should know a priori which points in each
beam are allocated to 2FR to avoid selecting users associated to 4FR scheme.
Taking this aspect into account and willing to integrate Precoding in the FFR algorithm, 2 steps
must be considered when computing total throughput:
1st Iteration: For each of (A; BWo) cases, the C/N and C/I of 2FR RZF Precoding is computed and
considered as the input for the FFR allocation algorithm. For all three baseline scenarios, we derive the
curves as in precedent section, identifying the cases in which the highest capacity is obtained. It should
be noted that for each (A; BWo), a specific NPR level is derived for 2FR scheme which is taken into
account as an input on the Precoding model.
2nd Iteration: Once identified the best cases for each of the three scenarios, we re-compute the
2FR RZF performances only considering the pre-allocated points to 2FR and we derive total
aggregated throughput in order to derive the delta in capacity w.r.t. 1st iteration results.

7.5.2 Performance analysis
1st Iteration: FFR (4FR + (2FR RZF)):
As introduced previously, a first round of simulations assesses FFR scenario considering Precoding
in 2FR scheme with a user selection process taking into account all points in the coverage and for
extension in each beam. Figure 106, Figure 107 and Figure 108 illustrate the results for the three
baseline scenarios considered. It should be remarked that only the best two bandwidth configurations
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have been plotted due to the fact that results obtained with (BW4FR, BW2FR) = (1GHz, 900MHz) present
rather low total throughput performances and thus, they are considered not relevant.
Following the tendency of FFR analysis in precedent section and being coherent with results
obtained in chapter 5, the maximum gain w.r.t. reference 4FR case is obtained for the 70 beam
scenario. An increase of 34.2% w.r.t. 4FR case is obtained considering (BW4FR, BW2FR) = (500MHz,
1.9GHz) configuration and an A factor of 1dB. Results obtained with (BW4FR, BW2FR) = (750MHz,
1.4GHz) configuration achieves 26.9% gain for A=1dB, i.e. 7.3% less than with the former bandwidth
configuration (but reducing overall bandwidth required by 10.41%). Looking at Figure 105, link
budget figures are summarized for 4FR and 2FR considering only the allocated points and for the
configuration achieving the best results in each scenario. Still looking at 70 beams scenario, in contrast
with FFR performances without Precoding, this time 2FR scheme is clearly thermal dimensioned as a
result of the interference mitigation achieved by the regularized version of the linear channel
inversion. This explains why a quite low A factor leads to the best results this time, compared with
FFR without Precoding case, as better power spectral density is achieved for 2FR as lower the A factor
is (leading, at the same time, to a degradation of NPR in 4FR carriers).
Due to the thermal limitation condition of the link budget in 2FR scheme performances in all
scenarios, an improvement of total throughput could be obtained by increasing total power
assumptions. Indeed, as already seen in section 5.5.1, total aggregated throughput increases
significantly with total power in 2FR+RZF configuration.

Figure 105 FFR+LP best cases: Link budget summary of 4FR and 2FR allocated points for all scenarios.

Concerning 95 and 129 beams scenarios, gains w.r.t. 4FR reference case of 31.3% and 18.2% are
obtained, respectively. In both cases, this is achieved by (BW4FR, BW2FR) = (500MHz, 1.9GHz)
configuration and an A factor of 1dB and 0dB, respectively. Observing Figure 105, both scenarios are
even more thermal limited than 70 beams scenario, due to the total power constraint scaling and the
increase in CCIs. Also in this case, an increase on total power would lead to an improvement of total
aggregated throughput, even for 4FR scheme which is partially thermal limited (e.g. 32.2% thermal
limited in 129 beams scenario). Results obtained with (BW4FR, BW2FR) = (750MHz, 1.4GHz)
configuration for both scenarios (95 and 129 beams) degrades best total throughput 4.86% and 2.96%
respectively (but reducing overall bandwidth required by 10.41%)
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Figure 106 Scenario70 beams – Total capacityvs A factor [-3,5]dB and BWo [1.9, 1.4, 0.9]GHz (2FR+RZF).
Nominal FFR scenarios in dashed lines

Figure 107 Scenario 95 beams – Total capacityvs A factor [-3,5]dB and BWo [1.9, 1.4, 0.9]GHz (2FR+RZF).
Nominal FFR scenarios in dashed lines
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Figure 108 Scenario 129 beams – Total capacityvs A factor [-3,5]dB and BWo [1.9, 1.4, 0.9]GHz
(2FR+RZF). Nominal FFR scenarios in dashed lines
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4FR

500 MHz
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1.9 GHz
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168 GHz
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17.4dB
16.8dB

1.9 GHz
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500 MHz
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4FR

Avg.
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1dB

254 Gbps

34.2%

4.7%

1dB

301 Gbps

31.3%

4.7%

0dB

325 Gbps

18.5%

4%

17.4dB
228 GHz

2FR

A

Total
Throughput

16.8dB
16.9dB
310 GHz

16.9dB

Table 38 FFR + Precoding best cases total throughput Gain

Global Spectral efficiency (∝

)

Global spectral efficiency is depicted in Table 39. As it can be observed, an improvement on
bandwidth usage efficiency is obtained for 70 and 95 beams scenarios, basically due to the significant
increase on total throughput provided by Precoding in 2FR allocation. However, for 129 beams
scenario, as the configuration (BW4FR, BW2FR) = (500MHz, 1.9GHz) is the one giving the best results,
total bandwidth has increased leading to a reduction in bandwidth usage efficiency.
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Baseline
scenarios

Total
Bandwidth

Total
Throughput

[b/s/Hz]

70 beams

168 GHz

254 Gbps

1.5

95 beams

228 GHz

301 Gbps

129 beams

310 GHz

325 Gbps

∝

1.3
1

Table 39 FFR + LP: global spectral efficiency indicator

2nd Iteration: FFR (4FR + (2FR RZF)): Proper User selection.
The first iteration (Figure 98, Figure 100 and Figure 102) give us an allocation for the 2FR+RZF
configuration which is not entirely exact, as all users in the coverage have been considered assuming a
nominal scheduler. This means that RZF performances have been computed considering all points of
each beam, even those that are allocated to 4-FR after applying the FFR model. Thus, as previously
mentioned, a second iteration is needed, where exclusively the points allocated to 2FR are jointly
encoded, Then, the total throughput is recomputed as well as the new capacity density between 4FR
and 2FR. Even though a variation in total capacity per beam associated to 2FR should be expected,
this will not be too large. As already seen in chapter 0, no major impact in total throughput is obtained
when optimizing the scheduler strategy.
In Table 40 is depicted the difference in total aggregated capacity between capacity computation
in 2FR RZF considering all users per beam and capacity computed only with the users per beam
coming from the FFR allocation. As it can be observed, the delta in total throughput is quite low in all
scenarios, not going beyond 5% in any case. Thus, results obtained in first iteration can be considered
quite accurate.

1st Iteration
(All users
considered)

2FR RZF
Precoding computation
2nd Iteration
Gain
(User alloc mask
w.r.t 1st Iteration
FFR)

70 beams (0.3°)

183 Gbps

183,5 Gbps

+0.3%

95 beams (0.25°)

216 Gbps

225,97 Gbps

+4.6%

129 beams (0.21°)

227.05 Gbps

234.1 Gbps

+3.1%

Table 40 Nominal vs FFR allocation 2FR RZF computation

In Figure 109, the allocation of both 4FR and 2FR schemes is plotted in a map for the case of 95
beams scenario. FFR allocation and FFR+LP allocations are depicted, being able to observe the
different distribution of allocated points over each beam. In the case of FFR w/o Precoding allocation,
it can be observed how points at the edge of beam, being closed to adjacent beams sharing the same
polarization, are allocated to 4FR, as it presents a far better isolation than 2FR scheme. However, a
large ratio of users within each beam is allocated to 2FR scheme, being localized mostly at beam
center and at the edges of beam where cross-polar adjacent beams are present (i.e. rather good
isolation for 2FR).
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Figure 109 Scenario 95 beams – FFR and FFR+LP allocation map

Concerning FFR+LP, 4FR points are, this time, rather distributed at the edge of each beam (not
following 2FR pattern as in FFR case), leaving all points out of the edge regions for 2FR RZF scheme.
The percentage of points allocated to 4FR per beam w.r.t. 2FR is still much lower but rather balanced
CSD is achieved as 4FR presents a rather good power spectral density (given the fact that only
500MHz are allocated to this scheme and they are shared by only few points in each beam).
Comparing FFR + Precoding results in 95 beams scenario with the performances obtained by only
applying Linear Precoding (assuming 2FR+RZF all over the coverage), the later obtains 7.5% more
throughput than the former, reaching 273 Gbps, as seen in section 5. It should be noted, though, that
more total bandwidth is available in only linear Precoding scenarios (+20.8% of BW), thus explaining
the total throughput increase,

7.6 Summary
In this chapter, the suitability and performance of Fractional Frequency Reuse schemes applied to
HTS systems has been assessed, with the objective to increase overall system throughput with respect
to systems with more conventional FR schemes, i.e. 4FR pattern. A specific FFR scheme named HardFFR has been studied considering a combination of 4FR and 2FR schemes. An algorithm for ‘User
allocation to FR schemes’ have been defined in order to maximize the overall system capacity while
satisfying a given constraint. The selected constraint is to ensure a rather balanced capacity density per
km² within each satellite user beam.
After selecting the most suitable baseline scenarios following an antenna C/I criterion (70, 95 and
129 beams retained), several FFR configurations have been analyzed, both in terms of bandwidth
allocation per FR scheme and its difference in terms of Power Spectral Density leading to different
scenario cases.
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Total throughput gain w.r.t. 4FR baseline performances has been derived obtaining rather low
gains, not going beyond 15% (i.e. 70 beams scenario) for proportionally much higher increase in total
FWD bandwidth. It has been proven that taking a scenario with larger beam widths, thus presenting
better CCI levels, leads to better FFR study cases. This is confirmed observing 95 and 129 beams
scenarios performances which have obtained maximum total throughput gains of +6.2% and -2.3%
respectively, the later even underperforming 4FR reference case. One can state that, when it comes to
apply hard-FFR schemes, there is a trade-off to be considered between loss of total bandwidth due to
the reduction of the number of beams (degradation of reutilization factor) versus the fact to have better
system conditions to apply FFR schemes by getting better antenna C/I figures from 2FR.
The application of linear Precoding in carriers affected by 2FR comes naturally into mind when
considering the FR patterns combination in FFR architecture. Indeed, as already proved in precedent
sections, the combination of RZF with 2FR has resulted in significant total throughput gains. It has
been also the case with FFR + Precoding combination, an interesting synergy which has remarkably
boosted total FFR system throughput. In contrast with the non-precoded FFR analysis, the scenario
obtaining the best results corresponds to 95 beams (taking into account the 2nd Iteration results) which
with +35.9% of total throughput gain w.r.t. 4FR reference case, achieves almost 6 time the gain
obtained with non-precoded FFR. Following very closely, 70 beams scenario obtains a total
throughput gain of +34.5%, doubling the gain obtained with non-precoded FFR scheme. Finally, 129
beams scenario gets the lowest improvement reaching 21% total throughput gain.
Hence, considering FFR+Precoding synergy, significantly better results are obtained w.r.t. nonprecoded FFR scheme rendering this combination of techniques a potential alternative in order to
improve total system performances of HTS like systems.
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8 Conclusions
Context, research directions and significant results
Current broadband satellite system are employing multiple spot beams, allowing dividing coverage
into small cells and thus, exploiting more efficiently satellite resources. This multi-beam architecture
has led to a significant boost in overall system capacity by reusing the available spectrum several
times in the coverage area, defining what is known as High Throughput Satellites. The 2nd generation
of HTS Ka-band satellites (i.e. Ka-Sat, Viasat-1) is a good example of that, reaching total capacities
from 90Gbps to 140Gbps thanks to higher Frequency Reuse factors and higher spectral efficiency
modulation and coding schemes. However, to follow the trend of terrestrial networks in terms of peak
bit rates, data volume and contention rates it is necessary to investigate system alternatives providing a
significant order of improvement with respect to the current state of the art, leading to Terabit/s-like
satellite performances or the so-called Next Generation High Throughput Satellites (NG-HTS).
Despite the lately achievements, new techniques still need to be explored to overcome two of the main
significant show-stoppers: the high level of inter-beam interferences and the overwhelming number of
beams needed to reach such high performances.
This Ph.D. thesis has been focused on the study of advance systems techniques in the scope of NGHTS systems aiming at providing potential alternatives to make a step forward in terms of achievable
data rates and lower the cost per bit of current systems. The main objective pursued by the author has
been to investigate advanced system techniques to increase overall system capacity, providing an
alternative to the beam scaling trend. In that sense, the attention has been naturally focused on the
frequency reutilization realm, i.e. increasing the available system bandwidth by re-using as much as
possible the available spectrum among the spot beams. However, increasing the frequency reuse leads
to a high increase in inter-beam interference between the co-channel beams which render the use of
additional spectrum not as efficient. In that context, Interference Mitigation Techniques have been
identified as a promising alternative to counteract Co-Channel Interferences (CCIs), enabling to
consider more aggressive Frequency Reuse (FR) schemes and thus, increasing total system capacity
accordingly. Hence, taking into account the exposed framework, this Ph.D. thesis has been mainly
focused on two advanced interference-based system techniques: MIMO-based Linear Precoding and
Fractional Frequency Reuse schemes.
The focus is placed on the forward link (from gateways to satellite user terminals), as highly
asymmetric broadband traffic is still foreseen leading to more restrictive requirements in terms of
overall link capacity (w.r.t. the return link). The obtained results demonstrate that linear precoding and
its association with fractional frequency reuse constitute a real alternative, leading to a significant
increase of total system capacity, going above +40% gains depending on the scenario and technique
considered. One of the main breakthroughs relies in the fact that, combining advanced interferencebased techniques with aggressive FR patterns, capacity increase can be obtained with a significantly
reduced number of beams (w.r.t. conventional HTS system designs28). This is illustrated e.g. with two
color scheme combined with precoding techniques, where nearly two times less beams are required to
achieve the same total capacity assuming a comparison with a typical four color scheme (for a given
coverage and scenario). As a result, a significant reduction in complexity on the space segment can be
achieved as well as a minimization of the impact on user ground segment, given the fact that the
required signal processing load can be adequately conducted on the gateways.
28

Conventional in terms of FR pattern (4FR) and at physical layer level (i.e. MF-TDMA)
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The objective of increased global capacity should not be obtained at the detriment of individual
user service quality. Scheduling policies should be jointly implemented in order to provide an
acceptable fairness between terminals either impaired by high interference levels (typically located at
beam edges) or less impacted i.e. at the beam center.
Research themes and approach
The first part of the thesis has described an overview of the main features of Broadband HTS
systems, introducing to the reader the system architecture principles and the most relevant system
hypothesis to fully characterize a solid framework. Special attention has been put on describing in
detail all sources of interferences present in a HTS system and the detailed methodology for
dimensioning of a multibeam satellite system. As an outcome, a first interesting exercise has been
carried out defining NG-HTS baseline scenarios based on advanced and realistic satellite system
hypothesis. Special efforts have been dedicated on defining a realistic antenna design, as antenna
radiation patterns directly impact the level of interference experienced by the terminals. A set of
system hypotheses across the scenarios is defined so that results can be compared. This exercise has
led to the definition of 4 scenarios covering the same European geographical area and presenting
different number of beams (70, 95, 129 and 155 beams). This four scenarios, corresponding to distinct
beam widths (0.3°, 0.25°, 0.21° and 0.19° respectively), have been obtained modeling different
sources for a constant reflector size and focal length. In addition, total on-board power envelope has
also been considered constant for all scenarios thus ensuring a controlled comparison framework.
On one hand, the outcome of this dimensioning exercise, besides providing solid benchmark
scenarios to assess the identified advanced interference mitigation techniques, has allowed obtaining
performance going beyond the state-of-the-art of current HTS systems thanks to two main aspects:
 A significant reduction of beam width for a given coverage which enables to increase the
number of beams and thus the frequency reuse factor, enabling a significant step forward
in capacity densification per Km2 w.r.t current HTS systems (antenna design dependent).


The use of Ka-band civil Exclusive and Shared bands on the user downlink which leads to
an increased bandwidth per user beam (1.45 GHz per beam) w.r.t. the exclusive 500MHz
typically allocated (250MHz per beam considering a 4FR pattern).

On the other hand, the assessment of baseline scenarios has allowed putting on the table whether
further increasing the number of beams is the best way to go for NG-HTS systems to keep improving
total system performances. This is a quite complex debate and depends on many system aspects but
the most reasonable answer to this question would be that keep pushing the number of beams is, at
least, a questionable approach. The practical limits imposed by the platform in terms of mass, power
and accommodation and the increased complexity in multibeam antenna designs for large beam
scenarios reasonably justifies the exploration of alternative ways. Thus, motivated by this fact, the
author has investigated other system alternatives in order to further improve future HTS system
performances.
The first advanced technique being assessed has been a MIMO-based on-ground joint processing
technique called Linear Precoding (chapter 5). Being already adopted in terrestrial cellular radio
standards such as the LTE (Long Term Evolution) and LTE-Advanced, this technique precompensates the impact of co-channel interferences and the satellite RF channel by jointly encoding
the transmitted signals belonging to co-channel beams at the GW station. The transposition of this
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technique to a satellite broadband framework has been possible thanks to the analogy established
between Multi User MIMO –Broadcast channel (MIMO-BC) and the Forward link in a multi-beam
satellite system. The studies on Precoding in a fixed satellite system context (starting from the early
works in [31]-[33], up to the more recent ones [34]-[36] among others) have been mainly focused in
evaluating various linear and non-linear Precoding techniques over the multibeam satellite channel in
order to assess which technique comes closer to the optimum dirty paper coding (DPC) bound [25]. It
turns out that simple linear techniques already grasp the largest part of the potential multi-user gains
with manageable complexity and can potentially achieve significant improvements that at least double
the throughput of existing systems. One of the principal features which have motivated the interest of
the author is the possibility to combine Linear Precoding with more aggressive frequency reuse
schemes (with respect to typical 4FR pattern) aiming at significantly increase spectral resources per
beam, improving overall frequency reuse factor and thus, potentially boosting total system capacity.
The focus has been set on assessing Linear Precoding techniques applied to the forward link of the
NG-HTS baseline scenarios defined in the first part of the dissertation. Precoder design problems have
been approached through well-known linear channel inversion techniques such as Zero Forcing (ZF)
and Regularized-ZF and performances have been assessed combining them with classical 4 colors
(4FR) scheme, 2 colors (2FR) scheme and single polarization full reuse (Full FR) scheme. In contrast
to a large part of existing literature, the present contribution has considered a realistic Single-feed-perbeam (SFPB) antenna configuration with a per beam power constraint, i.e. single High Power
Amplifier (HPA) per beam, being in line with the baseline scenarios.
It has been proven that Regularized Zero Forcing (RZF) outperforms the more naïve Zero Forcing
in all SNR regions, the later approaching the performances of its regularized version in high SNR
regime. The combination 2FR+RZF turns out to be the configuration giving the best results, being able
to double the bandwidth per beam and boosting significantly total throughput performances, achieving
gains up to +44% (70 beams case) w.r.t. the corresponding nominal 4FR reference case. Less
significant gains are obtained for the rest of baseline scenarios, as higher levels of CCI due to antenna
pattern characteristics have to be counteracted by Precoding (leading to larger thermal budget
degradation) and less transmission power is available per beam due to the on-board iso-power
constrain imposed in baseline scenarios. Another interesting outcome is how we are able to reach
almost equivalent total throughputs from scenarios with much fewer beams (applying 2FR+RZF) w.r.t
scenarios with much more beams considering a classical 4FR scheme. This is the case comparing 70
versus 129 beams scenarios and 95 versus 155 beams scenarios. In both cases, considering 70 and 95
beams scenarios with 2FR+RZF configuration, almost the same total throughput (and even slightly
greater) is achieved w.r.t. 129 and 155 beams with 4FR reference configuration, presenting 46% less
beams. This is a quite relevant result and proves that Linear Precoding is a more than valid alternative
to future NG-HTS systems. Indeed, with the same total on-board transmitted power similar total
throughputs are obtained with much fewer beams, thus reducing on-board complexity in terms of
mass, accommodation and antenna design. It should not be forgotten that ground segment is directly
impacted as a consequence of doubling the spectrum resources per beam. This is, indeed, a non
negligible aspect to take into account. But still, we realize that with only 22.5% more total bandwidth
(from 95 beams 2FR+RZF w.r.t. 155 beams 4FR) we are able to reduce 60 beams and obtain even
slightly improved capacity.
All this results have been derived considering ideal Channel-State Information at the Transmitter
(CSIT). In order to assess the impact of estimated CSI in Linear Precoding strategies, a non-ideal
CSIT has been considered, assuming a model based on Walsh-Hadamard orthogonal sequences to
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estimate channel matrix H rows at each user terminal [ref]. The impact on total throughput
performances compared to the case considering an ideal CSIT has been assessed, proving that
introducing CSIT estimation errors impacts linear Precoding performance which translate in a
degradation of system total throughput. Clearly, when the standard deviation of the random matrix
perturbation is low (i.e. when long training sequences are employed for the channel estimation) then
the performance is resilient to CSIT errors (e.g. 70 beams baseline scenario -2FR+RZF- shows a 7.8% degradation considering WH sequences of L=1024, while assuming L=256 a degradation of 25% is obtained).
In chapter 6, the focus has been set on investigating the impact of user scheduling strategies when
considering Linear Precoding in the system. In the previous analysis, a nominal scheduling based on a
uniform distribution has been considered. Analyzing its behavior, a rather large dispersion of SNIR
values per user among different channel realizations has been observed triggering the interest in
analyzing schedule alternatives. Low complexity heuristic algorithms based on multipartite graph
approach have been proposed and assessed in order to derive improved schedules for multi-beam
satellite systems, more particularly for large scale systems in order to improve total system
performances. Four algorithms have been proposed: Classical Greedy, Random Multistart, Geo-Wise
and Max CNI-min. The assessment has been carried out on 95 and 129 beams scenarios considering
2FR+RZF configuration. Observing the results obtained for all scheduler algorithms defined, no large
gains have been globally achieved in terms of total throughput with respect to nominal scheduler
strategy but more encouraging results have been obtained in terms of user fairness. Globally, Max
CNI-min algorithm has turned out to be the most performing scheduling approach at all levels,
achieving total throughput gains up to 7% and obtaining a significant reduction of per-user SINR
dispersion and close-to-optimal per-allocation fairness. It can be stated that using smart scheduling
strategies based on maximizing the minimum achievable per-user SINR in the system, the level of
fairness between the users can be improved and moderate improvements in total aggregated
throughput can be obtained.
As seen previously, Linear Precoding techniques show great potential when combined with more
aggressive FR schemes achieving significant total throughput gains and being a more than appealing
alternative to current systems. But it is not the only technique to reach this goal. In chapter 7 the focus
has been put on Fractional Frequency Reuse patterns as another potential mean to increase bandwidth
per beam and thus, try to increase overall capacity. This system technique has been studied in the
frame of a CNES study called SAFARI 29 aiming at exploring the suitability and performance of
Fractional Frequency Reuse schemes applied to broadband HTS systems [65]. This schemes, coming
from terrestrial mobile networks (i.e. WiMAX, LTE …), take advantage of the inherent beam spatial
isolation in a multi cellular coverage in order to introduce more aggressive reutilization strategies
within each beam in the zones where isolation is greater.
In the context of this Ph.D. thesis, a specific fractional frequency reuse scheme named Hard-FFR
has been studied considering a combination of 4FR and 2FR schemes. An algorithm for ‘User
allocation to FR schemes’ has been defined in order to maximize the overall system capacity while
satisfying a given constraint. The selected constraint has been chosen to ensure a rather balanced
capacity density per km² within each satellite user beam in order to ensure that not all the spectrum
available for a given scheme is concentrated in few points. Several FFR configurations have been
analyzed, both in terms of bandwidth allocation per FR scheme and its difference in terms of Power
Spectral Density leading to different scenario cases. Total throughput gain w.r.t. 4FR baseline
29

CNES R&T R-S12/TC-0006-010 : SAFARI « Système à Faible Rapport Signal sur bruit » project (2012-2013)
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performances has been derived obtaining rather low gains, not going beyond 15% (i.e. 70 beams
scenario) for proportionally much higher increase in total FWD bandwidth. It has been proven that
taking a scenario with larger beam widths, thus presenting better CCI levels, leads to better FFR study
cases. This is confirmed observing 95 and 129 beams scenarios performances which have obtained
maximum total throughput gains of +6% and -2% respectively, the later even underperforming 4FR
reference case. Thus, a trade-off can be considered between the loss of total bandwidth due to the
reduction of the number of beams (degradation of reutilization factor) versus the fact of having better
system conditions to apply FFR schemes by getting better antenna C/I figures from 2FR scheme.
In that point, the application of linear Precoding in carriers affected by 2FR has been proposed,
being a natural choice when considering the FR pattern combination in FFR architecture. Indeed, as
already proved in precedent sections, the combination of RZF with 2FR has resulted in significant
total throughput gains. It has been also the case with FFR + Precoding combination, a synergy of
techniques which has remarkably boosted total FFR system throughput. In contrast with the nonprecoded FFR analysis, the scenario obtaining the best results, corresponds to 95 beams which with
+35% of total throughput gain w.r.t. 4FR reference case has achieved almost 6 times the gain obtained
with non-precoded FFR. Followed very closely, 70 beams scenario has obtained a total throughput
gain of +34%, doubling the gain obtained with non-precoded FFR scheme. Finally, 129 beams
scenario has presented the lowest improvement reaching however +21% total throughput gain.
Finally, comparing the results obtained with Precoding versus FFR plus Precoding, better total
throughput gains are achieved by applying Precoding all over the coverage. Nevertheless, even if the
association of Precoding with FFR schemes gives less significant gains, it considers less total BW per
beam, thus reducing the constraints at ground segment level with respect to the single Precoding
approach. Both metrics, i.e total throughput and total BW, should be considered when trade-offing
both techniques.
Future Work
Even though an important effort has been done in dimensioning NG-HTS baseline scenarios as
much realistic as possible, the different investigations carried out concerning the application of Linear
Precoding have been based on some strong hypotheses. The aim has been to evaluate what are the
potential total throughput gains achievable in the Forward link while considering a theoretical MIMO
multi-beam satellite system model, optimizing the scheduling strategy as well as applying Precoding
in combination with fractional frequency reuse schemes. We have shown that it is worth the effort
using more aggressive FR schemes in combination with Precoding techniques leading to significant
capacity improvements. In the same way, optimizing schedulers for large scale Precoding systems can
provide some improvements in capacity and user fairness and FFR + Precoding synergy is an
appealing option also providing significant total throughput gains requiring slightly less uplink BW.
Nevertheless, as already mentioned, strong hypotheses have been assumed, which can be revisited
opening the door for interesting future lines of research (among other topics not addressed in this
dissertation).
These are some of the topics that have been identified for future possible research lines:


In all Precoding analysis carried out in the dissertation, an ideal feeder link (from Earth
stations to the satellite) has been considered assuming one single virtual gateway serving
all user links (from satellite to user terminals). This is an assumption typically considered
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in literature when assessing Precoding techniques in multibeam satellite scenarios.
However, even if assuming an ideal feeder link can be considered a reasonable assumption
(user links are typically dimensioning the system), HTS systems with large number of
beams are characterized by presenting multi gateway architectures due to the limited feeder
link available spectrum. This is aggravated when considering more aggressive frequency
reuse patterns as more feeder link bandwidth must be considered. Some research work has
already tackled this issue but further work should be done in assessing cooperative
interference mitigation techniques between gateways and the feasibility of exchanging
information between these ground stations should be further analyzed.


Concerning the satellite channel model characterization (H matrix), some strong
assumptions have been taken into account in this dissertation. As described in chapter 5,
channel matrix is conformed of complex coefficients being able to identify the amplitude
and the phase of any sub channel of the full channel matrix. Only the effects on the
amplitude of each channel coefficient have been taken into consideration, omitting the
impact on the phase in capacity computation. A more realistic channel modeling,
characterizing the impact of the non-deterministic behavior of the channel in amplitude and
phase should be addressed. The implementation of an end-to-end simulator, modeling the
entire communication chain (modulation/demodulation, codification…) could provide
more insight on how Precoding behaves in a more detailed system framework.



As discussed in section 5.6.4, some recent contributions in the DVB-S2 working group
with regard to S2 evolution (DVB-Sx) have introduced an optional framing structure
which would allow the implementation of Multi User Detection techniques (i.e.
Precoding) more effectively, considering a constant framing architecture and introducing
WH sequences to properly estimate channel coefficients. This demands an adaption of
Precoding techniques which should be based on a frame-by-frame approach rather than
the more theoretical symbol-by-symbol approach.



Concerning Fractional Frequency Reuse schemes, other approaches more adaptive and
flexible could be investigated such as Dynamic FFR. This scheme would allow dynamic
load balancing between adjacent spot beams and it could be potentially applied in the
satellite context. Nevertheless, this technique would require more advanced waveforms in
the forward link (e.g. SC-FDMA), in order to support dynamic spectrum allocation in
combination with full frequency reuse in all beams. Finally, a combination of Dynamic
Fractional Frequency Reuse with joint signal processing techniques such as precoding
could also potentially provide a further increase of overall system performance.

 The application of Precoding or, more generically, any kind of MIMO-based IMT in
multibeam satellite systems have a potential interest to be considered as a future research
line. Interferences in a multibeam satellite system, other than for broadband missions, are
inherently present and, depending on the system, can potentially be the dimensioning
factor. In Mobile Satellite Broadcast (MSB) systems, the use of dual-polarization per beam
has attracted significant interest lately being able to improve system performance by
exploiting the polarization decorrelation and the LMS channel characteristics by means of
suitable MIMO techniques. In other type of service such as the classical DTH Broadcast
systems, two satellite cluster approaches could be foreseen to further enhance total
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throughput or system availability by joint decoding signals coming from two satellites
broadcasting the same signal.

Finally, the improvement of NG-HTS system performances has been a hot topic these last years
and still is, currently being addressed by several ESA and European Commission projects. In
particular, Airbus DS is involved in a FP7 project called BATS30 (Broadband Access via Integrated
terrestrial and satellite systems) aiming to bridge the potentially widening Broadband divide between
urban and rural areas in order to meet the objectives set forth in the EC Digital Agenda. Within this
project, advanced techniques applied to a Terabit/s-like NG-HTS satellite system are being currently
assessed, including interference mitigation techniques based on Precoding strategies and other
advanced techniques to further increase future satellite systems performances.

30

http://www.batsproject.eu/
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Annex A – Notations
A.1 Scalars, Vectors and Matrices








0,
: Real Gaussian variable with mean value µ and variance σ2
0,
: Circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with real and imaginary
parts
0, /2 (i.i.d.)
Vectors and matrices are denoted by boldface lowercase and uppercase respectively (e.g. a
and A)
Element i of vector a: ai
Element at row i - column j of matrix A: ai,j
i-th column vector of matrix A: ai
1 0 0
I: Identity matrix, e.g. I3 corresponds to 0 1 0
0 0 1

A.2 Operators
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: Norm of ai,j
,

,

,

,…,
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: Diagonal matrix with elements

,

,

,

, ...,





A : Transpose of the matrix A
AH: Hermitian of the matrix A (conjugate transpose)
A-1: Inverse of the matrix A (A being a square matrix)



A+: Pseudo-inverse or Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse corresponding to

,

T
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Introduction
La fracture numérique est devenue un sujet d’importance en Europe, avec une intervention forte
des politiques publiques sur ces dernières années. Les états considèrent en effet que les capacités
d’accès à haut débit conditionnent leur prospérité future1. Le programme “Europe 2020 Strategy” 2 est
une réponse au niveau européen à cet enjeu et l’industrie spatiale est totalement impliquée dans ce
mouvement.
Les systèmes de communications par satellites large bande utilisent actuellement des couvertures
multifaisceaux. La zone de service est ainsi divisée en cellules, ce qui permet une exploitation plus
efficace des ressources du satellite. L’architecture multifaisceaux amène un accroissement
considérable de la capacité totale du système grâce à la réutilisation du spectre radioélectrique entre
cellules, définissant ainsi les satellites à très haut débit (THD). La seconde génération de satellites
THD opérant en bande Ka (par exemple Ka-Sat et Viasat-1) atteint une capacité globale de 90 à 140
Gbit/s en utilisant notamment des facteurs de réutilisation de fréquences élevée et des formes d’onde
(modulation et codage) à très haute efficacité spectrale. Cependant, pour suivre la tendance actuelle
des réseaux terrestres en termes de débits, volumes de données et qualité d’accès, la future génération
de satellites devra atteindre une capacité proche de 1 Tbit/s. Ces satellites de future génération devront
s’appuyer non seulement sur une amélioration des techniques existantes, mais aussi sur une rupture
technologique afin de dépasser les deux obstacles majeurs que sont le haut niveau d’interférence entre
faisceaux et la limite en nombre de faisceaux acceptable.
Les solutions actuellement avancées pour la future génération de satellites large bande s’appuient
sur une augmentation significative du nombre de faisceaux. Cette approche conduit à une complexité
de la conception des antennes et se heurte aux limitations imposées par la plateforme. En effet, plus de
faisceaux implique plus d’amplificateurs, de filtres et de connectique, et par voie de conséquence une
augmentation de la puissance nécessaire, de la masse totale et de la complexité d’intégration. De
surcroit, l’isolation entre faisceaux se dégrade rapidement du fait des diagrammes de rayonnement non
idéaux induits par la conception antenne. Aussi, même si l’augmentation du nombre de faisceaux est la
stratégie la plus, immédiate pour augmenter la capacité, elle se heurte rapidement à des difficultés de
mise en œuvre.
L’objectif de cette thèse est d’élaborer des stratégies alternatives à l’augmentation du nombre de
faisceaux. Pour relever ce défi, les travaux se sont concentrés sur des techniques destinées à augmenter
la bande passante disponible dans chaque faisceau. Il s’agit alors d’appliquer des techniques de
réutilisation de fréquences très agressives, ce qui permet alors d’augmenter la bande totale utilisée par
le système. Dans ce contexte, les technique de lutte contre les interférences (IMT Interference
Mitigation Techniques) ont été identifiés comme une approche prometteuse pour contrecarrer les
interférences entre faisceaux (Co-Channel Interferences CCIs), Deux technique avancées ont été plus
particulièrement étudiées : le précodage linéaire MIMO et la réutilisation de fréquence fractionnaire
FFR (Fractional Frequency Reuse).

1
2

Comment décrit à ITU, UNESCO, « The state of Broadband 2013 : Universalizing Broadband », Broadband Comission, 2013
http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/
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PART 1: Systèmes satellite Très Haut Débit
1. Etat de l’art des systèmes de communication par satellite THD
Actuellement il y a environ une demi-douzaine de satellites en orbite complètement dédiés à
fournir des services très haute débit à clients et entreprises. En 2004, lors du lancement d’Anik F2, le
premier Satellite à Très Haut Débit (THD) est devenu opérationnel, donnant naissance à une nouvelle
classe de systèmes satellitaires de nouvelle génération capables d’apporter une amélioration en termes
de capacité et de bande passante disponible.
WildBlue I ou SpaceWay 3 font partie de cette première génération de satellites large bande,
pouvant fournir des dizaines de Giga bits par seconde, ainsi que le grand iPSTAR (Thaicom), capable
d’atteindre un débit total de jusqu’à 35 Gbps. Tous ces satellites constituent une première tentative de
produire des satellites de communication adaptés au marché de large bande.
Plus récemment, les performances de la deuxième génération de HTS a dépassé la première grâce à
un majeur Facteur de Réutilisation Fréquentielle (FRF), au moyen de faisceaux plus étroits et des
formes d’ondes bien plus efficaces, ainsi que des schémas de codage atteignant des capacités totales de
70 Gbps et jusqu’à 150 Gbps. Par conséquent, une réduction significative du coût/Mbps a été
accomplie, livrant des services analogues à ceux fournis par l’ADSL2+ terrestre. En commençant par
Ka-Sat, lancé en fin de 2010 et suivi par ViaSat-1 en 2011 et HughesNet’s Jupiter en 2012, les débits
utilisateur ont évolué de 1-3 Mbit/s jusqu’à 12-15Mbit/s et au-delà.

Figure 1 Evolution des systèmes satellites THD

Pour rester compétitif, le coût des services satellite doit diminuer drastiquement (coût/Mbps),
apportant une qualité comparable aux FTTH. Afin d’atteindre cet objectif, le chemin logique est
d’augmenter la capacité du satellite en incrémentant la bande passante utilisable et améliorant
l’efficacité spectral du système.
Pour essayer d’améliorer le débit du système, un compromis existe entre l’augmentation de la
puissance du satellite d’un côté, ce qui favorise l’efficacité spectrale, et l’augmentation de la bande
passante utilisable de l’autre côté.
Dans ce sens-là, il s’avère que l’augmentation du spectre a un majeur impact en termes
d’amélioration de capacité que ce que l’on obtiendrait avec un incrément de la puissance en
transmission. Cela a été une tendance nette dans le passé plus récent, en augmentant la bande
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fréquentielle d’opération des satellites jusqu’à la bande Ka et au-delà, afin de profiter de bien plus de
spectre disponible. Ensuite, lors que les ressources spectrales sont maximisées, l’incrément de
puissance est à prendre en considération pour optimiser les performances du système par moyen d’une
amélioration de la PIRE, ou bien favorisant le gain des antennes ou augmentant davantage la puissance
transmise.
L’utilisation de la bande Ka exclusive plus les bandes partagées (i.e. 2.9 GHz par rapport à les
500MHz exclusives) pour le lien Forward en systèmes NG-HTS permet d’augmenter à plus d’un
facteur 3 la bande passante du lien utilisateur, incrémentant par conséquent et de façon significative la
capacité totale réalisable. Il faudrait remarquer que les terminaux utilisateur qui utilisent ce type de
bandes détiennent le statut de stations terrestres à coordonner et sans protection, et donc sans
privilèges face à d’autres systèmes terrestres utilisant les mêmes bandes.
L’utilisation de toute la bande civile Ka pour les liens utilisateur implique que le lien feeder doit
être déplacé à des bandes à fréquences plus élevées, tels que la bande Q/V (dans les systèmes Ka
courants, le feeder opère typiquement aux bandes Ka partagées). Les bandes Q/V ont une majeure
bande spectrale disponible et les stations sol peuvent être situées parmi la couverture puisqu’il n’y a
pas de risque d’interférence entre les liens feeder et utilisateur. Pourtant, la technologie est moins
mature et les phénomènes de propagation impactent de façon plus significative les performances
totales des liens, étant nécessaires des schémas de diversité poussés pour assurer les hauts niveaux de
disponibilité du service.
Un autre aspect important pour atteindre les performances cible des systèmes NG-HTS passe par
une réduction importante de l’espacement entre faisceaux, ce qui permet d’augmenter le nombre de
faisceaux et ainsi, le facteur de réutilisation fréquentielle pour une couverture donnée. Par exemple, la
couverture multifaisceaux du Ka-SAT est basée sur un espacement de 0.5° avec de réflecteurs < 3m.
Etant capables de considérer des largeurs des faisceaux inférieures à 0.5° avec des réflecteurs à
diamètre plus important, ceci peut potentiellement permettre une passe en avant significative sur la
capacité de densification, ainsi que l’amélioration de la performance globale du système. Cependant, il
faudrait noter que cette diminution de largueur du faisceau entraine un coût en termes de complexité
de conception des antennes, levant des problèmes potentiels d’interférences à cause d’une isolation
non-idéale entre les différents patterns d’antenne.
En termes d’interface d’air, il a été prouvé que le standard DVB-S2 d’interface d’air est la solution
la plus fiable et effective pour les systèmes satellite broadcast/broadband. L’introduction de techniques
FMT bien efficaces, comme le codage et modulation adaptatifs (ACM), a amélioré remarquablement
la performance de l’interface d’air par rapport à son prédécesseur (DVB-S). Visant à pousser plus loin
les performances atteignables, des avancements récents et des techniques innovantes ont été proposées
dans le groupe DVB TM-S2 (Technical Module S2) menant à une nouvelle release du standard
nommée DVB-Sx [14]. Une nouvelle extension des MODCOD disponibles apportant une majeure
granularité et incrémentant la gamme de modulations et codifications dans les deux extrêmes, permet
une meilleure adaptation aux conditions du bilan liaison, ce qui améliore la performance du système.
Dans le même sens, d’autres propositions intéressantes ont été faites, comme l’introduction des
roll-offs très bas (jusqu’à 5%), permettant un mieux usage de la bande passante utile, ou le fait de
pouvoir opérer avec de porteuses large-bande, permettant un usage plus efficient de l’équipement nonlinéaire à bord du satellite.
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Cette section a offert une vision globale de ce qui peut être attendu pour les systèmes satellite
broadband dans les années à venir et comment la prochaine génération HTS peut être adaptée aux
nouvelles demandes du marché pour booster plus loin les performances des systèmes. Dans la section
qui suit, les interférences sont introduites et discutées, étant un élément clé lors du dimensionnement
d’un système HTS et l’un des sujets principaux de cette dissertation.

1 Sources des interférences dans les systèmes THD par satellite
Dans un système multifaisceaux l’on retrouve plusieurs sources d’interférences qui s’ajoutent au
bruit thermique et qui dégradent le signal utile. Elles peuvent être classifiées en deux groupes
principaux : les interférences générées à l’extérieur du système, nommées « interférences intersystème », et celles générées par le système lui-même, connues comme « interférences intrasystème ». Les premières sont causées principalement par des systèmes satellitaires ou terrestres
voisins opérant à la même bande fréquentielle du système visé. Les dernières, les interférences intrasystème, sont générées par des équipements internes du système tels que des amplificateurs à haute
puissance, filtres ou le sous-système antenne lui-même. Dans la table suivante les contributeurs plus
significatifs d’interférences dans un système FSS sont décrits (synthétisé dans la Table 1).
Sources des interferences
Adjacent Channel Interferences (ACI)

Provenant de
Filtering, Channel spacing, HPA

Co-Channel Interference (CCI)
Interferences
Intra-système

Cross-Polarization Channel Interference
(CPCI)
Inter-Modulation Interference (IMI)

Interferences
Inter-système

Antenna subsystem

High Power Amplifier (HPA)

Adjacent Satellite Systems (ASI)
Co-Frequency External Systems
Terrestrial Systems Interferences (TSI)

Table 1 Interférences intra- et inter- système

Les interférences de canal adjacent (ACI) apparaissent dans descanaux qui utilisent des bandes
fréquentielles adjacentes. Typiquement ce type d’interférences peut être présent à l’intérieur des
faisceaux lors que deux signaux sont transmis sur des canaux adjacents (porteuses voisines). Les
interférences rapportés aux produits d’intermodulation (IMI), qui sont aussi considérées comme étant
ACI, constituent l’un des effets les plus significatifs du comportement non-linaire du canal satellite.
Les caractéristiques non-linaires des amplificateurs à haute puissance à bord du satellite génèrent des
interférences qui affectent le signal utile, principalement lors que l’amplificateur est opéré en mode
multi-porteuse. Pour la future génération de satellites THD, les amplificateurs seront de plus en plus
large bande (>1.5GHz) et opéreront en mode multi-porteuse afin de réduire le nombre d’amplificateurs
requis à bord (ex. quelques systèmes considèrent deux faisceaux par amplificateur, en augmentant
ainsi et de façon importante le nombre de porteuses à l’entrée de l’amplificateur). Le compensateur de
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pre-distorsion ou l’égalisation en réception peut être aussi envisagé pour compenser quelques
caractéristiques spécifiques de l’amplificateur (pour un certain range d’IBO donné) afin d’améliorer sa
linéarité sans trop dégrader le bilan thermique tout en réduisant l’OBO3.
Les interférences inter-système sont ces signaux non-voulus provenant des systèmes externes et
opérant à la même bande fréquentielle du système victime. Il y a principalement deux sources
d’interférences inter-système : les interférences provenant d’un satellite adjacent (ASI) et celles
provenant d’un système terrestre (TSI). Il faut souligner que l’ITU définit des directives et des
recommandations spécifiques par rapport aux interférences inter-système afin de gérer proprement
l’usage coordonné de la ressource fréquentielle. Ces deux contributeurs interférents ne sont
typiquement pas les éléments les plus dimensionnants du système mais ils doivent être pris en compte
lors du calcul du bilan liaison.
Interférences Antenne: CCI et CPCI
Dans cette thèse, l’accent est particulièrement mis sur les interférences CCI et CPCI. Les
interférences Co-Canal (CCI) sont directement rapportées aux caractéristiques de l’antenne, plus
précisément aux lobes principaux ou secondaires des patterns de radiation. Telles interférences
apparaissent dans les faisceaux affectés par la même bande de fréquence et donc, elles sont
directement rapportées au schéma de réutilisation considéré.
Les interférences cross-polarisation de canal (CPCI) sont liées à l’utilisation de différentes
polarisations dans le même canal fréquentiel. Les plans fréquentiels à deux polars sont couramment
considérés dans les systèmes THD, ce qui permet de doubler la bande passante disponible en
transmettant sur la même bande fréquentielle mais avec des polarisations orthogonales e.g.
polarisations circulaires. Ces interférences sont le produit de l’imperfection des antennes en
transmission et réception, car elles ne peuvent pas générer ou recevoir une seule polarisation
complètement pure. Les CPCIs ne sont pas les contributeurs majeurs dans le bilan interférent (étant les
CCIs un contributeur bien plus important dans les systèmes multifaisceaux) mais sa contribution n’est
pas négligeable et il faut la prendre en compte dans le calcul du bilan liaison.
Comme illustré dans la Figure 2, les patterns de radiation de trois faisceaux co-canal sont
représentés considérant un schéma de réutilisation à 4 couleurs. L’on peut observer que ces patterns ne
sont pas parfaitement configurés et, en conséquence, des lobes secondaires interfèrent avec les
faisceaux co-canal adjacents. En fonction d’où sont calculés les CCIs dans le beam 2, différents
niveaux d’interférences sont obtenus, ayant un niveau particulièrement significatif au bord du faisceau.
Dans tout le cas, un compromis existe entre le schéma de réutilisation choisi (ce qui définit une
certaine distance entre faisceaux co-canal) et les CCIs qui impactent le bilan interférent (le même
principe est appliqué pour les CPCIs). Ce principe est particulièrement valable dans les futurs
systèmes THD où des faisceaux très étroits sont considérés, ce qui implique devoir traiter avec une
présence très importante des interférences co-canal dans la phase de conception. Dans ce sens-là, les
solutions IMT présentées plus tard dans ce chapitre ont pour but de mitiger/supprimer les interférences
co-canal par moyen de techniques d’annulation d’interférences (IC).

3
IBO et OBO correspond à la puissance d’entrée et de sortie de l’amplificateur. Réduisant l’OBO, permet d’opérer l’amplificateur dans
une région plus linéaire qui décrémente l’impact des IMI sur le signal utile. Pourtant, le bilan thermique est dégradé en conséquence. Ainsi, à
trade-off est a considéré selon le bilan soit limité en thermique ou en interférences.
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Figure 2 CCI et CPCI @4-FR (En rouge, le faisceau voulu, en bleu le faisceau co-canal)

2 Définition des scénarios THD de référence
L’objectif de cette section est double. D’un côté, les scénarios de référence qui seront utilisés
comme référence pour comparer les performances du Précodage et FFR sont présentés. Quatre
scénarios sont introduits et ses performances dérivées, présentant la même couverture de service mais
avec différent espacement entre faisceaux pour une taille de réflecteur donnée (ce qui mène à plusieurs
configurations en termes de nombre de faisceaux). Un schéma à 4 couleurs est considéré comme
pattern de référence. L’accent est mis sur la conception antenne afin de dériver des scenarios avec des
patterns antenne les plus réalistes possible. Les scénarios identifiés sont présentés dans la table
suivante :
Scenario
70 beams
95 beams
129 beams
155 beams

Orbital
Position4

Antenna
Config.

16° E

SO 4 x 4m
(Circular
Reflectors)

Beam width (for)
0.3°
0.25°
0.21°
0.19°

Largely spaced beams
Medium spaced beams
Small spaced beams
Very Small spaced beams

Reference
FR pattern
4 -colours FR

Table 2 Caractérisation des scenarios de référence

Le résultat de l’exercice mène au dimensionnement des scénarios THD permettant d’atteindre
capacités globales dépassant celles des systèmes courants, comme celles présentées dans l’état de l’art
en système THD large bande dans la section 1. Néanmoins, cela permet au même temps de souligner
les limitations pratiques et technologiques d’une augmentation significative du nombre de faisceaux
pour atteindre des performances du style Terabit/s, ce qui conduit à chercher des alternatives
innovantes pour poursuivre le même but.

4
Hypothèse raisonnable pour une couverture Européen. Il faudrait remarquer que les positions orbitales sont étroitement liées aux droits
de filling des opérateurs. Ainsi, 16° est une position à titre indicatif.
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Le critère qui poussera la conception des scénarios de référence est la capacité totale du système,
avec un design du bilan liaison le plus balancé possible. Un bilan liaison balancé implique un
système où les distributions géographiques sur la couverture du bilan thermique et du bilan interférent
sont raisonnablement équilibrées. Cette qualité est souhaitée dans n’importe quel système RF et, en
particulier, dans un système THD par satellite, car il n’y a pas de contributeur dominant, ce qui
prévient e.g. des gaspillages en puissance. La disponibilité de la liaison sera aussi calculée pour
assurer qu’une certaine qualité du lien est globalement atteinte pour un pourcentage élevé de temps.
Afin de comparer la performance des scénarios sélectionnés et d’être capable d’étudier leur
comportement par rapport à différentes tailles de faisceau données, plusieurs considérations
transversales (i.e. équivalentes pour tous les scenarios) sont prises en compte :
 Même taille de réflecteur et distance focale dans tous les cas
 Même puissance totale DC à bord du satellite
Plan Fréquence
Le plan fréquence pris en considération concernant le lien descendant utilisateur est illustré dans la
Figure 3. L’intégralité du spectre de la bande civile Ka (bande exclusive plus partagée) lui est
associée, ainsi que l’exploitation de polarisations orthogonales circulaires (droites et gauches) menant
à 2 x 2.9 GHz de bande allouée totale.
De façon approximée, de 5% à 10% de la bande passante assignée par faisceau est perdu lors de la
canalisation à bord (IMUX/OMUX – bandes de garde), comme illustré dans la Figure 3. Par
conséquence, la bande utile par faisceau considérée pour le reste de l’étude est de 1380 MHz (i.e.
5.7% de bande de garde. Ce choix est justifié par le fait que le filtre de rejection hors-bande n’est pas
considéré au-dedans de la bande allouée. Cela dépend des aspects règlementaires vis-à-vis des bandes
voisines et des limitations de puissance hors-bande. Ainsi, d’autres hypothèses auraient pu envisagées.

Figure 3 Plan fréquence et canalisation

Etant donné que les chipsets courants permettent la démodulation de porteuses avec un débit
symbole entre 45 Msps et 72 Msps, dans cette dissertation, porteuses de 64 Msps seront considérées
avec un roll-off du 20% (le plus bas dans la norme DVB-S2 courante). Cela implique 18 porteuses par
faisceau pour le schéma de référence à 4 couleurs. Le nombre de porteuses est un élément
dimensionnant du système car il impacte de façon directe la composante thermique du bilan global. Le
critère de sélection du débit symbole et du facteur de roll-off est basé sur le fait de rester le plus proche
possible des systèmes réels existants, étudiant ainsi le Précodage et FFR dans un cadre réaliste.
Les analyses sont réalisées à 19.5 GHz (fréquence centrale de la partie haute de la bande allouée).
Cela implique que les gabarits de radiation antenne, les performances du terminal utilisateur ainsi que
les marges de propagation sont calculés seulement pour une seule fréquence d’opération. Evidemment,
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la bande passante considérée dans notre système est suffisamment large (~2.9 GHz) pour avoir des
effets non-négligeables sur les contributeurs dépendants en fréquence mais, pourvu qu’il soit défini
clairement, les scénarios résultants restent encore valides pour l’objectif de l’étude.
Performance antenne
Comme décrit auparavant, l’un des aspects clé dans le dimensionnement system est la conception
et le design du système antenne. Dans cette section, plusieurs éléments clé dans la caractérisation
antenne sont discutés et le design et les performances du système antenne pour les scénarios de
référence est dérivé.
Quatre scenarios ont été définis considérant différents espacements entre faisceaux pour la même
taille de réflecteur. Un géométrie antenne Single Offset est envisagée, comme illustré dans la Figure 4.
Cette géométrie antenne est une option typiquement prise en compte dans les systèmes satellite car
elle permet de dégagér la ligne de vision des ondes radio d’entrée/sortie, déplaçant le cluster de
sources par rapport à la configuration plus classique de ‘front-fed’.

Figure 4 Configuration antenne Single Offset

Afin de comparer les performances des scénarios de référence d’une façon équitable, la même
taille d’aperture et de distance focale ont été envisagées, adaptant la taille des sources antenne pour
générer les différents espacements entre faisceaux pour chaque scenario. Cette approche n’est pas
facile à justifier, ni le fait que changer exclusivement la taille des sources amène à une comparaison
plus ‘équitable’ entre scenarios. Néanmoins, changer la taille du réflecteur entraîne des impacts en
termes de gain et de problèmes potentiels au niveau d’accommodation si on dépasse les tailles
raisonnables d’aperture. Par rapport à la distance focale, il est préférable de maintenir un ratio F/D
stable (F = Distance focale et D = diamètre du réflecteur) plutôt que d’introduire des aberrations dans
le pattern de radiation (i.e. ‘scan-losses’ ou ‘spill-over’).
Ainsi, comme décrit antérieurement, la taille de la source antenne est l’élément identifié qui va
nous permettre de générer les différentes tailles de faisceaux, tout en fixant une certaine taille de
réflecteur et de distance focale.
Les caractéristiques principales du sous-système antenne envisagé sont présentées dans la Table 3.
Baseline scenarios antenna patterns
Frequency
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Configuration

4xSFPB

Geometry

Single Offset

Reflectors

Circular 4 x ( 4m )

Focal length

6m

Source

Gaussian model

Table 3 Configuration antenne des systèmes de référence

L’outil utilisé pour la génération des GRD est basé sur un modèle de sources Gaussien et l’outil
GRASP (General Antenna Reflector Software Package), qui a permis la génération des patterns de
radiation de chaque source dans toute la couverture. Les sources générées ne sont pas optimisées mais
elles sont suffisamment exactes pour l’objectif de cetétude.
Caractérisation de la charge utile
Comme mentionné dans l’introduction, afin de comparer de façon équitable les scénarios de
référence, la puissance totale DC à bord reste fixe dans les quatre configurations. L’approche suivie
consiste, dans un premier temps, à dimensionner le scénario à 155 faisceaux (le plus impacté par les
CCIs) afin d’obtenir un bilan descendant utilisateur équilibré, gardant au même temps des hypothèses
raisonnables concernant les amplificateurs à bord. Cela nous a mené à la définition des valeurs
présentées dans la Table 4.
Nb of spots
FR Pattern
Feeder band
Beam width
Antenna loss
HPA RF power (@Sat)
Nb of TWT/spot
Total Nb of TWT
OBO
Output losses + repeater
uncertainties
Nb of carriers/beam
Total RF transmitted (PW)

70
95
4
4
Ka
Ka
0,3°
0,25°
Transponder characterization
1,6 dB
1,6 dB
166 W
122 W
1
1
70
95
3,5 dB
3,5 dB

129
4
Ka
0,21°

155
4
Ka
0,19°

1,6 dB
90 W
1
129
3,5 dB

1,6 dB
75 W
1
155
3,5 dB

2,4 dB

2,4 dB

2,4 dB

2,4 dB

18

18

18

18

~ 3000 W

Table 4 Baseline scenarios payload characterization

La puissance totale RF transmise est de ~3000 W. Dans une estimation préliminaire, ce bilan
rentrerait dans l’enveloppe de puissance des plateformes existantes. Il faut remarquer que si l’on
voulait savoir de façon plus précise quelle serait la plateforme la plus pertinente pour accommoder ces
scenarios, une analyse bien plus détaillée de la puissance RF totale devrait être menée. Il faudrait donc
caractériser des paramètres comme l’efficacité des amplificateurs (dissipation thermique), la
consommation des EPC, ainsi que la prise en compte des chaines de transmission de la voie retour,
pour en citer quelques-uns. Par conséquence, le choix en termes de plateforme ne sera pas traité dans
cette dissertation.
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Evaluation de la capacité
Bilan liaison multidimensionnel
Le bilan total des scenarios de référence est calculé en considérant la design antenne ainsi que la
caractérisation du segment spatial précédemment décrits. Concernant les produits d’intermodulation
(IMI), ils sont liés à l’OBO défini dans la section précédente, et s’élèvent à 17dB (plus concrètement,
il s’agit du NPR – Noise Power Ratio). Il faut rappeler que ces valeurs sont basées sur des courbes
provenant des fournisseurs d’équipement d’amplification à haute puissance. Les hypothèses du bilan
liaison sont résumées dans la Table 5.
Interference contributors
C/I inter-modulation (IM)
(NPR)
C/I inter-system
(ASI + TSI)
User terminal XPD

17 dB
22,0 dB
20 dB

Table 5 Hypothèses des interférences pour le calcul du bilan liaison

Dans la Figure 5 a), les bilans thermiques (C/N) et interférents (C/I) sont représentés par moyen
d’une CDF pour tous les scenarios. Des bilans assez équilibrés sont obtenus avec pas plus de 0.5dB –
0.7dB de delta entre C/N et C/I. En la Figure 5 b), le bilan descendant total est illustré pour tous les
scénarios. Comme prévu, le scénario à 70 faisceaux présente le meilleur bilan liaison par porteuse,
étant donné sa meilleure isolation en termes de CCI et le fait que toutes les porteuses de chaque
faisceau présentent un niveau plus élevé de densité spectrale de puissance par rapport aux autres
scenarios.

a)
b)
Figure 5 CDF of a) Bilan Thermique et Interférente descendant b) Bilan descendant total

La même procédure appliquée pour calculer le bilan liaison descendant est applicable aussi pour le
calcul du bilan feeder. Une seule valeur de C/(N+I) pour le lien feeder montant est pris en compte dans
les analyses menées, celui-ci étant de 16.3dB. Dans la Figure 6, le bilan liaison total est illustré sans et
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avec la contribution du lien feeder. L’on peut observer que cette contribution ne dégrade pas le bilan
utilisateur plus que 1dB dans toute la couverture, ceci pour les quatre scenarios.

Figure 6 CDF du C/(N+I) total prenant en compte la contribution feeder (lignes continues) et en le considérant
idéale (lignes discontinues)

Computation de la capacité
Une fois le bilan liaison multidimensionnel est calculé, la capacité agrégée totale pour chaque
scénario de référence peut être dérivée. Le débit agrégé (bits/s), défini comme le nombre de bits utiles
transmis pour la station sol vers tous les utilisateurs au sein de la couverture, est la métrique
considérée pour mesurer la performance du système. Le débit agrégé est dérivé parmoyen d’une table
de MODCODs basée sur la norme DVB-S2, considérant le principe de codage et la forme d’ondes
adaptatives (ACM). La table ACM montre le lien entre le bilan liaison total requis et l’efficacité
spectrale résultante (bits/symbole) qui peut être obtenue pour un taux d’erreur paquet de 10-7.
L’approche prise en compte dans le calcul de capacité consiste à assurer que toutes les stations à
l’intérieur de chaque faisceau ont le même débit. Autrement dit, ces points présentant en bilan liaison
plutôt bas, ayant besoin d’un MODCOD plus robuste et en conséquence, supportant en débit réduit,
auront plus de créneaux associés que les points avec un niveau de signal plus élevé.
Dès que le débit par faisceau est obtenu, il est agrégé pour obtenir le débit total du système. Les
performances des systèmes de référence sont présentées dans la Table 6.
Baseline Total
aggregated
Throughput

Beam
width

Total FWD
Bandwidth

Total capacity
(Ideal
Feeder link)

Total capacity

70 beams

0.3°

96.6 GHz

189 Gbps

167 Gbps

95 beams

0.25°

131.1 GHz

230 Gbps

212 Gbps

129 beams

0.21°

178 GHz

274 Gbps

257 Gbps

155 beams

0.19°

213.9GHz

301 Gbps

286 Gbps

Table 6 Performances totaux des systèmes de référence
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Résumé de la Part 1: Systèmes satellite Très Haut Débit
La première partie de cette thèse offre une vue d’ensemble des systèmes par satellite THD,
accordant une attention particulière à la définition des différentes sources d’interférences, cellesciétant l’un des éléments les plus dimensionnants dans les systèmes à venir.
Quatre scénarios ont été décrits et identifiés comme systèmes benchmark THD afin d’évaluer
proprement les techniques de gestion d’Interférences. Une analyse détaillée sur le dimensionnement et
la performance de tels systèmes a permis d’établir un cadre solide de référence, représentatif des
systèmes THD à venir.
L’approche de la conception, focalisée sur l’établissement d’une comparaison équitable entre
scénarios, a été basée sur l’adaptation de la puissance transmise par faisceau afin de maintenir le même
bilan de puissance DC dans tous les cas, ainsi qu’une architecture antenne transversale avec des
paramètres de caractérisation réalistes (même taille de réflecteurs et longitude focale, adaptant la taille
des sources pour générer les différents espacements entre faisceaux).
Si les performances actuelles des systèmes THD sont considérées comme référence, certaines
considérations peuvent être déjà dérivées. Tout d’abord, dans tous les scénarios de base, une
augmentation de la capacité totale et de la densité de capacité per Km2 est obtenue sachant que, en
outre, une couverture plus réduite que la plupart des systèmes THD existants a été prise en compte.
Ceci est principalement dû aux aspects suivants :


Une réduction significative de l’espacement entre faisceaux, ce qui permet d’augmenter
leur nombre et ainsi le FRF pour une couverture donnée. Par exemple, la couverture
multifaisceaux Ka-SAT est basée sur un espacement entre faisceaux de 0.5° avec des
réflecteurs < 3m. Les scénarios de base décrits précédemment sont définis considérant une
taille de faisceau entre 0.3° et 0.19° avec des réflecteurs de 4m, permettant ainsi une
avancée importante sur la densification de la capacité.



L’utilisation des bandes civiles Ka Exclusive et Partagée sur le lien descendant utilisateur,
ce qui amène à une bande passante augmentée par faisceau utilisateur (1.45 GHz per
faisceau) par rapport aux exclusives 500MHz typiquement allouées (250MHz per faisceau
considérant un pattern à 4FR).

Augmentation du nombre de faisceaux: est-il la meilleure solution pour aller vers les futurs
systèmes THD?
Au-delà de l’augmentation du nombre de faisceaux, même s’il semblerait la solution la plus directe
pour améliorer la performance totale du système (pour une couverture donnée), celle-ci a ses limites
pratiques. En fait, plus de faisceaux et de bande passante allouée, plus la plate-forme présente des
limitations (impact sur le bilan de masse et puissance à cause de l’augmentation de l’équipement
requis) et surtout, une majeure complexité de la conception des sous-systèmes antenne. Comme il a été
déjà vu, si l’on compare les scenarios à 70 faisceaux et à 155 faisceaux, les patterns de radiation
d’antenne étudiés sont loin de l’idéal et, étant donné que le nombre de faisceaux augmente (i.e.
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l’espacement entre faisceaux diminue), les CCIs deviennent un contributeur dimensionnant du bilan
liaison.
est defini comme l’efficacité spectrale globale [b/s/Hz], ce qui
Afin d’illustrer cette idée, ∝
correspond au ratio entre la capacité totale obtenue et la bande passante totale montée pour le lien
feeder. Comment montré dans la Table 7, au fur et à mesure que le nombre de faisceaux augmente,
l’efficacité spectrale globale décroit, ce qu’implique que l’exploitation des ressources spectrales
disponibles est moins efficace en termes de débit obtenu par Hz. En fait, les scenarios à 95 et 129
faisceaux sont presque complètement dimensionnés par les interférences (comment vu dans la Figure
5), montrant à quel point les CCIs impactent les performances totales du système. De surcroît, le fait
de considérer une approche en iso-puissance à bord dans tous les scénarios traités, entraîne une
dégradation de la densité de puissance par faisceau dès que le nombre de faisceaux augmente, ce qui
pénalise encore plus le bilan résultant. D’ailleurs, si l’on regarde le cas à 155 faisceaux, où la
dégradation en puissance se fait encore plus évidente et critique, l’on peut constater que les
interférences restent tout de même le contributeur principal du bilan, ce qui permet d’en déduire que
les CCIs restent l’un des facteurs les plus limitants dans le dimensionnement du système.
Baseline scenarios
70 beams
95 beams
129 beams
155 beams

∝

∝
[b/s/Hz]
1.95
1.75
1.53
1.4

Table 7 Scenarios de référence: Efficacité Spectrale Globale [b/s/Hz]

Ainsi, prenant en compte les spécificités de la caractérisation du système étudié dans cette
dissertation, l’on peut affirmer que, à moyen et long terme, continuer à augmenter le nombre de
faisceaux afin d’augmenter d’avantage la capacité totale des futurs systèmes THD est, au moins, une
solution questionnable. Les interférences CCIs continueront à se dégrader, impactant de façon
significative le bilan liaison et rendant la complexité à bord de plus en plus ingérable.
Techniques de Mitigation d’interférences: l’alternative prometteuse
Ayant pour but d’investiguer d’autres alternatives afin d’augmenter la capacité globale des futurs
systèmes THD, l’accent est mis sur des techniques qui visent à augmenter la bande passante allouée
par faisceau et par conséquent, à augmenter le facteur de réutilisation fréquentiel. Les IMTs sont l’une
des alternatives les plus prometteuses dans ce contexte, permettant de combattre et exploiter les CCIs.
La deuxième partie de cette dissertation est entièrement dédiée à proposer et évaluer des techniques
innovantes basées sur les interférences pour la prochaine génération des systèmes THD.
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PART 2: Techniques avancées basées sur les interférences
3 Techniques de mitigation d’interférences pour les systèmes
satellites GEO
L’objectif de la deuxième partie de cette dissertation est de présenter des alternatives à la déjà
mentionnée augmentation du nombre de faisceaux par moyen de stratégies alternatives, afin
d’améliorer de façon importante les performances des systèmes THD à venir. Une piste prometteuse
pour faire face à ce challenge est d’étudier les techniques permettant une augmentation significative de
la bande passante associée à chaque faisceau. Lorsqu’il s’agit d’augmenter les ressources spectrales ou
d’en améliorer l’efficacité d’usage, deux voies principales peuvent être envisagées :



Augmenter la bande passante allouée aux services fixes par satellite (FSS) au niveau
réglementaire
Etudier des techniques qui permettraient d’augment er la bande passante totale du
système ou d’en améliorer l’efficacité d’usage actuelle.

Dans cette deuxième partie l’accent est mis particulièrement sur la deuxième option. Comment
déjà vu dans la section précédente, dû à l’architecture multifaisceaux des systèmes THD et à son
principe de réutilisation fréquentielle, les interférences deviennent l’un de principaux obstacles pour
aller plus loin dans l’amélioration des performances système. Dernièrement, des efforts significatifs
ont été focalisés à résoudre ce problème, changeant de façon progressive la façon dans laquelle les
interférences sont aperçues dans les systèmes classiques: au lieu de les considérer comme quelque
chose à éviter, elles sont considérées comme des alliés potentiels à exploiter.
Dans ce sens, le ‘packing’ en temps et fréquence est une technique prometteuse appliquée à la
couche physique qui augmente l’efficacité spectrale totale ajoutant des interférences contrôlées entre
canaux et ainsi, exploitant de façon plus agressive la bande disponible. C’est aussi le cas pour
certaines techniques basées sur MIMO, telles que ‘On-ground Multi-beam Joint Precoding’, qui
permettent de mitiger/supprimer les interférences co-canal, ouvrant la porte à l’application de schémas
de réutilisation fréquentielle plus agressifs et ainsi, à une augmentation significative de la bande
passante totale exploitable. Toutes ces techniques atteignent leurs objectifs déplaçant la complexité
d’implémentation au sol plutôt que prévoyant des designs complexes à bord du satellite, ce qui est
pertinent compte tenu de la complexité de plus en plus importante des systèmes THD conçus. Parmi
toutes les techniques adressées, le Précodage dans sa version linéaire sera étudié plus en détail
appliqué dans un contexte THD par satellite, prouvant son potentiel en tant qu’alternative d’avenir par
rapport aux systèmes courants.
Des approches plus classiques comme les patterns de réutilisation fréquentielle sont aussi revues,
adressant des nouvelles alternatives basées sur des schémas bien-connus dans les réseaux mobiles
terrestres. Plus concrètement, les patterns de réutilisation fréquentielle fractionnelle (FFR) sont
adressés en détail, exploitant la limitation interférente inhérente des systèmes multifaisceaux
combinant plusieurs schémas de réutilisation dans chaque faisceau. Dans ce contexte, la synergie entre
le Précodage et le FFR est investiguée, menant à des résultats prometteurs en termes de capacité totale
du système.

4 Techniques de Précodage Linéaire
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La première technique qui a été adressée est le Précodage Linéaire. Cette technique, déjà adoptée
dans les systèmes mobiles cellulaires terrestres comme LTE (Long Term Evolution) et LTEAdvanced, est basée sur la pre-compensation de l’impact des interférences co-canal et du canal RF
satellite encodant conjointement les signaux à transmettre pour la station sol. La transposition de cette
technique au contexte satellite a été possible grâce à l’analogie existante entre le canal broadcast
MIMO dans un système multi-user (MU-MIMO-BC) et la liaison aller d’un système satellite
multifaisceaux. Des études visant le Précodage dans un contexte satellite (des premières études
Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.-Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable., jusqu’à les plus
récentes Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.-Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable., entre
d’autres) ont été principalement focalisées sur l’évaluation de plusieurs techniques de Précodage
linéaire et non-linéaire sur des canaux satellite multifaisceaux. Au sens de la théorie de l’information,
la stratégie de codage optimale doit permettre d’atteindre n’importe quel point de la région de capacité
du canal de diffusion. Pour le canal MIMO gaussien, [2] a montré récemment qu’un codage de type
DPC (dirty paper coding) est optimal. Ainsi, le but des études mentionnées était de comparer leur
performance avec les performances optimales DPC. Il s’avère que le Précodage linéaire obtient déjà la
plupart des gains multi-user MIMO avec une complexité moins importante et il peut potentiellement
atteindre des améliorations significatives, permettant au moins de doubler la capacité des systèmes
courants. L’une des principales caractéristiques sur laquelle l’auteur s’est intéressé est la possibilité de
combiner le Précodage linéaire avec des schémas de réutilisation plus agressifs (par rapport au typique
4FR) ayant pour but l’augmentation de ressources spectrales par faisceau et ainsi, une augmentation
importante du facteur de réutilisation fréquentielle du système.
L’accent a été mis sur l’évaluation du Précodage linéaire appliqué au lien aller des systèmes THD
de prochaine génération définis dans la première partie de cette dissertation. Le design des codes a été
approché au moyen des techniques d’inversion de canal bien connues telles que Zero Forcing (ZF) et
Regularized Zero Forcing (RZF ou autrement dit MMSE). Les performances au niveau système ont
été dérivées considérant la combinaison entre les techniques de Précodage mentionnées et des patterns
de réutilisation à 4 couleurs (4FR) , 2 couleurs (2FR) à double polarisation et considérant un pattern de
réutilisation totale à une seule polarisation.
L’objectif principal de cette section est synthétisé dans les points suivants :


Contrairement à un large partie de la littérature existante, la présente contribution a pour
but d’évaluer une configuration antenne Single-Feed-Per-Beam (SFPB) considérant un
design basé sur une allocation de puissance par faisceau, c’est-à-dire, un seul HPA par
faisceau. Cette configuration est considérée plus réaliste qu’une allocation globale,
considérant une flexibilité totale au niveau de la charge utile pour allouer les ressources
en puissance disponibles, et elle est plus habituelle qu’une configuration multi-feed-perbeam (MFPB) ou Active Feed Array (AFR).



Jusqu’à présent, dans la plupart de cas étudiés, les techniques de Précodage linéaire et
non-linéaire ont été testées avec des tailles de faisceau relativement larges pour une taille
de réflecteur donnée (>0.3°), et souvent, avec des modèles de design d’antenne pas trop
réalistes. La tendance en systèmes THD de prochaine génération est d’augmenter
d’avantage le nombre de faisceaux, attendant une amélioration de la capacité globale aux
dépenses d’une augmentation des niveaux de CCI. Une analyse extensive des scénarios
de référence décrits auparavant est menée afin d’évaluer l’impact de la taille de faisceaux
sur les performances du Précodage linéaire sous un design d’antenne réaliste et
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considérant une enveloppe de puissance transmise constante. Tailles de faisceaux entre
0.3° jusqu’à 0.19° sont considérés.


Des schémas de réutilisation fréquentielle plus agressive (par rapport à 4FR) sont
évalués. Les schémas choisis ont un pattern à 2 couleurs à double polarisation et un
pattern de réutilisation totale à une seule polarisation. Les deux schémas doublent la
bande passante par faisceau, aux dépenses d’une dégradation de la densité de puissance
spectrale. Néanmoins, des gains significatifs peuvent être atteints en les combinant avec
le Précodage linéaire.



L’impact de la connaissance de canal en transmission (CSIT) imparfait est analysé.
Plusieurs approches sont décrites et leur performances dérivées pour certains scénarios
de référence, considérant les deux stratégies d’inversion de canal.



La problématique d’implémentation réelle des techniques de Précodage linéaire dans un
système satellite THD est abordée, identifiant les points bloquants principaux et
proposant des solutions alternatives. .

a)

b)

c)

Figure 7 Plan de fréquence a) 4-FR b) 2-FR c) Full-FR

L’approche plus connue de Précodage linéaire que l’on trouve dans la littérature est le Précodage
Zero Forcing (ZF). Basé sur l’égalisateur en réception Zero Forcing, il est considéré une stratégie
assez commun en transmission sur les canaux MIMO-BC, largement traité dans le cadre des réseaux
terrestres MIMO et, comment déjà vu, analysé aussi dans des systèmes satellitaires.
Essentiellement, le Précodage ZF cible l’annulation complète des interférences inter-user
(CCI+CPCI) au moyen du Précodage des signaux transmis à travers de la psuedo-inverse de la matrice
de canal. La matrice de canal H n’est plus qu’une représentation du système à base de coefficients qui
représentent l’impact du canal sur une série de signaux/symboles transmise depuis la station sol. En
connaissant l’état du canal avant la transmission et inversant son effet, ZF est capable de supprimé (ou
en quelque sort ‘égaliser’) complètement les signaux provenant des faisceaux co-canal adjacents en
réception. Cette approche, en théorie simple et performant, a la contrainte dans le fait que la puissance
de transmission réel est limitée et l’inversion du canal dépasse largement la puissance disponible en
transmission. Ainsi, la normalisation de puissance qui en résulte impact de façon considérable le bilan
liaison résultant. Lorsque l’on se trouve dans la région haute de SNR, ZF atteint des très bonnes
performances mais dans la région basse de SNR, l’inversion directe de canal est trop pénalisante à
niveau thermique. L’on pourrait dire que ZF s’occupe exclusivement de l’annulation des interférences
laissant en second terme l’énergie du signal résultant.
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Afin de régler ce problème, une version régularisée de ZF nommé MMSE ou Regularized Zero
Forcing (RZF) vise à balancer de façon optime l’annulation des interférences et la dégradation
thermique du signal. En effet, RZF prend en compte la variance du bruit No dans l’inversion du canal,
ce qui mène à une annulation des interférences (plutôt mitigation) mais de façon partielle, conservant
de manière plus importante l’énergie du signal utile. Per conséquence, avec RZF l’on obtient des
performances similaires dans la région haute de SNR que ZF mais il est bien plus performant dans la
région basse de SNR, menant à des résultats globaux plus performants et stables.
Analysant les résultats, il s’avère que la combinaison 2FR+RZF et la configuration qui atteint les
meilleurs résultats, doublant la bande passante par faisceau et boostant de façon très significative la
capacité totale du système, atteignent des gains au-delà de 44% (cas à 70 faisceaux) par rapport au cas
de référence à 4FR. Gains moins importants sont obtenus pour le reste de scénarios de référence, car le
haut niveau d’interférences CCI, causé par les caractéristiques non-idéales des patterns antenne, doit
être contré par le Précodage. En effet, cela implique une dégradation plus importante du budget
thermique causé par l’inversion du canal en elle-même, en plus d’une puissance de transmission
davantage moins importante dû au critère d’iso-puissance imposé lors de la définition des systèmes de
référence.

Baseline scenarios
70 beams (0.3°)
95 beams (0.25°)
129 beams (0.21°)
155 beams (0.19°)

Ref.
4-FR [Gbps]
189.5
229.6
274.2
301

Total capacity
2-FR [Gbps]

Total capacity
Full-FR [Gbps]

ZF

R-ZF

ZF

R-ZF

257
277
201
25

273
320
326
319

132
92
0
0

208
223
220
226

Table 8 Performances du Précodage linéaire (2-FR + Full-FR) – ZF et R-ZF.
Lien feeder idéal et conditions de propagation Ciel Claire considérés.

Outre qu’une augmentation significative de la capacité totale, un résultat intéressant est le fait que
l’on est capable d’obtenir presque la même capacité considérant 2FR+RZF que 4FR avec un nombre
beaucoup moins important de faisceaux. C’est le cas si l’on compare les performances des scénarios à
70 et 129 faisceaux et 95 et 155 faisceaux. Dans les deux cas, considérant l’application de Précodage
avec un schéma 2FR sur les scénarios à 70 et 95 faisceaux, l’on obtient quasiment la même capacité
totale (et même, un peu plus élevée) avec un 46% moins de faisceaux que si l’on le compare avec les
performances à 4FR des scénarios à 129 et 155 faisceaux. Celui-ci est un résultat assez relevant et
prouve que l’application du Précodage linéaire est plus qu’une alternative valable pour la prochaine
génération de systèmes satellite THD. En effet, avec le même budget de puissance transmise à bord,
l’on obtient des performances en capacité similaires avec une réduction significative du nombre de
faisceaux, décrémentant ainsi la complexité à bord en termes de masse, accommodation et design
antenne. Il ne faut pas oublier que le segment sol est directement impacté en raison du doublement des
ressources spectrales par faisceau. Cela est, sans doute, un aspect non négligeable. Néanmoins, il
s’avère qu’ajoutant seulement un 22.5% de plus de bande passante totale (ex. de 95 faisceaux avec
2FR+RZF versus 155 faisceaux à 4FR) l’on est capable de réduire 60 faisceaux et même d’obtenir une
capacité légèrement supérieure.
Une analyse de sensibilité par rapport à la puissance transmise a été considérée afin d’évaluer le
comportement de ZF et RZF dans les différentes régions de SNR. Il a été constaté que RZF est plus
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performant que le plus naïve ZF dans toutes les régions de SNR, le dernier se rapprochant des
performances de RZF dans la région à large signal sur bruit. Il s’avère aussi que l’isolation en termes
de CCI fourni par le schéma 2FR est plus avantageuse qu’un schéma à réutilisation complète lors
qu‘elle est combinée avec le Précodage (s’adresser à Figure 8 où les performances du scenario à 70

faisceaux sont illustrées).

Figure 8 Analyse de sensibilité de la puissance totale Tx sur 70 faisceaux @0.3°. ZF et R-ZF
combinés avec les patterns à 2-FR et Full-FR. Les performances 4-FR sont représentées en tant que
référence.

L’ensemble de résultats ont été dérivés considérant une connaissance de l’état du canal en
transmission idéale (CSIT idéale). Afin d’estimer l’impact sur les performances du Précodage lors que
l’on considère une CSIT estimée (imparfaite et non-idéale), un modèle basé sur les séquences
orthogonales Walsh-Hadamard a été implémenté pour estimer chaque ligne de la matrice de canal.
L’impact sur la capacité totale du système par rapport au cas idéal a été évalué, prouvant que
l’introduction des erreurs d’estimation a un impact sur la performance du Précodage, ce qui se traduit
par une dégradation de la capacité globale. En effet, lors que la déviation standard des éléments de la
matrice de canal est basse (c.-à-d., lorsque l’on utilise des séquences longues pour le processus
d’estimation), le système dévient plus robuste aux erreurs d’estimation (ex. le scénario de référence à
70 faisceaux -2FR+RZF- présente une 7.8% de dégradation en capacité considérant des séquences WH
de L=1024, tandis que si l’on considère de séquences à L=256 la dégradation monte à 25%).
Plusieurs contraintes et variantes lors de l’application du modèle théorique de Précodage adressé
sur des systèmes THD réels ont été analysées. L’impact des canaux satellite non-linéaires ainsi que
plusieurs aspects rapportés à l’estimation et délai de transmission des estimations de canal vers la GW
ont été discutés plus en détail. L’impact des non-linéarités ne constitue pas un problème majeur étant
donné que les amplificateurs de puissance, dans un système THD de façon générale, travailleront en
mode multi-porteuse, ce qui oblige déjà à travailler avec un certain recul côté amplificateur (OBO).
L’estimation imparfaite et le délai de transmission de la connaissance du canal sont certainement plus
relevants et présentent un impact plus important sur les performances de la technique. Même si
certaines études ont adressé cette problématique, cela a été fait considérant des modèles et approches
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assez simplifiés. Ces modèles devraient être plus raffinés car CSIT est l’un des piliers pour le succès
du Précodage. La norme DVB-S2 a été récemment adaptée afin de permettre l’utilisation efficace des
techniques de Précodage (DVB-Sx) introduisant une structure de trame et signalisation optionnelle
plus appropriée. Ce fait ouvre des nouvelles perspectives en l’application du Précodage au niveau
satellite et ouvre la porte à évaluer plusieurs variations du Précodage qui s’adaptent aux spécificités de
la nouvelle structure de trame. L’optimisation d’allocation de puissance dans les techniques de
Précodage a été aussi discutée ainsi que l’impact des architectures multi-GW (typiquement nécessaires
dans les systèmes THD) sur l’implémentation du Précodage, présentant quelques alternatives.

5 Scheduling
Dans le chapitre précédent, les techniques de Précodage linéaire ont été étudiées en détail,
analysant leur impact sur la capacité moyenne totale du système lors que l’on les combine avec
plusieurs schémas de réutilisation fréquentielle et observant l’impact de la taille de faisceau sur les
gains potentiellement atteignables. Dans tous les cas, l’ordre dans lequel l’on a choisi les utilisateurs à
être servis est basé sur une distribution uniforme, c.-à-d. générant chaque user set (combinaison d’
utilisateurs dont leurs signaux sont linéairement combinés dans un certain instant symbole) de façon
randomisée côté GW, sans aucune processus de scheduling intelligent derrière. Néanmoins, lorsque
l’on considère un système avec plus d’un utilisateur par faisceau et une allocation uniforme des
ressources, il peut s’avérer intéressant de choisir de façon intelligente l’association entre utilisateurs
afin d’améliorer la performance de la technique.
Pourquoi chercher des améliorations dans la stratégie de scheduling?!
Afin de répondre à cette question, une analyse de dispersion a été menée au niveau du SINR par
utilisateur et à partir de tous les valeurs de SINR obtenues pour chaque réalisation de canal,
considérant l’application du Précodage dans les systèmes de référence. Comment mentionné
précédemment, la capacité totale du système lors que l’on applique le Précodage est calculée à partir
d’une valeur de SINR moyenne qui prend en compte toutes les valeurs de SINR calculées par chaque
réalisation de canal affectant chaque point/utilisateur. Si l’on observe la déviation standard de chaque
population de valeurs de SINR par utilisateur, l’on trouve qu’une certaine dispersion de valeurs de
SINR par utilisateur existe et dépend de l’association des utilisateurs que l’on considère lors que
chaque user set est constitué. En effet, si l’on pense à l’interprétation géométrique décrite
antérieurement, basée sur la projection du vecteur de canal du signal voulu sur le sous-espace
orthogonal des interférents, plus ou moins énergie sera perdue selon l’association des utilisateurs
considérée.
Dans la Figure 9, la déviation standard des valeurs de SINR per utilisateur considérant le Précodage
(ZF et RZF) est illustrée pour les scénarios de référence à 95 et 129 faisceaux. Une dispersion assez
importante est observée lors que l’on considère RZF combiné avec un schéma à 2FR (ex. 50% des
utilisateurs présente une dispersion de SINR par rapport à la moyenne plus grande que 1.7dB-2dB).
Une dispersion moins importante est observée considérant un schéma de réutilisation totale à single
polarisation. Les niveaux de dispersion sont plus importants dès que l’on considère ZF combiné avec
les mêmes schémas de réutilisation, ce qui indique une dépendance assez significative de la
performance de ZF avec les associations d’utilisateurs au niveau scheduler.
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Figure 9 CDF Déviation standard du SNIR moyen par utilisateur sur la couverture (ZF et RZF)

Le processus de scheduling sur les réseaux cellulaires MIMO a été étudié en profondeur, plus
particulièrement en considérant des canaux Rayleigh Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.. Dans ce chapitre, l’accent est mis sur l’impact des stratégies
de scheduling considérant le Précodage linéaire appliqué aux systèmes multifaisceaux par satellite. Par
moyen d’algorithmes de recherche exhaustifs (ES) et considérant un scenario simplifié dérivé des
scenarios de référence, toutes les possibles allocations ont été évaluées, identifiant celle qui mène à
une capacité totale maximisée par rapport au scheduling nominal de référence. Ensuite, des
algorithmes heuristiques pour des systèmes à plus grande échelle ont été définis, basés sur les
graphiques multipartites, permettant une réduction de la complexité de computation nécessaire. Les
performances des différents algorithmes heuristiques ont été évaluées sur quelques scenarios de
références, évaluant ainsi l’amélioration sur la capacité totale, la dispersion des valeurs de SINR per
utilisateur et son équité en termes d’allocation.
Quatre algorithmes heuristiques ont été proposés et leur gains dérivés en termes de capacité totale
et équité globale. Comme mentionné, tous les algorithmes sont basés sur une approche multipartite
comme montré dans la Figure 10.

Figure 10 Approche Multipartite
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Cela permet de travailler au niveau combinaison (user set) et d’éviter la redondance de user sets par
rapport à une approche en termes d’allocation (c.-à-d. algorithmes ES). Dans le principe, chaque fois
qu’un user set est choisi, les utilisateurs concernés sont enlevés de la liste jusqu’à ce que tous les
utilisateurs des respectives faisceaux ont été choisis, afin d’assurer que tous seront servis et réduisant
la complexité de computation de façon significative.
Dans une première tentative d’améliorer les performances du Précodage, à la fois en termes de
capacité totale et en équité entre utilisateurs, une approche basée sur des algorithmes Greedy est
considérée. L’algorithme nommé ‘Classical Greedy’ est basé sur une optimisation ‘user set à user set’,
prenant décisions ‘gloutonnes’ à partir des niveaux de SINR par utilisateur obtenus après Précodage.
Ainsi, à chaque itération, l’algorithme choisit un optime local parmi un certain sous-ensemble de user
sets, étant le user set optime celui qui présente le SINR moyen le plus élevé. Le but de l’algorithme est
d’augmenter la capacité globale cherchant la meilleure combinaison d’utilisateurs (user set) à chaque
réalisation de canal.
Une variante de ‘Classical Greedy’ est aussi proposée, cette fois-ci étant inspirée sur les principes
des algorithmes Random multistart. De la même façon qu’avec ‘Classical Greedy’, une optimisation
‘user set à user set’ est considérée prenant décisions ‘gloutonnes’ à partir des niveaux de SINR par
utilisateur obtenus après Précodage. Pourtant, lors qu’il faut choisir la solution locale au niveau
combinaison, au lieu de retenir le user set qui maximise le SINR moyen (Classical Greedy), l’on
retient un user set choisi de façon aléatoire parmi les N meilleures options du sous-ensemble de user
sets considérés. Le but dans cas-là est d’évaluer si, ne prenant pas toujours la meilleure combinaison,
cela nous amène à un résultat plus proche de l’optimale. En effet, le fait de ne pas choisir tout le temps
la meilleure solution pourrait nous amener à améliorer les user sets plus dégradés, laissant quelques
utilisateurs à bon SINR pour améliorer de façon global le bilan liaison de la couverture.
Une approche alternative visant à maximiser le SINR minimum par utilisateur a été considérée,
cherchant des bons compromis entre l’équité entre utilisateurs et l’amélioration du débit total du
système. L’algorithme Max CNI min essaie de répondre à ce but, prenant des décisions locales basées
sur l’amélioration du SINR moyenne per user set. Mais cette fois-ci, l’algorithme vise à maximiser le
débit des utilisateurs avec un SINR plus dégradé (par rapport à un certain seuil de SINR), les
combinant avec les utilisateurs dont le SINR est plus élevé.
Finalement, un dernier algorithme est proposé, Geo-Wise, basé sur l’interprétation géométrique des
techniques d’inversion de canal. Originairement basé sur des stratégies provenant des réseaux mobiles
terrestres, cet algorithme génère chaque user set séquentiellement, ajoutant de façon progressive les
utilisateurs, prenant en compte le sous-espace d’interférences généré par les utilisateurs déjà
sélectionnés. Le fait d’ajouter les utilisateurs de façon séquentielle implique qu’au fur et à mesure que
le processus avance et plus d’utilisateurs s’ intègrent au user set, ils sont en principe mieux protégés
contre les interférences des utilisateurs déjà choisis. Pourtant, tous les utilisateurs sélectionnés à
posteriori peuvent interférer potentiellement sur ceux déjà choisis.
Comme décrit antérieurement, à chaque itération de tous les algorithmes, un sous-set d’utilisateurs
est sélectionné et un de critères de performance défini par chaque algorithme qui est appliqué jusqu’à
ce qu’un seul user set est identifié et choisi. L’analyse prend en compte les scenarios à 95 et 129
faisceaux avec une configuration 2FR+RZF. En observant les résultats, il ne s’obtient pas de gains très
élevés en termes de capacité totale pour chacun des algorithmes par rapport à la stratégie de
scheduling nominale. Néanmoins, des résultats plus encourageants ont été obtenus par rapport à
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l’équité entre utilisateurs. De façon globale, Max CNI min s’est avéré l’algorithme le plus performant
à les niveaux, avec un 5% d’amélioration en débit totale (7% considérant un sous-set de 16 user sets
par itération5),une réduction très significative de la dispersion du SINR par utilisateur et une équité en
la pre-allocation près de l’optimale.
Scheduling Algorithms Total Throughput [Gbps]
Nominal
95 beams
129 beams

Throughput
Gain
Throughput
Gain

320
Ref.
326
Ref.

Greedy
classic
324
+1.2%
330
+1.2%

Random
Multistart
322
+0.6%
329
+1%

Geo-Wise
319
-0.3%
327
+0.3%

Max CNImin
336
+5%
341
+4.7%

Table 9 Evaluation du scheduling sur des systèmes à plus grande échelle: Débit total agrégé et gain par
rapport à cas de ref (sched_iter = 6).

Il a été prouvé qu’en considérant des stratégies scheduling optimisées basées sur la maximisation
du SINR minimal, le niveau d’équité entre utilisateurs peut être amélioré ainsi que le débit total du
système (même si d’une façon modérée)

(a)

(b)

Figure 11 Scenario à 95 faisceaux (2FR+RZF) – a) CDF du SINR moyen par utilisateur pour chacun des
algorithmes de scheduling (scheduling nominale en ligne discontinue). b) CDF Déviation standard du SINR
par utilisateur

Une autre métrique est introduite afin d’analyser l’équité entre utilisateurs au niveau d’allocation.
Cela correspond à une variante du Jain’s fariness index. Cet indice est utilisé couramment pour la
quantification de l’équité des différents débits obtenus par les utilisateurs dans un réseau. Introduit
dans Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.. Dans notre cas, l’on s’intéresse à adapter cet index afin
de quantifier l’équité entre utilisateurs par rapport au SINR par allocation. En évaluant la dispersion du
SINR per utilisateur et le Jain’s fairness index par allocation, des résultats intéressants ont été obtenus.
Tous les algorithmes obtiennent une réduction de la dispersion de SINR par utilisateur par rapport à la
stratégie scheduling nominale (en plus ou moins degré), étant Max CNI min le plus performant en
termes d’équité par utilisateur. C’est aussi le cas lors que l’on analyse le Jain’s fairness index. Même
si dans un contexte satellite, ce n’est pas possible d’atteindre le niveau maximal d’équité entre les
5

En nominale, 6 user sets par itération sont considérés (sched_iter correspond à la profondeur de la recherche)
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utilisateurs (en termes de SINR) dû aux caractéristiques inhérentes du canal, Max CNI min atteint des
niveaux d’équité d’allocation près de l’optimum (0.95) par rapport aux autres algorithmes évalués
(~0.85)
Par conséquent, l’utilisation de stratégies de scheduling intelligentes basées sur la maximisation du
SINR minimum par utilisateur augmente le niveau d’équité entre les utilisateurs ainsi que ledébit
agrégé total atteignable (de façon plus modérée).

6 Réutilisation Fréquentielle Fractionnelle (FFR)
Comme déjà vu, les techniques de Précodage linéaire ont un potentiel significatif lors qu’on les
combine avec schémas de réutilisation fréquentielle plus agressifs, atteignant des gains assez
considérables en termes de débit total agrégé, ce qui permet de les considérer une alternative attractive
aux systèmes actuels. Néanmoins, ce n’est pas la seule technique pour atteindre ce but. Dans ce
chapitre, l’attention est mise sur de patterns de réutilisation fréquentielle fractionnelle comme moyen
d’augmentation de bande passante par faisceau et donc, de la capacité globale du système. Les
techniques FFR ont été étudiées dans le cadre d’une étude CNES nommée SAFARI6 ayant pour but
l’exploration de la pertinence et performance des schémas FFR appliqués en système THD par satellite
Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.. Ces schémas, provenant des systèmes mobiles terrestres
(WiMAX, LTE,…) exploite l’isolation inhérente dans la couverture de systèmes multicellulaires afin
d’introduire des schémas de réutilisation plus agressifs dans chaque faisceau dans les zones où
l’isolation est plus importante.

Figure 12 Schéma Hard-FFR considéré à SAFARI.

Dans le cadre de cette thèse, un schéma spécifique de réutilisation fractionnelle nommé Hard-FFR,
combinaison d’un schéma de 4FR avec un schéma de 2FR, a été étudié. Un algorithme d’allocation
des schémas FR aux utilisateurs a été défini afin de maximiser la capacité totale du système,
satisfaisant au même temps une contrainte de design donnée. La contrainte de design sélectionnée a
été choisie pour assurer une densité surfacique de capacité par Km2 plutôt équilibrée dans chaque
faisceau afin d’assurer que ne pas tout le spectre disponible par schéma FR soit alloué/concentré à un
nombre réduit de points.
6

CNES R&T R-S12/TC-0006-010 : SAFARI « Système à Faible Rapport Signal sur bruit » project (2012-2013)
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Exprimant la densité surfacique de capacité (CSD) comme :

où
correspond à la surface affectée par F1-4 (4FR) et F0 (2FR) respectivement et
la capacité agrégée dans .

correspond à

L’on peut définir mathématiquement le critère de CSD équilibré comme :

Idéalement, l’algorithme d’allocation devrait chercher un delta unitaire, ce qui voudrait dire que la
densité surfacique de capacité associée à chaque pattern FR est complètement équilibrée dans tous les
faisceaux. Cela peut être une restriction trop restrictive menant à un problème d’allocation sans
solution. Ainsi, l’algorithme d’allocation devrait essayer de balancer les deux CSD permettant une
certaine relaxation de la contrainte d’allocation. L’idée de l’étude est donc de tester plusieurs couples
(A ;BWo), appliquant l’algorithme d’allocation, et d’identifier le scenario le plus prometteur qui
maximise la capacité totale du système en satisfaisant au même temps le critère décrit précédemment.
L’algorithme d’allocation proposé dans cette thèse, nommé “Sorting algorithm”, vise donc à
identifier le meilleur cas (A ;BWo), maximisant la capacité totale et respectant au même temps
l’équilibre de CSD entre schémas de réutilisation. Comme son nom indique, cet algorithme est basé
sur le rangement, sous certains critères, du data (c.-à-d. figures du bilan liaison comme CNI ou
efficacité spectrale) correspondant a chaque FR pattern (4FR ou 2FR) ainsi que la différence de data
entre les deux schémas. Cela est fait faisceau par faisceau, afin d’équilibrer la CSD dans chacune des
cellules de la couverture. Une fois le data est choisi, la densité agrégée de capacité est calculé en tous
les points du faisceau pour chacun des patterns FR. Démarrant par un seul point, l’on lui associe toute
la bande passante disponible selon le pattern FR considéré (et selon le cas (A; BWo)). Ensuite la
capacité résultante est calculée. Le processus est répété, ajoutant de façon progressive tous les points
restants et calculant, pour chaque itération, la densité de capacité résultante jusqu’à ce que tous les
points dans le faisceau soient couverts. Finalement, les résultats obtenus associés aux deux patterns FR
sont alignés, selon un certain critère de rangement, et la différence de densité de capacité cumulée est
dérivée, pour calculer en suite la différence. Lorsque l’on atteint la différence minimale entre la
densité de capacité de 4FR et 2FR, la frontière entre l’allocation d’un pattern FR ou l’autre peut être
definie, tout en assurant que le delta entre CSD associé à chaque pattern FR sera la plus petit possible.
Outre que l’algorithme lui-même, un modèle a été développé afin d’adapter le couple (OBO, NPR)
pour chaque cas (A; BWo). En effet, l’impact des non-linéarités sur les porteuses associées aux deux
patterns FR variera selon A et BWo et ce modèle permet de prendre en compte et de calculer l’impact
des produits d’intermodulation sur chaque cluster de porteuses. L’approche proposée est de dériver un
modèle empirique à partir des résultats de simulation qui permettrait approximer le (OBO, NPR) par
n’importe quel cas (A; BWo), dérivé à partir d’un certain rang de valeurs d’A et BWo. Plus
concrètement, un OBO de 3.5dB a été retenu dans l’analyse, adaptant le niveau de NPR par cluster de
porteuses selon le cas traité. Ce modèle a été décrit dans Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. et
intégré dans la computation du bilan liaison afin de couvrir tous les cas possibles.
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Figure 13 Principe de computation Hard-FFR

Comment présenté antérieurement, plusieurs configurations FFR ont été analysées en termes de
bande passante par schéma FR et de différence en termes de densité spectrale de puissance (facteur A).
Spécifiquement, les cas suivants ont été considérés :


Bande passante allouée au pattern 4FR: 500 MHz, 750 MHZ et 1 GHz, ce qui implique une
allocation au pattern 2FR de: 1.9 GHz, 1.4 GHz et 900MHz respectivement.



Différence en densité spectrale de puissance: des -3dB jusqu’à 5dB delta entre le pattern 4FR
et 2FR (>0 = densité spectrale de puissance de 4FR plus élevée que celle de 2FR)

Les améliorations en débit total par rapport aux performances du système de référence à 4FR ont
été dérivées, obtenant des gains qui ne sont pas trop élevés, ne dépassant pas le 15% (scenario à 70
faisceaux) pour une augmentation proportionnellement bien plus significative en termes de bande
passante totale du lien FWD. Il a été prouvé qu’en considérant des scenarios avec des tailles de
faisceau assez larges et donc, présentant des niveaux plus raisonnables de CCI, ils nous amènent à des
cas FFR plus pertinents. Cela se confirme en observant les performances obtenues pour les scenarios à
95 et 129 faisceaux, avec des gains qui ne dépassent pas le +6% et -2% respectivement (le dernier
même dégradant la performance du pattern 4FR). Par conséquent, un compromis existe entre la perte
de bande passante totale provoquée par la réduction du nombre de faisceaux (dégradation du facteur de
réutilisation), versus le fait d’avoir des meilleures conditions pour appliquer les schémas FFR, ayant
des niveaux de CCI dans le schéma 2FR moins importants.

BW/beam

70
beams

95
beams

129
beams

4FR

Total
FWD
BW

500 MHz

NPR

2FR

1900 MHz

4FR

750 MHz

Total
Through.

Gain
w.r.t. Ref.
4FR

Avg.
CSD
delta

5dB

189 Gbps

218 Gbps

15%

6.7%

2dB

230 Gbps

244 Gbps

6.23%

4.6%

3dB

274 Gbps

268 Gbps

-2.35%

3.5%

15.8dB
18.4dB
204.2 GHz

2FR

1400 MHz

4FR

1000 MHz
900 MHz

Ref.
4-FR

18.7dB
168 GHz

2FR

A

16.1dB
17.6dB
245.1 GHz

15.7dB

Table 10 FFR Gain en débit total agrégé (les meilleurs cas)
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Dans ce point-là, l’application du Précodage linéaire sur les porteuses associées au 2FR a été
proposée, étant une option naturelle lors que l’on considère la combinaison des schémas FR dans un
système FFR. En effet, comment déjà prouvé dans les sections précédentes, la combinaison RZF+2FR
a abouti à des gains très significatifs en termes débit agrégé total. C’est aussi le cas pour la
combinaison Précodage + FFR, une synergie de techniques qui a boosté la capacité totale obtenue par
rapport à des systèmes exclusivement FFR. Contrairement aux résultats obtenus avec le système FFR
non-precodé, c’est le scénario à 95 faisceaux qui a obtenu les meilleures performances, atteignant un
gain de +35% par rapport au débit total du système de référence (4FR) et multipliant par un facteur 6
le gain obtenu seulement avec FFR. Suivi de près, le scénario à 70 faisceaux a obtenu un gain en débit
total de +34%, doublant le gain obtenu avec FFR non-precodé. Finalement, le scénario à 129 faisceaux
présente les gains moins importants, atteignant que +21% d’amélioration du débit total.

BW/beam
70
beams
95
beams
129
beams

4FR

Total
FWD
BW

NPR

168 GHz
1.9 GHz

4FR

500 MHz
1.9 GHz

4FR

500 MHz
1.9 GHz

1dB

254 Gbps

34.2%

4.7%

1dB

301 Gbps

31.3%

4.7%

0dB

325 Gbps

18.5%

4%

17.4dB
16.8dB
16.9dB
310 GHz

2FR

Avg.
CSD
delta

16.8dB
228 GHz

2FR

Gain
w.r.t. Ref.
4FR

17.4dB

500 MHz

2FR

A

Total
Throughput

16.9dB

Table 11 FFR + Précodage: Gain en débit total agrégé (les meilleurs cas)

En comparant les résultats obtenus avec Précodage versus Précodage plus FFR, l’on s’aperçoit que
les meilleurs résultats sont dérivés considérant exclusivement le Précodage. Néanmoins, même si la
synergie FFR+Précodage atteint des gains moins importants, elle a besoin de moins de bande passante
per faisceau, ce qui réduit les contraintes au niveau segment sol par rapport à l’approche
exclusivement Précodage. Les deux métriques (Bande passante et débit total) devraient être
considérées lors que l’on trade-off les deux approches, principalement en termes de coût global
d’implémentation (hors objectifs de cette thèse)

Conclusions
Cette thèse de doctorat a été axée sur l'étude des techniques avancées pour les systèmes de
communication par satellites de très haute capacité de nouvelle génération (future génération THD ou
Next-Generation High Throughput Satellites NG-HTS). L’objectif est d’atteindre une augmentation
significative de la capacité totale et ainsi de réduire le coût par bit par rapport aux systèmes actuels,
sans pour autant recourir à une augmentation du nombre de faisceaux couvrant la zone de service. En
ce sens, l'attention a été naturellement portée sur le domaine de la réutilisation de fréquence, à savoir
l'augmentation de la bande passante disponible du système en réutilisant autant que possible le spectre
disponible entre les faisceaux. Cependant, l'augmentation de la réutilisation de fréquence conduit à une
forte augmentation de l'interférence entre faisceaux de même couleur qui rend l'utilisation de la bande
supplémentaire peu efficace. Aussi, les techniques de réduction des interférences ont été identifiées
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comme une voie prometteuse, ce qui permet d'envisager une réutilisation des fréquences plus agressive
et ainsi, d’augmenter la capacité totale du système en conséquence. Deux techniques avancées utilisant
le précodage linéaire et les schémas de réutilisation de fréquence fractionnaire ont été appliquées au
contexte du satellite NG-HTS.
L'accent est mis sur la liaison aller (des stations terriennes vers les terminaux d'utilisateurs), le
trafic à large bande très asymétrique conduisant à des exigences plus élevées en termes de capacité
globale par rapport à la liaison retour. Les résultats obtenus démontrent que le précodage linéaire et
son association avec la réutilisation de fréquence fractionnaire constituent une alternative crédible,
menant à une augmentation significative de la capacité totale du système, allant jusqu’à 40% de gain
en fonction du scénario et de la technique considérée. L'une des principales avancées repose dans le
fait que la combinaison des techniques de lutte contre les interférences et de la réutilisation de
fréquence fractionnaire permet cette augmentation de capacité avec une réduction significative du
nombre de faisceaux par rapport aux systèmes multifaisceaux classiques. Ceci est illustré par exemple
avec un système utilisant un schéma deux couleurs combiné à des techniques de précodage : deux fois
moins de faisceaux sont nécessaires pour obtenir la même capacité totale par rapport à un système
classique à quatre couleurs. En conséquence, une réduction significative de la complexité sur le
segment spatial peut être obtenue ainsi qu'une minimisation de l'impact sur le segment sol de
l'utilisateur, compte tenu du fait que les fonctions de traitement du signal requises sont effectuées dans
les stations terriennes.
L'objectif d'augmentation de la capacité globale ne doit pas être obtenu au détriment de la qualité
de service perçue par chaque l'utilisateur. Des politiques de planification des transmissions doivent être
mises en œuvre conjointement afin de fournir une équité acceptable entre les terminaux affectés par
des niveaux élevés d'interférence (généralement situés sur les bords du faisceau) et ceux moins
impactés (c’est-à-dire au centre du faisceau).
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